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Monday, March 18, 1996 

Eleanor Adam 

Overview of Sessions: 

This section of the Institute focuses on creating your school as a learning community 
for both students and staff. 

Planning for both societal and educational change requires simultaneous action on 
many fronts: a strong research base to improve student learning, processes or models 
for growth planning, effective staff development and a culture that builds an internal 
capacity to deal with change. 

Developing a collaborative culture that instills values and beliefs, promotes shared 
decision making and enhances teamwork as a foundation of successful reform. In our 
sessions today, we will look at practical strategies to build this foundation. 

Readinp: 

• Fullan, Michael G., and Miles, Matthew B. "Getting Reform Right: What Works 
and What Doesn't," 

• Fullan, Michael G. "The Complexity of the Change Process." 

Study Questions: 

1) How do you model your values and beliefs? 

2) How do you define and promote a collaborative culture? 

3) How do you help staff to teach effectively, promote cultural nonns, and deal 
with the change in education? 
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Getting Reform Right: · 
What Works and What Doesn't 

There are as many myths as there are truJhs associaled with change, 
Messrs. Fullan and Miles assen, aru:! educatorf need to deepen the way they 

think about change. To that end, the authors analyze seven reasons 
change fails and offer seven "propositions· for successful change. 

Bv M1cHAEL G. FuLLAN AND MATTHEW B. MILES 

A
FTER YEARS of failed 
education reform. educa
tors arc more and more in 
the habit of saying that 
·knowledge of the change 

process- is crucial. But few people real
ly know what that means. The phrase is 
used superficially. glibly. as if saying it 
over and over will lead to understanding 
and appropriate action. 

We do believe that knowing about the 
change process is crucial. But there are 
as many myths as there are truths as
sociated with change. and it is time lo 
deepen the way we think about change. 
We need 10 assess our knowledge more 
critically and describe what we know. 
One needs a good deal of sophistication 
to grasp the fundamentals of the change 
process and to use that knowledge wisely. 

We also believe that serious education 
reform will never be achieved until there 
is a significant increase in the number of 
people - leaders and other panicipants 
alike - who have come to internalize and 
habitually act on basic knowledge of how 
successful change takes place. Reform
ers talk of the need for deeper. second
order changes in the structures and cul -
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tures of schools. rather than superficial 
first-order changes. 1 But no change 
would be more fundamental than a dra
matic expansion of the capacity of in
dividuals and organizations to understand 
and deal with change. This generic ca
pacity is wonh more than a hundred in
dividual success stories of implementing 
specific innovations. As we shall s~. 
even individual success stories don't last 
long without an appreciation of how to 
keep changes alive. 

Rather than develop a new strategy for 
each new wave of reform. we must use 
basic knowledge about the do's and don'ts 
of bringing about continuous improve
ment. In this article we present this 
knowledge in the form of seven basic rea
sons why reform fails - and seven prop
ositions that could lead to success. 

WHY R.EFOR.1\11 FAILS 

Schools and districts arc overloaded 
with problems - and, ironically. with so
lutions that don't work. Thus things get 
worse insttad of bener. Even our rare 
success stories appear as isolated pock
ets of excellence and arc as likely to at
rophy as to prosper over time. We get 
glimpses of the power of change. but we 
have little confidence that we know how 
to harness forces for continuous improve
ment. The problem is not really lack of 

innovation. but the enormous overload of 
fragmented. uncoordinated. and ephem
eral attempts at change. 

We begin with reasons why typical ap
proaches do not work. In our view there 
arc seven basic reasons why rcfonns fail. 
Though each Oli1C has its own form. these 
seven should be understood in combina
tion. as a set. 

1. Faulty maps of change_ Ifs hard 
to get to a destination when your map 
docsn·1 accurately represent the territory 
you're to traverse. Everyone involved in 
school reform - teachers. administra
tors. parents. srudents. district staff mem
bers. consultants. board members. state 
department officials. legislators. materi
als developers. publishers, test-makers. 
teacher educat-ors. researchers - has a 
personal map of how change proceeds. 
These constructs arc often expressed in 
the form of a proposition or statement. 

I . Resistance is inevitable, because 
people resist change. 

2 . Every school is unique. 
3. Plus ~a change. plus c'est la mime 

chose. 
4. Schools arc essentially conservative 

institutions. harder 10 change than other 
organizations. 

5. You just have to live reform one day 
at a time. 

6. You need a mission. objectives. and 
a series of tasks laid out well in advance . 
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7. You can never plea~ everyone, so 
just push ahead with reforms. 

8. Full participation of everyone in
volved in a change is essential. 

9. Keep it simple. stupid: go for smaJI. 
easy changes rather than big. demanding 
ones. 

10. Mandate change, because people 
won't do it otherwise. 

People act on their maps. But maps 
such as these don't provide reliable or 
valid guidance. Some, like number 1, 
arc simply self-sealing and tautological. 
Others, like :number 2, are true in the ab
stract but totally unhelpful in providing 
guidance. Imagine if a Michelin guide 
book were to tell you that '"each restau
rant is unique," refuse to make ratings, 
and tell you that you're on your own. 

Some, like number 3, have the seduc
tive appearance of truth, though they are 
mostly false. ll stretches the bounds of 
credulity to say that the schools we sec 
today are no different from those of yes
teryear or that all change effons are sclf
dcfeating. Such maps are self-defeating. 
At their worst, they tell us that nothing 
really changes - and that nothing will 
work. On such self-exculpatory propo
sitions as number 4, the re's. simply very 
linle evidence, and what there is leads to 
the verdict of .. not proven. ""2 

Sometimes our maps arc in conflict 
with themselves or with the maps of col
leagues. For example, number S advo
cates the virtues of improvisation, while 
number 6 lauds rational planning. In fact , 
the literature on organizational change 
and a recent study of major change in ur
ban high schools show that neither state
ment is valid as a guide to successful 
school reform.l The same appears to be 
1rue for propositions 7 and 8 . 

Still other mapping statements arc 
directly contradicted by empirical evi
dence. For example, though number 9 
looks obvious, studies of change have 
repeatedly found that substantial change 
efforts that address multiple problems 
are more likely to succeed and survive 
than small-scale, easily trivialized inno
vations.~ 

And number 10. as attractive as it may 
be politicaUy, simply doesn't work. In
deed. it often makes matters worse. You 
can't mandate imponant changes, because 
they require slcjll . motivation. commit· 
ment. and discretionary judgment on the 
part of those who must change. 1 
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Our aim here is not to debunk all our 
maps. Maps arc crucial. But unless a map 
is a val id representation of the te rritory. 
we won't get where we want to go. Later 
in this article. we will outline a map that, 

We must 
have an approach 

to reform that 
acknowledges that 
we may not know 

all the answers. 

we believe, corresponds well with the 
real territory of change. 

2. Complex problems. Another ma
jor reason for the failure of reform is that 
the solutions are not easy - or even 
known in many cases. A number of years 
ago Arthur Wisc labeled this problem the 
.. hyperrationalization" of reform: 

To create goals for education is to 
will that something occur. But goals, 
in the absence of a theory of how to 
achieve them. a re mere wishful think
ing. If there is no reason to believe a 
goal is attainable - perhaps evidenced 
by the fact that it has never been at
tained - then a rational planning model 
may not result in goal auainment.6 

The reform agenda has broadened in 
fundamental ways in the last five years. 
One need only mention the comprehen
sive reform legislation adopted in virtu
ally every state and the scores of restruc
turing efforts in order to realize that cur
rent change efforts are enormously com
plex - both in the substance of their 
goals and in the capacity of individuals 
and institutions to ca rry out and coor
dinate reforms. 

Education is a complex system, and its 
reform is even more complex. Even if 
one considers only seemingly simple, 
first -order changes. the num~r of com
ponc:nts anc.J thc!ir interrelationships are 

staggc:ring: curriculum and instruction, 
school organizatio,n. student services. 
community involvement. teacher inser 
vice training. assess mc:nt. reporting. and 
evaluation. Deeper. second-order chang
es in school cultures. teacher/student re
lationships. and values and expectations 
of the system are all the more daunting. 

Funhermore. higher-order education
al goals for all students require knowl
edge and abilities that we have :never 
demonstrated. In many cases, we simply 
don't know how to proceed; solutions 
have yet to be developed. This is no rea
son to stop trying. but we must remem
ber that it is folly to act as if we know 
how to solve complex problems in short 
order. We must have an approach to re
form that acknowledges that we don't 
necessarily know all the answers, that is 
conducive to developing solutions as we 
go along, and that sustains our commit
ment and persistence to stay with the 
problem until we get somewhere. In oth
er words, we need a different map for 
solving complex rather than simple prob
lems. 

3. Symbols over substance. In the ~ 
RAN D-sponsored study of federal pro
grams supporting educational change, 
Paul Berman and Milbrey McLaughlin 
found that some school districts adopted 
ex.ternal innovations for opportunistic 
reasons rather than to solve a particular 
problem. lbese apparent reforms brought 
ex.tra resources (which were not neces-
sarily used for the intended purpose), 
symbolized that action was being taken 
(whether or not follow-up occurred). and 
furthered the careers of the innovators 
(whether or not the innovation succeed-
ed). Thus the mere appearance of inno
vation is sometimes sufficient for achiev-
ing political success. 

Education reform is as much a politi-
cal as an educational process, and it has 
both negative and positive aspects. One 
need not question the mOlives of politi-
cal decision makers to appreciate the neg
ative. Political time lines are at variance 
with the time lines for education reform. 
This difference often results in vague 
goals, unrealistic schedules. a preoccu
pation with symbols of reform (new leg
islation, task forces . commissions. and ~ 
the like). and shifting priorities as politi-
caJ pressures ebb and now. 

We acknowledge that symbols :ire es
sential for su~ccss. They s~rve to -:rys-



tallizc images and to attr:ict and gener
ate political power and financial re
sources. Symbols can also prov-ide per
sonal and collective meaning and give 
people faith and confidence when they 
arc dealing with unclear goals and com
plex situations. 7 They arc essential for 
galvanizing visions, acquiring resources. 
and carrying out concerted action. When 
symbols and substance arc congruent, 
they fonn a powerful combination. 

Nonetheless, rc(onn often fails because 
politics favors symbols over substance. 
Substantial change in practice requires 
a lot of hard and clever work .. on the 
ground," which is not the strong point 
of political players. After several experi
ences with the dominance of symbolic 
change over substantive change, people 
become cynical and take the next change 
that comes along much less seriously. 

Symbolic change docs not have to be 
without substance, however. Indeed, the 
best examples of effective symbols are 
grounded in rituals, ceremonies, and oth
er events in the daily life of an organiza
tion. Whi.lc we cannot have effective re
form without symbols, we can easily 
have symbols without effective refonn -

Reforms 
also fail because 
our attempts to 
solve prob,ems 
are frequently 

superficial. 

the predominant experience of most edu
cators and one that predisposes them to 
be skeptical about all reforms. 

4. Impatient and superficial solu
tions. Reforms also fail because our at
tempts to solve problems are frequently 
superficial. Superficial solutions, intro
duced quiclcly in an atmosphere of cri
sis, normally make matters worse.• This 
problem is all the more serious now that 

·For many years, you 've been preparing 10 enter uncharted waters - and 10-

day you walk _1he plank.. • 

we are taclcling large-scale reforms. for 
the consequences of failure arc much 
more serious. 

Reforms in structure are especially sus
ceptible to superficiality and unrealistic 
time lines. because they can be launched 
th rough political or administrative man
dates. Two examples at opposite ends of 
the political spectrum provide cases in 
point. A recent study of the impact of 
Statewide testing m two states found that, 
while new testing mandates caused action 
at the local level. they also narrowed the 
curriculum and created adverse condi
tions for reform: 

(C)oping with the pressure to attain 
satisfactory results in high-stakes tests 
caused educators to develop almost a 
-crisis mentality- in their approach, in 
that they jumped quickly into -solu
tions" to address a specific issue. They 
narrowed the range of instructional 
strategies from which they selected 
means to instru.ct their students; they 
narrowed the content of the marerial 
1hey chose to present to students~ and 
they narrowed the l'1lnge of course of
ferings available to students.9 

Site-based management - opposite in 
many ways to the strategy of centralized 
testing - also shows problems associat
ed with structural refonns. Daniel Levine 
and Eugene Eubanks. among others, 
have indicated how school-based models 
often result in changes in fonnal decision
making structures but rarely result in a 
focus on developing instructional slc:ills 
or on changing the culture of schools.10 

There arc numerous other examples of 
new legislation and policies - ca.recr lad
ders, mentoring and induction policies, 
testing and competency requirements, 
and so on - being rushed into place with 
little forethought about possible negative 
consequences and side effects. 

A related bane of reform is faddism. 
Schools. districts, and states arc under 
tremendous pressure to reform. Innova
tion and reform are big business, politi
cally and economically. The temptation 
is great to latch on to the quick fix, to 
go along with the trend, to react uncriti
cally to endorsed innovations as they 
come and go. Local educators experience 
most school reforms as fads. 

There are two underlying problems. 
One is that mistaken or superficial solu
tions are introduced; the Olher is that, 
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c:ven when the solution is on the right 
track. hasty implementation lc:ads to fail
ure. Structural solutions are relatively 
easy to initiate under the right political 
conditions, but they are no substitute 
for the hard work, sk.ill, and commit
ment needed to blend different st.ructur
al changes into a successful reform ef
fort. In other words, changes in structure 
must go hand in hand with changes in cuJ
ture and in the individual and collective 
capacity to work through new structures. 
Because education reform is so com
plex, we cannot know in advance exact
ly which new structures and behavioral 
patterns should go together or how they 
should mesh. But we do know that nep 
glecting one or the other is a surefire 
recipe for failure. 

s. Msmdentandmg resmance. Things 
hardly eve·r go easily during change ef
forts . Since change necessarily involves 
people. and people can commit willed ac
tions, it seems natural to attribute prog
ress that is slower than we might wish to 
their "resistance. ft Before a recent work
shop, one of us asked a group of prin
cipals to list the problems. they faced in 
a specific change project. More·than half 
said "resistance" - variously known as 
intransigence, entrenchment. fearfulness. 
reluctance to buy in, complacency, un
willingness to alter behaviors. and fail
ure to recognize the need for change. 
These traits were attributed to teachers 
and other staff members, though not to 
the principals themselves. 

But it is usually unproductive to label 
an attitude or action "resistance." It 
diverts attention from real problems of 
implementation, such as diffuse objec
tives. lack of technical skill, or insuffi
cient resources for change. ln effect, the 
label also individualizes issues of change 
and converts everything into a matter of 
"anitude. ft Because such labeling places 
the blame (and the responsibility for the 
solution) on others. it immobilizes peo
ple and leads to "if only" thinking. 

Change does involve individual atti
tudes and behaviors, but they need to be 
framed as natural responses to transition. 
not misunderstood as ~resistance. ft Dur
ing transitions from a familiar to a new 
state of affairs. individuals must normally 
confront the loss of the old and commit 
themselves to the new, unlearn old be
liefs and behaviors and learn new ones. 
and move from anxiousness and uncer-
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taincy to stabilization and coherence. Any 
significant change .involves a period of 
intense ~rsonal and organizational learn
ing and problem solving. Pcopfe need sup
ports for such work. not displays of im
patience. 

Failure to 
institutionalize 

• • an mnovation 
underlies the-
disappearance 

of many reforms. 

Blaming -resistance" for the slow pace 
of refonn also keeps us from understand
ing that individuaJs and groups faced with 
something new need to assess the change 
for its genuine possibilities and for how 
it bears on the ir self-interest. From com
puters across the curriculum, to main
streaming, to portfolio assessments, to a 
radical change in the time schedule, sig
nificant changes normally require extra 
effort during the transitional stage. More
over, there's little certainty about the 
kinds of outcomes that may ensue for sru
dents and teachers (and less assurance 
that they will be any better than the sta
tus quo). These are legitimate issues that 
deserve careful attention. 

Many reform initiatives are ill-con
ceived, and many others are fads. The 
most authentic response to such efforts 
is resistance. Nevertheless, when resis
tance is misunderstood, we are immedi
ately set on a self-defeating path. Refram
ing the legitimate basis of most forms of 
resistance will allow us to get a more 
productive start and to isolate the real 
problems of improvement. 

6. Attrition of pockets of success. 
There are many examples of successful 
reforms in individual schools - cases in 
which the strong effortS of teachers. prin
cipals. and district administrators have 
brought about significant changes in 

classroom and school practice. 11 We do 
not have much evidence about the dura
bility of such successes. but we have rea
son 10 believe that they may not survive 
if the conditions under which they devel
oped are changed. 

Successful refonns have typically re
quired enonnous effort on the part of one 
or more individuals - effort that may not 
be sustainable over time. For ex:ample, 
staff collaboration wees much energy and 
time to develop. yet it can disappear 
overnight when a few key people leave. 
What happens outside the school - such 
as changes in district policies on the 
selection and transfer of teachers and 
principals - can easily undo gains that 
have been made. 

Local innovators. even when they are 
successful in the short nm, may bum 
themselves out or unwittingly seal them
selves off from the surrounding environ
ment. Thus schools can become hotbeds 
of innovation and reform in the absence 
of external support. but they cannot stay 
iM ovative without the continuing support 
of the district and other agencies. Innova-, 
tive schools may enjoy external suppor 
fTom a critically important sponsor (e.g., 
the district superintendent) or from a giv-
en agency only to see that support disap-
pear when the sponsor moves on or the 
agency changes policies. Of course, the 
failure to institutionalize an innovation 
and build it into the normal structures and 
practices of the organization underlies the 
disappearance of many refonns. 12 

We suspect that few things arc more 
discouraging than working hard against 
long odds over a period of time to achieve 
a modicum of su.ccess - only to see it 
evaporate in short order as unrelated 
events take their toll. It is not enough to 
achieve isolated pockets o( success. Re
form fails unless we can demonstrate that 
pockets of success add up to new struc
tures, procedures, and school cultures 
that press for continuous improvement. 
So far there is little such evidence. 

7. Misuse of knowledge about the 
change process. The final problem is 
related to a panicular version of faulty 
maps: -knowledge- of the change process 
is. often cited as the authority for tak-
ing certain actions. Statements such as ~ 
-ownership is the key to refonn. - -Lot 
of inservice training is required. ft "'The ~ 
school is the unit of change, - -vision and 
lc:adership are c ritical.- and so on are all 



hal f-tru1hs . T:ikcn lirer:illy. they can be 
misused . 

Reform is systemic. and :ictions based 
on knowledge of the change process must 
be systc:mic. too. To succeed we need to 
link :i number of key aspects of knowl
edge and mainuin the connections before 
and during the process of change. In the 
following section we offer seven such 
themes. which we believe warrant being 
called p ropositions for success. 

PROPOSITIONS FOR. SUCCESS 

The seven basic themes or lessons de
rived from c urrent knowledge of suc
cessful change form a set and mu.st be 
contemplated in relation to one anocher. 
When i.t comes to reform, partial theories 
are llOl very useful. We can say flatly that 
reform will no< be achieved until these 
seven orientations have been incorporat
ed into the thinking and reflected in the 
actions of those involved in change ef
fons. 

1. Change is learning - loaded with 
uncertainty. Change is a process of com
ing to grips with new personal meaning, 
and so it is a learning process. Peter Mar
ris states the problem this way: 

When those who have the power to 
manipulate changes act as if they have 
only to explain. and when their expla
nations are not at once accepced. shrug 
off opposition as ignorance or preju
dice. they express a profound contempt 
for the meaning of lives other than their 
own. For the refonners have already 
assimilated these changes to their pur
poses, and worked ou1 a refonnulation 
which makes sense to them, perhaps 
through months or years of analysis and 
debate. If they deoy others the chance 
to do the same. they treat them as pup
pets dangling by the threads of their 
own conceptions. 1J 

Even well-developed innovations rep
resent new meaning and new learning for 
those who encounter rhem initially and 
require time to assimilate them. So many 
studies have documented this early peri
od of difficulty that we have given it a 
label - ~the implementation dip ... ,, 
Even in cases where reform eventually 
succeeds. things will often go wrong be
fore they go right. Michael Huberman 
and Manhew Miles fou nd that the ab
senc.:e of early difficuhy in a reform ef-

fon was usually a sign that not much was 
being attempted: superficial o r trivial 
change w:is being substituted for subsWI· 
tial change. is 

More comple:-t reforms. such as re
structuring. represent even greater uncer
tainty: first. because more is being at
tempted: second, because the solution is 
not known in advance. In short, anxie
ty. difficulties, and uncertainty are intrin
sic to all successful change. 

Ownership 
of a reform can
not he achieved 
in advance of 
learning some

thing new. 

One can sec why a climate that encour
ages risk-taking is so critical. People will 
not venture into uncenainty unless there 
is an appreciation that difficulties encoun
tered are a narural pan of the process. 
And if people do not venture into uncer
tainty, no significant change will occur. 

Understanding successful change as 
learning also puts ownership in perspec
tive. In our view, ownership of a reform 
cannot be ·achieved in advance of learn
ing something new. A deep sense of own
ership comes only through learning. In 
this sense, ownership is stronger in the 
middle of a successful change process 
than at the beginning and stronger still 
at the end. Ownership is both a process 
and a state. 

The first proposition for success. then, 
is to understand that all change involves 
learning and that all learning involves 
coming to understand and to be good at 
something new. Thus conditions that sup
pon learning must be part and parcel of 
any change effon. Such conditions are 
also necessary for the valid rejection of 
panicular changes, because many people 
r~ject complex innovations prematurely. 

th:it is. before they are in a sound posi
tion to m:ike such a judgment. 

2. Change is a journey, not a blue
print. If change involved implementing 
single. well-developed. proven innova
tions one at a time. perhaps we could 
make blueprints for change. But school 
districts and schools are in the business 
of implementing a bewildering array of 
innovations and policies simultaneously. 
Moreover. reforms that aim at restruc
turing arc so multifaceted and complex 
that solutions for any panicular seaing 
cannot be known in advance. If one tries 
to account for the complexity of the sit
uation with an equally complex imple
mentation plan, the process will become 
unwieldy. cumbersome, and usually un
successful. 

There can be no blueprints for change, 
becaus.: rational planning models for 
complex social change (such as education. 
reform) do not work. Rather, what is 
needed is a guided journey. Karen Sea
shore Louis and Matthew Miles provide 
a clear analysis of this evolutionary plan
ning process in their srudy of urban high 
schools involved in major change effons: 

1nc evolutionary pcnpective rests on 
the assumption that the environment 
both inside and outside organizations 
is often chao<ic. No specific plan can 
last for very !ong, because it will either 
become outmoded due to changing ex
ternal pressures. or because disagree
ment over priorities arises within the 
organization. Yet there is no reason to 
assume that the best response is to plan 
passively. relying on incremental de
cisions. Instead. the organiution can 
cycle back and forth between efforts to 
gain nonnative consensus about what 
it may become. to plan strategies for 
getting there , and to carry out decen
tralized incremental experimentation 
that harnesses the creativity of all mem
bers to the change effon .. .. Strate
gy is viewed as a flexible tool. rather 
than a semi-permanent expansion of the 
mission. 16 

The message is not the traditional 
-p1an. then do," but -0o. then plan ... 
and do and plan some more." Even the 
development of a shared vision that is 
central to reform is better thought of as 
a journey in which people's sense of pur
pose is identified. considered. and con
tinuously shaped and reshaped . 

3. Problems are our friends. School 
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improvement is a problem-rich process. 
C~ngc thrC3tcns existing interests and 
routines, heightens uncertainty. and in
creases complexity. The typical principal 
in the study of urban schools conducted 
by Louis and Miles mcmioncd three or 
four major problems (and several minor 
ones) with reform cffons. They ranged 
from poor coordination to staff polari
zation and from lack of needed slcills to 
heart attacks suffered by key figures . 
Problems arise naturally from the de
mands of the change process itself, from 
the people involved, and from the struc
ture and procedures of schools and dis
tricts. Some are easily solved; others are 
almost intractable. 

It seems perverse to say that problems 
are our friends. but we cannot develop 
effective responses to complex situations 
unless we actively seek and confront real 
problems that a.re difficult to solve. Prob
lems arc our friends because only through 
immersing ourselves in problems can we 
come up with creative solutions. Prob
lems are the route to deeper change and 
deeper satisfaction. In this sense, effec
tive organizations .. embrace problems" 
rather than avoid them. 

Too often, change-related problems 
are ignored, denied, or treated as an oc
casion for 'blame and defense. Success in 
school reform effons is much more like
ly when problems are treated as natural, 
expected phenomena. Only by tracking 
problems can we understand what we 
need to do next to get what we want. 
Problems must be taken seriously. not 
attributed to .. resistance" or to the igno
rance and wrongheadedness of others. 

What to do about problems? In their 
study of urban schools, Louis and Miles 
c lassified coping styles, ranging from 
relatively shallow ones (doing nothing 
at all, procrastinating, .. doing it the usu
al way.~ easing off, or increasing pres
sure) 10 deeper ones (building personal 
capacity through training, enhancing sys
tem capacity, comprehensive restaffing. 
o r system restructuring/redesign). They 
found that schools that were least suc
cessful at change always used shallow 
coping styles. Schools thal were success
ful in changing could and did make struc
tural changes in an effort to solve diffi
c ult problems. However, they were also 
willing 10 use Band-Aid solutions when 
a problem was judged to be minor. It's 
imponant to note that succ essful schools 
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did not have fewer problems than other 
schools - they just ~oped with them bet
ter. 

The enemies of good coping arc pas-

Success in 
school reform 
efforts is much 

more likely when 
problems are -

treated as natural. 

sivity. dcniaJ, avoidance, conventionali
ty, and fear of J:>cing '"too radical." Good 
c~ping is active, assertive, inventive. It 
goes to the root of the problem when that 
is needed. 

We cannot cope better through being 
exhorted to do so. "Deep coping" - the 
key to solving difficult problems of re
form - appears to be more likely when 
schools arc worlcing on a dear, shared 
vision of where they are heading and 
when they create an active coping struc
ture (e.g., a coordinating commincc or 
a steering group) that steadily and active
ly tracks problems and monitors the re
sults of coping cffons. Such a structure 
benefits from empowerment, brings more 
resources to bear on problems, and keeps 
the energy for change focused . In shon, 
the asscnive pursuit of problems in the 
service of continuous improvement is the 
lcind of accountability that can make a 
difference. 

4. Change is resource-hungry. Even 
a moderate-sized school may spend a mil
lion dollars a year on salaries, main
tenance. and materials. And that's just 
for keeping schools as they a.re, not for 
changing them. Change demands addi
tional resources for training, for substi
tutes. for new materials, for new space, 
and. above all, for time. Change is .. re
source-hungry" because of what it repre
sents - developing solutions to complex 
problems. learning new skills, arriving 
at new insights. all carried out in a so-

cial sening already overloaded with dc
m.ands. Su~h serious personal and collec
tive development necessarily demands 
resources . 

Eve ry analysis o f the problems of 
change effons that we have seen in the 
last decade of research and practice has 
concluded that time is the salient issue. 
Most recently, the survey of urban high 
schools by Louis. and Miles found that 
the average principal with a schoolwidc 
re form project spent 70 days a year on 
change management. That's 32% of an ad
ministrator's year. The teachers most 
closely engaged with the change effort 
spent some 23 days a year, or 13% of 
their time on reform. Since we have to 
keep school while we change school, such 
overload$ arc to be expected. 

But time is energy. And success is like
ly only when the extra energy require
ments of change arc met through the pro
vision of released time or through a re
designed schedule that includes space for 
the extra work of change. 

T ime is also money. And Louis and 
Miles discovered that serious change in , 
big-city high schools requires an annu 
al investment of between $50,000 and 
$100,000. They also found some schools 
spending five times that much with little 
to show for it. The key seemed to be 
whether the money simply went for new 
jobs and expensive equipment or was 
spent for local capacity-building (acquir-
ing external assistance, training trainers, 
leveraging other add-on funds, and so 
on). Ncvenheless, some minimum level 
of funding is always needed. 

Assistance itself can be a major re
source for change. It may include train
ing. consulting, coaching, coordination, 
and capacity-building. Many studies have 
suggested that good assistance to schools 
is strong, sustained over years. closely 
responsive 10 local needs. and focused on 
building local caoacity. Louis and Miles 
found that at least 30 days a year of ex
tt!mal assistance - with more than that 
provided internally - was essential for 
success. 

We can also think of educational · con
tent resources· - such big ideas as effec
tive schools. teaching for understanding, 
empowerment. and school-based manage------. 
ment - th3t guide :1nd energize the wor 
of change. In addition. there are psycho
social resources. such as support. com
mitment, inOucnce. and power . They're 
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. . lly intangihk. hut they arc critisupp.,1su 
cul f11r success. . . 

11,c:- wurk of chanic rc4uires _attcnuon 
. ·t 111 rcsoun:cs. hut to resourc

n111 111s · . . 
. :. 1.1,c ·action~ rcqmn:d arc those of 
111~. ' . . · 

. , the school :uni ns environment 
~-:11111111~ · • 

. ur•·cr and matd, mg 1hem to exh•r ~Sil -. " 
. . ncc·•s· act1uirit1•• resources (buy-1sun~ u . · , c- . • 
i~g. nciotiating. or jusl plain grabbing); 

working them for n heller fit to the 
:uation; creating time through sched
ule chun~es and othc~ nrr:angcments; and 
building local cara1:1ty 1hrough the ~e
velopmenl of such stru,.:1urcs _as steenng 

OUps coordinatintt romm1nees, and 
gr . . . 
cadres of local trainers ._ . 

Good resourcing rctimrcs facmg up to 
the need for f untls an,l ~hjuring any false 
pride about sclf-suflic~cncy. Above all , 
it takes willingnc.-u. 111 u~vcnt. to go out
side the frame in garncnng and rework
ing resour~. (We nrc reminded of the 
principal who used money for the heat
ing system to p.iy for desperately_~
ed repainting and rcnovu11on. say.mg, I 
knew that, if the boiler hrokc, ~yd have 
to fix it anyway. w) Th'-' st~nce ts one _of 
steady and terwcious scnrd11ng for and Ju
dicious use of the cxlrn n..-sources ~t any 
change requires. Askin~ for ass~stance 
and seeking other resources are signs ~f 
strength. not weakness. 

s. Change rettnln-s the power to 
manage it. Ch.in~e initi111ivcs do not ~n 
themselves. Tilcy m111irc th.it substan~ 
effon be devoted to surh t:isks as moni
toring implementation. kccpi~g ev~ry~nc 
informed of whal's h11ppcnang. hnking 
multiple chanJ_?c rn ~ic'-·1s (typical in most 
schools), locatinl! 1111sulv~d proble~, 
and taking clear l't1pin~ a~·~1on. In Lotus 
and Miles' study. s11d1 d torts occurred 
literally 10 tin'k."l- 111111'1.' frequently ~n suc
cessfully chan~in~ sdiouls th:in m un-
changing ones. . . 

There appear 10 Ix· Sl'vcral csscnual in

gredients in th'-· sun·l•ssful management 
of change. First. thl' ,_u.~nage~ent of 
change goes best whl'II 11 1s earned out 
by a cross-role· .i:rmtf' (say. teachers, 
department heads. 111l111inis1r.:ators. and -
often - stu&nts 111111 parents) . In such 
a group diffen:nt worltls l·oll_ide. ~or_e 
learning occurs. :iml d1angt: 1s r:ahstl
cally managed. Tlll'r,· is_ '.nul·_h ev!dence 
that steering a di:ill~l· l'llt1n m this way 
r,:~ults in sub!-tan1i:1lly ina,:ased teacher 
l.'.11mmitmcm. 

Second. such. a ,·1 .,~,. n 1k gr,1up needs 

legitimacy - i.e . . a clear license to steer. 
It needs an e~plicit contract. widely un
derstood in the school. as to what lc.inds 
of decisions it can make :ind what mon
ey it can spend . Such legitimacy is pan
ly conferred at the front end and panly 

The manage
ment of change 
goes best when 

it is earned 
out by a cross

role group. 

earned through the hard work of decision 
making and action. Most such groups do 
encounter staff polarization; they may be 
seen by others as an unfairly privileged 
elite; or they may be opposed on ideo
logical grounds. Such polarization - of
ten a sign that empowemicnt of a steer
ing group is working - can be dealt with 
through open access to meetings. rotation 
of membership. and scrupulous report
ing. 

Third, even empowennent has its prob
lems, and cooperation is required to solve 
them. Everyone has to learn to take the 
initiative instead of complaining. to trust 
coUeagues, to live with ambiguity. to face 
the fact that shared decisions mean con
flict. Principals have to rise above the 
fear of losing control, and they have to 
hone new skills: initiating actions firmly 
without being seen as ·controlling," sup
porting others without taking over for 
them. All these stances and skills are 
learnable. but they take time. Kenneth 
Benne remarked 40 years ago that the 
skills of cooperative work should be ·pan 
of the general education of our peo
ple. "17 .They haven't been. so far. But 
the technofogy for teaching these sic.ills 
exists. It is up 10 steering g roups to learn 
to work well together, using whatever as
siscance is required. 

Founh. rhe power to manage change 

does no1 stop at the schoolhouse door. 
Successful change efforu are most like
ly when the toe.ii district office is close
ly engaged with 1he changing school in 
a collaborative. supportive way and 
places few bureaucratic restrictions in the 
p:ith of reform . 

The bottom line is tha1 the development 
of second-order changes in the culture of 
schools and in the capacity of teachers, 
principals. and communities to make a 
difference requires the power to manage 
the change at the local school level. We 
do not advocate handing over all deci
sions to the school. Schools and their 
environments must have an interactive 
and negotiated relationship. But complex 
problems cannot be solved from a dis
tance; the steady growth of the power to 
manage change must be part of the solu
tion. 

6. Change is systemic. Political pres
sures combine with the segmented, un
coordinated nature of educational organi
zations to produce a '"project mentali
ty. • 1• A steady stream of episodic i~ 
vations - cooperative learning, effective 
schools research, classroom manage
ment, assc:ssment schemes, career lad
ders, peer coaching. etc., etc. - come 
and go. Not only do they fail to leave 
much of a trace. but they also leave 
teachers and the public with a growing 
cynicism that innovation is marginal and 
politically motivated. 

What does it mean to work systemical
ly? There are two aspects: l) reform must 
focus on the deve_lopment and interrela
tionships of all the main componl!nlS of 
the system simultaneously - curriculum. 
teaching and teacher development, com
munity. student support systems, and so 
on; and 2) reform must focus not just on 
structure, policy. and regulations but on 
deeper issues of the cultuu of the sys
tem. Fulfilling both requirements is a tall 
order. But it is possible. 

This duality of reform (the need to deal 
with system components and system cul-
1ure) must be anended to at both the state 
and dist.rict/school levels. It involves both 
restructuring and ·reculruring. "" Marshall 
Smith and Jennifer O'Day have mapped 
out a comprehensive plan for systemic re
form at the state level tha1 illustraces the 
kind of thinking and strategies involved.31 

Ac the school/district level. we see in the 
To ron10 region·s Leaming Consonium a 
rather cle:ir ex:ample of ~ystemic reform 
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Wishful 
thinking and 

legislation have 
poor records as 
tools for social 

betterment. 

in action.21 Schools, supported by their 
districts, avoid ad hoc innovations and f~ 
cus on a variety of coordinated short-term 
and mid- to Jong-term strategies. The 
short-tenn activities include inservice 
professional development on selected and 
interrelated themes; mid- to long-term 
strategies _include vision building, initial 
teacher preparation, selection and induc
tion. promotion procedures and criteria, 
school-based planning in a system con
text, curriculum reorganizatfon, and the 
development of assessments. There is an 
explicit emphasis on new cultural norms 
for collaborative work and on the pursuit 
of continuous improvement. 

Systemic rcfonn is complex. Practical
ly speaking, traditional approaches to in
novation and reform in education have 
no< been successful in bringing about last
ing improvement. Systemic reform looks 
to be both more efficient and more effec
tive, even though this proposition is less 
proven empirically than our other six. 
However. both conceptually and practi
cal1y. it docs seem to be on the right 
track.22 

7. All large-scale change is im
plemented locally. Change cannot be ac
complished from afar. Th.is cardinal rule 
crystaJlizes the previous six propositions. 
The ideas lhal change is learning, change 
is a journey. problems are our friends , 
change is resource-hungry, change re
quires the power to manage, and change 
is systemic all embody the fact that lo
cal implementation by everyday teachers, 
principals, parents. and students is the 
only way th.it change happens . 
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This observation has both an obvious 
and a kss obvious meaning. The former 
reminds us all that any interest in system
wide reform must be accompanied by a 
preoccupation with how it plays itself out 
locally. The less obvious implication can 
be stated as a caution: we should not as
sume that only the local level counts and 
hiand everything over to the individual 
school. A careful reading of the seven 
propositions together sho~s that extra
loc~J agencies have critical - though 
decidedly not traditionaJ - roles to play. 
Most fundamentally . their role is to help 
bring the seven propositions to life at the 
local level. 

Modem societies are facing terrible 
problems, and education reform is seen 
as a major source of hope for solving 
them. But wishful thinking and legisla
tion have deservedly poor track records 
as tools for social betterment. As educa
tors increasingly acknowledge that the 
'"change process is crucial,w they ought 
to know what t.liat means at the level 
at which change actually takes place. 
Whether we are on the receiving or in
itiating end of change (as all of us are at 
one time or another). we need to under
stand why education reform frequently 
fails, and we need to internalize and live 
out valid propositions for its suc.cess. Liv
ing out the seven propositions for suc
cessful change means not only making 
the change process more explicit within 
our own minds and actions, but also con
tributing to the knowledge of change on 
the part of those with whom we interact. 
Being knowledgeable about the change 
process may be both the best defense and 
the best offense we have in achieving 
substantial education reform. 
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Chapter 3 

The Complexity of the 
Change Process 

Productive educational change roams somewhere between overcontrol 
and chaos (Pascale, 1990). There are fundamental reasons why control
ling strategies don't work. The underlying one is that the change pro
cess is uncontrollably complex, and in many circumstances 'unknowable' 
(Stacey, 1992). The solution lies in better ways of thinking about, and 
dealing with, inherently unpredictable processes. 

How is change complex? Take any educational policy or problem 
and start listing all the forces that could figure in the solution and that 
would need to be influenced to make for productive change. Then, 
take the idea that unplanned factors are inevitable - government policy 
changes or gets constantly redefined, key leaders leave, important con
tact people are shifted to another role, new technology is invented, 
immigration increases, recession reduces available resources, a bitter 
conflict erupts, and so on. Finally, realize that every new variable that 
enters the equation - those unpredictable but inevitable noise factors 
- produce ten o ther ramifications, which in turn produces tens of 
other reactions and on and o n. 

As you think through the reality of the previous paragraph there 
is only one conclusion: 'No one could possibly come to figure out all 
these interactions' (Senge, 1990, p. 281). As one ofSenge's participants 
exclaimed after being engaged in an exercise to map out all the com
plexities of a particular problem: 

All my life, I assumed that somebody, somewhere knew the 
answer to this problem. I thought politicians knew what had to 
be done, but refused to do it out of politics and greed. But now 
I realize that nobody knows the answer. Not us, not them, not 
anybody. (p. 282) 
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Cl1a11ge Forces 

Senge makes the distinction between 'detailed complexity' and 
'dynamic complexity'. The former involves identifying all the variables 
that could influence a problem. Even this would be enormously clifftcult 
for one per!;Oll o r a group to orchestrate. But detailed complexity is 
not reality . Dynamic complexity is the real terri tory of change: 'when 
"cause and effect" are not close in time and s pace and obvious interven
tions do not produce expected outcomes' (ibid, p. 365) because o ther 
'unplanned' factors dynamically interfere. And we keep discovering, as 
Dorothy in Oz did, that •1 have a feeling that we are not in Kansas 
anymore'. Complexity, dynamism, and unpredictability, in other 
words, are not merely thmngs that get in the way. They are normal! 

Stacey ( 1992) goes even further . Since change in dynamically 
complex circumstances is non-linear, we cannot predict or guide the 

process w ith any precision: 

While Senge concludes that cause and effect are distant from 
each other in complex systems and therefore difficult to trace, 
this chapter concludes that the linkage between cause and effect 
disappears and is therefore impossible to trace. (p. 78) 

Stacey concludes: 

The long-term future of such o rganizations is completely 
unknowable because the links between specific actions and 
specific outcomes become lost in the detail of what happens. 
We can claim to have achieved something intentionally only 
when we can show that there was a connection be tween the 
specific action we took and the specific state we achieved; in 
othe r words, that w hat we achieved was no t materially affected 
by chance. Since it is impossible to satisfy this condition when 
we operate in a chaotic system, it follows that successful hu
man organizations cannot be the realization of some shared 
intention formed well ahead of action. Instead, success has to 
be the discovery of patterns that emerge through actions we 
take in response to the changing agendas of issues we identify. 

(p. 124) 

What all this means, is that productive change is the constant 'search 
for understanding, knowing there is no ultimate answer' (ibid, p. 282). 
T he re-al lcvernge for change, says Senge involves: 
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• Seeing interrelationships rather than linear cause - effect 

chains, and 
• Seeing processes of change rather than snapshots. (ibid, p. 73) 
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The Complexity of the Change Process 

The goal then is to get into the habit of experiencing and thinking 
about educational change processes as an overlapping series of dynami
cally complex phenomena. As we develop a non-linear system lan
guage, new thinking about change emerges: 

The sub-conscious is subtly retrained to structure data in circles 
instead of lines. We find that we 'see' feedback processes and 
system archetypes everywhere. A new framework for thinking 
is embedded. A switch is thrown, much like what happens in 
mastering a foreign language. We begin to dream in the new 
language, or to think spontaneously in its terms and constraints. 
When this happens in systems thinking, we become ... ' looped 
for life'. (ibid, p. 366) 

Sounds complicated? Yes. Impractical? No. It is eminently more 
practical than our usual ways of introducing change, if for no other 
reason than that t he latter does not work. Indeed, wrong solutions to 
complex problems nearly always make things worse (worse than if 
nothing had been done at all). 

So, what is this new language for harnessing the forces of change? 
Ch art 1 contains eight basic lessons arising from the new paradigm of 
dynamic change. 1 Each one is somewhat of a paradox and a surprise 
relative to our normal way of thinking about change. T hey go to
gether as a set, as no one lesson by itself wpuld be useful. Each lesson 
must benefit from the w isdom of the other seven. 

CHART 1: The Eight Basic Lessons of the New Paradigm of Cha11ge 

Lesson One: You Can't Mandate What Matters 
(The more com plex the change the less you can force 
it) 

Lesson Two: Change is a Journey not a Blueprint 
(Change is non-linear , loaded with uncertainty and 
excitement and sometimes perverse) 

Lesson Three: Problems are Our Friends 
(Problems are inevitable and you can't learn without 
them) 

Lesson Four: Vision and Strategic Planning Come Later 
(Premature visions and planning blind) 

Lesson Five: Individualism and Collectivism Must Have Equal 
Power 
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Lesson Six: 

Lesson Seven: 

Lesson Eight: 

(There are no one-sided solutions to isolation and 

groupthink) 
Neither Centralization Nor Decentralization Works 
(Both top-down and bottom-up strategies are 

IIC(CSSary) 
Connection with the Wider Environment is Critical 

for Success 
(The best o rganizations learn externally as well as 

internally) 
Every Person is a Change Agent 
(Change is too important to leave to the experts, per
sonal mind set and mastery is the ultimate protection) 

Lesson 1: You Can't Mandate What Matters 

(The more complex the change, the less you can force it.) 

Mandates are important. Policymakers have an obligation to set policy, 
establish standards, and monitor performance. But to accomplish certain 
kinds of purposes - in this case, important educational goals - you 
cannot mandate what matters, because what really matters for complex 
goals of change are skills, creative thinking, and committed action 
(McLaughlin, 1990). Mandates are not sufficient and the more you try 
to specify them the more narrow the goals and means become. Teachers 

are not technicians. 
To elaborate, you can effectively mandate things that (i) do not 

require thinking or skill in order to implement them; and (ii) can be 
monitored through close and constant surveillance. You can, for 
example, mandate the cessation of the use of the strap, or mandate a 
sales· tax on liquor or petrol. These kinds of changes do not require 
skill on the part of implementers to comply; and provided that they are 
closely monitored they can be enforced effectively. 

Even in the re latively simple case - detailed, not dynamic com
plexity - almost all educational changes of value require new (i) skills; 
(ii) behaviour; and (i ii) beliefs or understanding (Fullan, 1991). Think 
of: computers across the curriculum, teachers' thinking and problem 
sol\'ing skills, developing citizenship and team work, integration of 
special education in regular classrooms, dealing with multiculturalism 
ancl racism, working with social agencies to provide integrated s.er
viccs. responding to all students in the classroom. cooperative learn
ing. monitoring the performance of students. All of these changes, 
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to be productive, require skills, capacity, commitment, motivation, 
beliefs and insights, and d iscretionary judgment on the spot. If there 
is one cardinal rule of change in human condition, it is that you cannot 
make people change. You cannot force them to think differently or 
compel them tel develop new skills. 

Marris (1975) states the problem this way: 

When those who have the power to manipulate changes act as 
if they have only to explain, and when their explanations are 
not at once accepted, shrug· o ff opposition as ignorance or 
prejudice, they express a profound contempt for the meaning 
of lives other than their own. For the reformers have already 
assimilated these changes to their purposes, and worked out a 
reformulation which makes sense to them, perhaps through 
months or years of analysis and debate. If they deny others the 
chance to do the same, they treat them as puppets dangling by 
the threads of their own conceptions. (p. 166) 

In addition to the introduction of more and more maradated 
requirements, there is the general expectation in education that more 
and more innovation is needed. School people often respond to this 
expectation in a knee-jerk fashion adopting the latest 'hot' items (site
based management, peer coaching and mentoring, restructuring, co
operative learning, whole langU1age etc.) It is 110 denial of the potential 
worth of particular innovations to observe that unless deeper change in 
thinking and skills occur there w ill be limited impact. It is probably 
closer to the truth to say that the main problem in public education is 
not resistance to change, but t he presence of too many innovations 
mandated or adopted uncritically and superficially on an ad lioc frag
mented basis .. 

The remit, as Pascale ( 1990) observes: 'not surprisingly, ideas 
acquired with ease are discarded with ease' (p. 20). New ideas of any 
worth to be effective require an in-depth understanding, and the devel
opment of skill and commitment to make them work. You cannot 
mandate these things. The only alternative that works is creating con
d itions that enable and press people to consider personal and s hared 
visions, and skill development through practice over time. The more 
that mandates are used the more that fads prevail , the more that change 
is seen as superficial and marg inal to the real purpose of teaching. 
The more that you 'tighten ' mandates, the more that educational goals 
and means get narrowed, and consequently the less impact there is. 

Lesson I says that the acid test of productive change is whether 
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individuals and groups develop skills and deep understandings in rela
tion to new solutions. It finds mandates wanting because they have no 
chance of accomplishing these substantia1 changes even fo r single poli
cies let alone for the bigger goals of moral purpose and the reality of 
dynamic complexity. Mandates alter some things, but they don't affect 
what matters. When complex change is involved, people do not and 
cannot change by being told to do so. Effective change agents neither 
embrace nor ignore mandates. They use them as catalysts to reexamine 

what they are doing. 

Lesson 2: Change is a Journey, Not a Blueprint 

(Change is non- linear, loaded w it h uncertainty, and sometimes 

perverse.) 

I have already made the case in this chapter that change is a never
ending proposition under conditio ns of dynamic complexity. Another 
reason that you can't mandate what m atters, is that you don' t kno w 
what is going to matter until you are into the journey. If change 
involved implementing single, well-developed, proven innovations one 
at a time, perhaps it could be blueprinted. But school districts and 
schools are in the business of implementing a bewildering array of 
multiple innovations and policies simultaneo usly. Moreover , restruc
turing reforms are so multifaceted and complex that so lutions fo r par
ticular settings cannot he known in adlvance. If one tries to match the 
complexity of the situation with complex implementation plans, the 
process becomes unwieldy, cumbersome and usually wrong. 

I think o f the school in England described by McMahon and Wallace 
( 1992.) engaged in school development planning. Experienced in the 
planning process, working together , and committed to the plan they 
produced. they nonetheless encountered a series of unanticipated prob
lems: staff training sessions had to be postponed because of delays in 
the productio n of national guidelines; a training project had to be 
deferred because the teacher appointed! to run it had left after six weeks, 
leaving a vacancy which could not be filled for several months: the 
headteacher became pregnant and arrangements had to made for a tem
pora·ry replacement; the Government introduced a series of new changes 
that had to be accommodated - and on and on. I think of the group 
in the Maritimcs in Canada with whom we were working who defined 
change as 'likened to a planned journey into uncharted waters in a leaky 

boat with a mutinol'ls crew'. 
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Thus, a journey into the partially known or unknown is an apt 
metaphor. As we will see, so many of the other lessons feed into and 
corroborate this o ne. Even well developed innovations represent jour
neys for those encountering them for the first time. With skills and 
understanding at stake - never acquired easily - it could not be 
otherwise. Other more complex reforms represent even greater un
certainty because more is being attempted, but above all because the 
solution is not known in advance. 'Route and destination', says Stacey 
(1992), ' must be discovered though the journey itself if you wish to 
travel to new lands' (p. 1). In the face of unpredictable change, 'the key 
to success lies in the creative activity of making new maps'. (p. I) 

Under conditions of uncertainty, learning, anxiety. difficulties, and 
fear of the unknown are intrinsic to all change processes, especially at 
the early stages. One can see why a risk-taking mentality and climate 
are so critical. People will not venture into uncertainty unless they or 
others appreciate that difficulties are a natural part of any change 
scenario. And if people do not venture into uncertainty, no significant 
change will occur (see Lesson 3 - problems are our friends). 

We know that early difficulties are guaranteed. The perverse part 
is that later stages are unpredictable as we{I. It is true that in cases of 
eventual success there are great highs, ecstatic feelings of accomplish
m ent, and mo ments of deep personal satisfaction and well being. With 
gr eater mo ral pmpose and change agent capacity (chapter 2) the chances 
are greater that there will be more successes than failures. But some
tim es things get worse rather than better even if we are doing all the 
rig ht things. And sometimes they get better, even if we are making 
mistakes. As d ynamic complexity generates surprises, for better or for 
worse, there is an element of luck. Non-luck comes into play in how 
we relate to these unanticipated events, not in whether we can prevent 
the m in the fi rst place. Sometimes they w ill be overwhe lmingly 
fr ustrating and bad, and we won't be able to do a thing about it. 
People who learn to control their inner experiences, w hile contending 
with the positive and negative forces of change will be able to determine 
the quality of their lives (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Productive educa
tional change, like productive life itself, really is a j ourney that doesn't 
er1d until we do. 

Lesson 3: Problems arc our Friends 

(Problems are inevitable, but the good news is that you can't learn or 
be successful without them.) 
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It follows from almost everything I have said that inquiry is crucial. 
Problems are endemic in any serious change effort; both within the 
effort itself and via unplanned intrusions. Problems are necessary for 
learning. but not without a capacity for inquiry to learn the right 
lessons. 

It seems perverse to say that problems are our friends, but we 
cannot develop effective responses to complex situations unless we 
actively seek and confront the real problems which are in fact difficult 
to solve. Problems are our friends because it is only through immersing 
ourselves in problems that we can come up with creative solutions. 
Problems are the route to deeper change and deeper satisfaction. In this 
sense effective o rganizations 'embrace problems' rather than avoid them. 

Too often change-related problems are ignored, denied, o r treated 
as an occasion for b lame and defense. Success in school change efforts 
is much more likely when problems are treated as natural, expected 
phenomena, and arc looked for. O nly by tracking problems can we 
understand what has to be done next in o rder to get what we want. 
Problems need to be taken seriously, not attributed to 'resistance' o r 
the ignorance or wrong-headed ness o f others. Successful change 
management requires problem-finding techniques like 'worry lists', 
and regular review of problem-solving decisions at subsequent meet
ings to see what happened. Since circumstances and context are con
stantly changing , sometimes in surprising ways, an em bedded spirit of 
constant inquiry is essential. Says Pascale (1990, p. 14) 'inquiry is the 
engine of vitality and self-renewal'. 

Louis and Miles ( I '>90) found that the least successful schools they 
studied engaged in 'shallow coping' - doing nothing, procrastinating, 
doing it the usual way, easing off, in.creasing pressure - while the 
successful schools went deeper to probe underlying reasons and to 
make more substantial interventions like comprehensive restaffing, 
continuous training. redesigning programs. and the like. Successful 
schools did not have fewer problems than other schools - they just 
coped with them better. Moreover , the absence of problems is usually 
a sign that not much is being attempted. Smoothness in the early 
stages of a change effort is a sure sign that superficial o r trivial change 
is being substituted for substantial change attempts. Later on, once 
masterecl, changes can produce incredible highs through seemingly easy 
effort. There is nothing like accomplished performance for increasing 
self-esteem and confidence to go to even greater heights. 

Avoidance of real proble ms is the enem y of productive change 
because it is these problems that must be confronted for breakthroughs 
to occur. Senge ( 1990. p. 24) paints the negative case: 
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All too often, teams in business tend to spend their time fighting 
for turf, avoiding anything that will make them look bad per
sonally, and pretending that everyone is behind the team's 
collective strategy - maintaining the appearance of a cohesive 
team. To keep up the image, they seek to squelch disagree
ment; people with serious reservations avoid stating them 
publicly, and j oint decisions are watered-down compromises 
reflecting what everyone can live with, or else reflecting one 
person's view foisted on the group. If there is disagreement , 
it's usually expressed in a manner that lays b lame, polarizes 
opinion, and fa ils to reveal the underlying differences in 
assumptions and experience in a way that the team as a whole 
could learn. 

Problems are our friends is another way of saying that conflict is 
essrntial to any successful change efTort: 

People do not provoke new insights when their discussions 
are characterized by orderly equilibrium, conformi ty, and 
dependence. Neither do they do so when their discussions 
enter the explosively unstable equilibrium of all-out conflict 
or complete avoidance of issues .. . People spark new ideas ofT 
each other when they argue and disagree - when they are 
conflicting, confused, and searching for new meaning - yet 
remain willing to discuss and listen to each other. (Stacey, 1992, 
p. 120) 

The proper way to deal with confusion, observes Saul ( 1992, p. 
535), 'is to increase that confusion by asking uncomfortable questions 
until the source o f the difficulties is exposed'. Yet we do the opposite 
by affirming rhetorical truths, and covering up conflict . 

A pattern is beginning to emerge. Substantial change involves 
complex processes. The latter is inherently problem rich. A spirit of 
openness and inquiry is essential to solving proble ms. Change is 
learning. Pascale ( 1990, p. 263) summarizes why problems arc our 
friends: 

Life doesn't follow straight-line logic; it conforms to a kind of 
curved logic that changes the nature of things and often turns 
them into their opposites. Proble ms then, arc not j ust hassles 
to be dealt with and set aside. Lurking inside each problem is 
a workshop on the nature of organizations and a vehicle fot 
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personal growth. This entails a shift; we need to value the process 
o f finding the solution - jugg ling the inconsistencies that 

meaning ful solutio ns e ntail. 

In short, problems are o ur friends; but o nly if you do something 

ahout the m. 

Lesson 4: Vision and Strategic Planning Come Later 

(Premature visions and planning can blind .) 

Visions arc necessary for success but few concepts are as misunder
stood and misapplied in the change process. Visio ns come later for two 
reasons. First. under conditio ns of dynamic complexity one needs a 
good deal of reflective experience before one can form a pl.ausible vision. 
Vision emerges fro m , m ore than it precedes, actio1i. Even then it is 
always provisional. Second. sl,ared vision, w hich is essential for success, 
must evolve through the dynamic interaction o f o rganizational members 
and leaders. T his takes t ime and will no t succeed unless the vision
building process is somewhat open-ended . Visions coming later does 
not mean that they arc no t worked on . Just the opposite. They are 
pursued more authentically while avoiding premature formalization. 

Visions come later because the process o f merging personal and 
shared visions takes time. Senge (1990) provides an illuminating dis
rnssion of the tl·nsion bct.,,vccn personal and collecti ve ideals. 

Shaircd vision is vital for the learning organization because it 
provides the focus and energy for learning. Whi.le adaptive 
learning is possible w itho ut vision, generative learning occurs 
only ,vhen people ~re striving to accomplish som ething that 
matters deeply to them. In fact, the whole idea of generative 
learning - 'expanding your abi lity to create' - w ill seem 
abst ract and meaningless until people become excited about 
some vision they truly want to accomplish. 

Today. 'vision· is a familiar concept in corporate leader
ship. But when you look carefully you f111d that most 'visions' 
are one pers()n's (or one group's) vision imposed o n an organ
ization. Such visio ns, at best, command compliance - no t 
co111mit111ent. A sh:ired vision is a vision that many peo ple are 
truly committed to, because it reflects their own personal 

,·is.ion. (p. 206) 
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And , 

Organizations intent o n building shared v1s1ons continually 
encourage members to develo p t heir personal visions. If peo ple 
don't have their own visio n , all they can do is 'sign up' for 
someone else's. The result is compliance, never commitment. 
On the other hand, people with a strong sense o f person al 
direction can join together to create a powerful synergy toward 
what I/we truly want. (Senge, 1990, p . 211) 

By contrast, the o ld and dead wrong paradigm is still being pro
mul gated, such as Beckhard and Pritchard's (1992) recommendations 
for vision-driven change. There are four key aspects, they say: creatin g 
and setting the vision; communicating the vision; b uilding commit
ment to the vision; and organizing people and w hat they d o so that 
they are aligned to the vision (p. 25). Not! 

In their stud y of twenty-six plants over a five-year period, Beer, 
Eisenstat and Spector (1990) conclude just the opposite: 

C hange efforts that begin by creating corporate programs to 
alter the culture o f the management of people in the firm are 
inherently flawed even w hen supported by top management. 
(p. 6) 

The programmatic approach often falsely assumes that 
attempts to change how people think thro ugh mission state
ments or training prog rams will lead to useful changes in how 
people actually behave at work. In contrast our findings sug
gest that people learn new patterns through their interaction 
with others on the job. (p. 150) 

Stacey ( 1992) extends these ideas starting with a critique of the 
vision-driven. model which prescribes the following: 

... form a vision o f the future state we desire to achieve, per
s uade others to believe in it as well , and then together, if we get 
o ur facts right , we w ill be able to realize it. In t his view, top 
management action will take the form o f trying to find o t,t in 
:idvance w hat is likely to happen . Managers will prepare fore
casts, and they w ill go off for weekends to formulate visions 
and missions. They w ill mount comprehensive c ulture change 
p rograms o f pers uasio n and propaganda to get people through
out the organizatio n to commit to a new vision. But if the 
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belief upon which these actions are based is unfounded, they 
will have wasted their time and probably missed do~ng what 
was really necessary for success. (p. 125) 

Further: 

Reliance on v1s1ons perpetuates cultures of dependence and 
conformity that obstruct the questioning and complex learning 
necessary for innovative leadership. (p. 139) 

Recall Stacey's ad vice that 'success has to be the discovery of 
patterns. that emerge through actions we take in response to the chang
ing agendas of issues we identify' (p. 124). Stacey concludes: 

The dynamic systems perspective thus leads managers to think 
in t~rms. not of the prior intention represented by objectives 
and visions, but of continuously developing agendas of issues, 
aspirations, challenges, and individual intentions. The key to 
emerging strategy is the effectiveness with which m anagers in 
an organization build and deal with such agendas of issues. 

This perspective produces a different definition of inten
ti 0111 in an o rganizati on. Instead ofintention to secure something 
relatively known and fixed, it becomes intention to discover 
what. why. and how to achieve. Such intention arises not from 
what managers foresee but from what they have experienced 
:incl now understand, It is intention to be creative and deal with 
what comes, not intention to acMeve some particular future 

state. (p. 146) 

111 short . the critical question is not whether visions are important, 
but lww they can be shape<l and reshaped given the complexity of 
change. Visions die prematurely when they are mere paper products 
churned out by leadership teams, w hen they are static or even wrong, 
and w hen they atteml)t to impose a false consensus suppressing rather 

than enabling personal visions to flourish. 
And yes, visions can die or fail to develop in the fi rst place if too 

many people are involved at the beginning, when leade rs fail to advo
cate their views, when superficial talk rather than grounded inquiry 
and action is the method used. Another paradox. Trying to get every
one o n board in advance of action cannot work because it does not 
c.onnect to the reality of dynamic complexity. Understanding this 
process puts the concept of ownership in perspective. Ownership cannot 
be achieved ;,, <1d11<111cc of learning something new. 
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Deep ownership comes through the learning that arises from full 
engagement in solving problems. In this sense, ownership is stronger 
in the middle of a successful change process than at the beginning, and 
stronger still at the end than at the middle or beginning. Ownership is 
a process as well .as a state. Saying that ownership is crucial begs the 
question , unless one knows how it is achieved. 

Strategic planning is also called into question. Spending too much 
tim<; and en.ergy on advance planning, even if it builds in principles of 
tkxibility1 is a mistake. Participation, elaborate needs assessment, for
m al strategic plans are uncalled for at the outset of complex change 
processes. Louis and Miles ( 1990) call this the evolutionary perspective. 

The evolutionary perspective 1rests on the assumption that the 
environment both inside and outside organizations is o ften 
chaotic. No specific plan can l.ast for very long, because it will 
either become outmoded due to changing external pressures, or 
because d isagreement over priorities arises within the organiza
tion. Yet, there is no reason to assume that the best response is 
to plan passively, relying on incremental decisions. Instead, the 
organization can cycle bai;:k and forth between effo rts to gain 
normative consensus about w hat it may become, to plan strat
egies for getting there, and to carry out decentralized incremental 
experimentation that harnesses the creativit y of all members to 
the change effort ... Strategy is viewed as a flexible tool, rather 
than a semi-permanent expansion of the mission. (p. 193) · 

The development of authentic shared vision builds on the skills 
of change agentry: personal vision building through moral purpose, 
inquiry, mastery, and collaboration (chapter 2). Collective vision
building is a deepening, 'reinforcing process o f increasing clarity, 
enthusiasm, communication and commitment' (Senge, 1990, p. 227). 
As people talk, tr y things out, inquire, re-try - all of this jointly -
people become more skilled , ideas become clearer , shared commitment 
gets stronger. Productirle change is very n111cl1 a process of mobilizatio11 a11d 
positive contagion. . 

'Ready, fire, .aim' is the more fruitful sequence if we want to take 
a linear snapshot ,of an organizatio n undergoing major reform. Ready 
is important, there has to be some notion of direction , but it is killing 
to bog down the process with vision , mission, and strategic planning , 
before you know enough about dynamic reality. Fire is action and 
inquiry w here skills, clarity , and learning are fostered . Aim is crystal
lizing new beliefs, formulating mission and vision statements and 
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belief upon which these actions are based is unfounded, they 
will have wasted their time and probably missed doing what 
was really necessary for success. (p. 125) 

Further: 

Reliance on v1s1ons perpetuates cultures o f dependence and 
conformity that obstrnct the questioning and complex learning 

necessary for innovative leadership . (p. 139) 

Recall Stacey's advice that 'success has to be the d iscover y of 
patterns that emerge through actions we t"ke in response to the chang
ing agendas o f issues we identify' (p. 124). Stacey concludes: 

T he dynamic systems perspective thus leads managers to think 
in terms. not of the prior intention represented by objectives 
aml visions, but o f continuo usly developing agendas of issues, 
aspirations . challenges, and individual intentions. The key to 
emerging strategy is the effectiveness with which managers in 
an or ganization build and deal with s uch agendas of issues. 

This perspective produces a different definition of inten
tion in an organizatio n . Instead o f intention to secure something 
relat'ively known and fixed , it becomes intention to discover 
"'"hat. why , and how to achieve. Such intention arises not from 
what managers foresee but from what they have experienced 
and now understand. It is·intention to be creative and deal with 
whait comes, not intention to achieve some particular future 

state. (p. 146) 

In short. the critical question is not whether visions are important, 
but hou, they can be shape<I and reshaiped given the complexity of 
change. Visions die prematurely when they ·are mere paper products 
drnrnecl out by leadership teams, when they are static or even wrong, 
and when they attempt to impose a false consensus suppressing rather 

than enabling personal visions to flourish . 
And yes. visions can die or fail to develop in the first place if too 

many people are involved at the beginning, when leaders fail to advo
cate their views. when superficial talk rather than gro unded inquiry 
and action is the method used. Another paradox. Trying to get every
one on board in advance o f action cannot work because it does not 
c.onnect to the reality of dynamic complexity. Understanding this 
proce!.s puts the concept of ownership in perspective. Ownership cannot 

be achieved i11 ad11a11ct· of learning something new. 
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Deep ownership comes thro ugh the learning that arises from full 
engagement in solving problems. In this sense, ownership is stronger 
in the middle of a successfu l change process than at the beginning, and 
stronger still at the end than at the middle or beginn ing. Ownership is 
a process as well as a state. Saying that ownership is crucial begs the 
questio n , unless one knows how it is achieved. 

Strategic planning is also called into question . Spending too much 
tim<; and energy on advance planning, even if it builds in principles of 
flexibility , is a mistake. Participation, elaborate needs assessment, for
mal strategic plans are uncalled for at the outset of com plex change 
processes. Louis and Miles ( 1990) call this the evolutionary perspective. 

The evolutio nary perspective rests on the assumption that the 
environment both inside and o utside organizations is often 
chaotic. No specific plan can last for very long, because it w ill 
either become outmoded due to changing external pressures, or 
because d isagreement over priorities arises within the organiza
tion. Yet, there is no reason to assume that the best respo nse is 
to plan passively, relying on incremental decisions. Instead, the 
o rganization can cycle back and forth between efforts to gain 
normative consensus about what it may become, to plan strat
egies for getting there, and to carry out decentralized incremental 
experimentation that harnesses t he creativity of a ll members to 
the change effort ... Strategy is viewed as a flexible tool, rather 
than a semi-permanent expansion of the mission. (p. 193)" 

The development o f authentic shared vision b uilds o n the skil ls 
of change agentry: personal vision building thro ugh moral purpose, 
inquiry, mastery, and collaboration (chapter 2). Collective vision
bui !cling is a deepening, 'reinforcing process of increasing clarity. 
enthusiasm, communication and commitment ' (Sernge, 1990, p. 227). 
As people talk, try things o ut, inquire, re-try - all of this jointl y -
peo ple become more skilled, ideas become clearer. shared commitme nt 
gels stronger. Prod11cli11e cl11mge is very n111clr II process of 111obiliz11tio11 and 
positive cont11gion. . 

'Ready, fire, aim' is the more fruitful sequence if we want to take 
a linear snapshot of an o rganization undergoing major reform. Ready 
is i mportant, there has to be some notion of direction, but it is killing 
to bog down the process with vision, mission, and strategic planning, 
before you know enough about dynamic reality. Fire is action and 
inquiry where skills, clarity, and le.arning are foster,ed . Aim is crystal
lizing new beliefs, formulating mission and visio n statements and 
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all paradoxes there arc no one-sided solutions. To illustrate let us trace 
through the problem of isolation in search of a solution. 

T eaching has 1011g been called 'a lonely pro fession ' , always in 
pejorative terms. The professional isolation o f teachers limits access to 
new ideas and better solutions, drives stress inward to fester and accu
mulate , fails to recognize and praise success, and permits incompetence 
to exist and persist to the detriment of students, co lleagues, and the 
teachers themselves. Iso lation allows. even if it does not always pro
duce , conservatism and resistance to innovation in teaching (Lortie , 
1975). 

Isolation and privatism have many causes. O ften they can seem a 
kind of person:ili ty weakness revealed in competitiveness, defensive
ness about criticism , and a tendency to hog resources. Dut people are 
creatures of circumstance, and when iso lation is widespread , we have 
to ask what it is abo ut our schools t hat creates so much of it. 

Isolation is a problem because it imposes a ceiling affect on inquiry 
and learning. Solutions are limited to the experiences of the individual. 
For complex change you need many people working insight fully on 
the solution and committing themselves to concentrated action together. 
In the words of Konosuke Matsushita, founder of Matsushita Electric 
Lid. 

Uusiness, we know, is now so co mplex and difficult, the survival 
of firms hazardous in an environment increasingly unpredict
able, competitive and fraught with danger, that their continued 
existence depemls on the day-to-clay mobilization of every ounce 
of intelligence. (quoted in Pascale, 1990, p. 27) 

Educational problems are all the more comple1C, and collaborative, 
'learning enriched· schools do bette r than those lingering with the iso
lationist tradition~ o f teaching (Roscnholtz, 1989; Fullan and Hargreaves, 
199 1 ). So w hat do we do? We drive .a good idea to extremes. Col
laboration is celebrated as automaticall y good . Participatory site-based 
management is the answer. Mento ring and peer coaching are a must. 
Well , yes and no. Pushed to extremes collaboration becomes 'group
think' - uncritica l conformity to the g roup, unthinking acceptance of 
the latest solution, suppression ofil"ldividual dissent (C RM Films, 1991). 
People can collaborate to do the wrong things, as well as the ri ght 
things; and by collaborating too closely they can miss danger signals 
and learning opportunities. 

In moving toward greater collaboration we should not lose sight 
o f the 'good side' o f individualism . The capacity to think and w ork 
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independently is essential to educational reform (Fullan and Hargreaves, 
199 1). The freshest ideas often come from diversity and those marginal 
to the group. Keeping in touch with our inner vo ice, personal reflec
tion, and the capacity to be alone are essential under conditions of 
constant change forces. Solitude also has its place as a strategy for 
coping with change (Storr, 1988). 

When from our better selves, we have too long 
Been parted by the hurrying world , and droop, 
Sick of its business, its pleasures tired, · 
How gracious, how benig n, is Solitude 
(Wordswo rth, The Prel"de, cited in Storr, 1988) 

Groups are more vulnerable to faddism than arc ind ividuals. The 
suppressing ro le of groups is d early portrayed in Doris Lessing's (1986) 
Prisons We Choose To Live Inside. 

People who have experienced a lot of groups, who perhaps 
have observed their own behaviour, may agree that the hardest 
thing in the world is to stand out against one's group, a group 
of one's peers. Many agree that among one's m ost shameful 
memories are of saying that black is white because other people 
are saying it. (p. 51) 

Group-suppression o r self-suppression of intuition and experien
tial knowledge is one of the major reasons why bandwagons and ill
conceived innovations flourish (and then inevitably fade, giving change 
a bad name). It is for this reason that I see the individual as an under
valued source of reform. Lessing puts it this way: 'it is my belief that 
it is always the individual, in the long run, who will set the tone, 
provide the real development in society' (p. 7 1). 

The dark side of groupthink is no t just a matter o f avoiding the 
dangers of o vcrconformity. Under conditions of dynamic complexity 
different points of view often anticipate new problems earlier than do 
like-minded close-knit groups. Pascale elaborates: 

Internal differences can widen the spectrum of an o rganiza
tion's options by generating new points of view , by promoting 
disequilibrium and adaptation. There is, in fact, a well-known 
law of cybernetics - the law of requisite variety - which 
states that for any system to adapt to its external environm ent , 
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Clw11J1e Forces 

its internal controls must incorporate variety. If one reduces 
varil't y inside. a system is unable to cope with variety outside. 
The innovative o rganization must incorporate variety ·into its 

internal processes. (p. 14) 

Thus. a tight-knit shared culture is not a desirable end-point: 

The dynamic systems perspective leads to a view of culture as 
emergent. What a group comes to share in the way of culture 
and philosophy emerges from individual personal beliefs through 
a learning process that builds up over years. And if the learning 
process is to continue·. if a business is to be continually inno
vative. the emphasis should be on questioning the culture, not 
sharing, it. A dynamic systems perspective points to the im
port-ance of encouraging counter cultures in order to overcome 
powerful tendencies to conform and share cultures strongly. 

(Stacey. 1992, p. 145) 

Strong sharing and non-sharing cultures are both defective be
cause they have the effect of creating boundaries that are respectively 
mo tight or too loose (Stacey, 1992). Some degree of multiple cultures 
is essential for questioning the status quo in the face of continually 
changing and contentious issues in the environment. Canon and Honda, 
for example, hire some managers from other organizations ' for t he 
express purpose of establishing sizable pockets of new cultures' (Stacey, 

1992. p. t<)8). 
It is for these reasons that having a healthy respect for individuals 

and perso1ral visions is a source of renewal in inquiry-oriented organ
izations. When the future is unknown and the environment changing 
in unpredictable ways, sources of difference are as important as occa
sions of convergence. Because conflict (properly managed) is essential 
for productive change. i.e-., because problems are our friends, the group 
that perceives conflict as an opportunity to learn something, instead of 
as something to be avoided or as an occasion to entrench one's posi
tion. is the ~roup that will prosper. You can't have organizational 
learning without indivich1al learning, and you can't have learning in 

~roups w ithout processing conflict. 
However. we can overcompensate for groupthink by glorifying 

the indi victual, stressing autonomy, and failing to work on shared 
,·isions thereby dispersing energy. We come full circle - isolation is 
bad. group dominance is worse. Honouring o pposites simultaneously 
- incliviclualism and collegiality ·- is the critical message. 

i6 
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The Complexity of the Change Process 

Lesson 6: Neither Centralization or Decentralization 
Works 

(Both top-down and bottom-up strategies are necessary.) 

Centralization errs on the side of overcontrol, decentralization errs 
towards chaos. We have known for decades that top-down change 
doesn't work (you can't mandate what matters). Leaders keep trying 
because they don't see any alternattive and they are impatient for re
sults (either for political or moral reasons). Decentralized solutions like 
site-based management also fail because groups get preoccupied with 
governance and frequently flounder when left on their own (see chap
ters 4 and 5, and Fullan, 1991, pp. 200- 9). Even when they are suc
cessful for short- periods of time, they cannot stay successful unless 
they pay attention to the centre and vice-versa. Pascale ( 1990) puts it 
this way, in examining the Ford case: 

C hange flourishes in a 'sandwich'. When there is consensus 
above, and pressure below, things happen. While there was no 
operational consensus at the top as to precisely what should be 
done at Ford, the trips to Japan caused many senior. managers 
to agree that the problems lay in the way the organization 
worked. This might not have led anywhere, however, were 
it not for pressures for change corning from the rank and file. 
(pp. 126 and 128) 

Contro l at the top as many reform-minded leaders have found, is 
an illusion. N o one can control complex organizations from the top. 
The key question (or more accurately the constant contention) as Senge 
(19,90, p. 287) says is 'how to achiev1: control w ithout controlling'. 
He continues: 

While traditional organizations require management systems that 
control people's behaviour, learning organizations invest in 
improving t~e quality of thinking, the capacity for reflection 
and team learning, and the ability to develop shared visions and 
shared understandings of complex business issues. It is these 
capabilities that will allow learning organizations to be both 
more locally controlled and more well coordinated than their 
hierarchical predecessors. 

Similarly, it is a mistake for local units, even operating under 
decentralized schemes to ignore the centre (see lesson 7). For example, 
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school and district development must be coordinated. It is possible for 
individual schools to become highly collaborative despite their dis
tricts, but it is not possible for them /(I stay collaborative under these 
conditions. Personnel moves, transfers, selection and promotion crite
ria, policy rc4uirc111cnts, bud~ct decisions includin~ staff develop
ment resources all take their toll on schools if the relationship is not 

coordinated (see Fullan, in press). 
Put differently, the centre and local units need each other. You can't 

get anywhere by swinging from one dominance to another. What 
is required is a different two-way relationship of pressure, support 
and continuous negotiation. It amounts to simultaneous top-down 
bottom-up influence. Individuals and groups who cannot manage this 
paradox become whipsawed by the cross-cutting forces of change. 

Lesson 7: Connection with the Wider Environment is 

Critical 

(The best organizations learn externally as well as internally.) 

Many organizations work hard on internal development but fail to 
keep a proactive learning stance toward the environment. This 
fatal Aaw is as old as evolution. Smith ( 1984) makes this profound 

observation: 

For a social entity such as an organization to reflect on itself, it 
must have a system representing both itself and the context in 
which it is imbedded. That's where nonequilibrium comes in . 
A social system that promotes paradox and fosters disequilibrium 
(i.e., encourages variation and embraces contrary points of 
view), has a greater chance of knowing itself(as the by-product 
of continually reexamining its assumptions and juggling its 
internal tensions). This in turn generates a reasonable likelihood 
of being aware of the context in which it operates. (p. 289, 

quoted in Pascale, 1990) 

Dynamic complexity means that there is constant action in the 
environment. For teachers and schools to be effective two things have 
to happen. First. individual moral purpose must be linked to a larger 
social good. Teachers still need to focus on making a difference with 
individual students, but they must also work on school-wide change to 
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create the working conditions that will be most effective in helping all 
students learn. Teachers must look for opportunities to join forces 
with others, and must realize that they are part of a larger movement 
to develop a learning society through their work with students and 
parents. It is possible, indeed necessary, for teachers to act locally, 
while conceptualizing their roles o~ a higher plane. 

Second, to prosper, organizations must be actively plugged into 
their environments responding to and contributing to the issues of the 
day. They must engage state policies, not necessarily implement them 
literally, if they are to protect themselves from eventual imposition. 
But most fundamentally, learning organizations know that expectations 
and tensions in the environment contain the seeds of future develop
ment. There are far more ideas 'out there' than 'in here' (see chapter 5). 
Successful organizations have many antennae to tap into and to con
tribute to the demands of change which are constantly churning in the 
environment. They treat the internal and external milieu with equal 
respect. Seeing 'our connectedness to the world' and helping others to 
see it is a moral purpose and teaching/learning opportunity of the highest 
order. 

Lesson 8: Every Person is a Change Agent 

(Change is too important to leave to the experts.) 

There are two basic reasons why every person working in an enter
prise committed to making continuous improvements must be change 
agents with moral purpose. First, as we have seen, since no one person 
can possibly understand the complexities of change in dynamically 
complex systems, it follows that we cannot leave the responsibility 
to others. Second, and more fundamental, the conditions for the 
new paradigm of change cannot be established by formal leaders 
working by themselves. Put differently, each and every teacher has 
the responsibility to help create an organization capable of indi
vidual and collective inquiry and continuous renewal, or it will not 
happen. 

Formal leaders in today's society are generated by a system that is 
operating under the old paradigm. Therefore, they are unlikely to have 
the conceptions and instincts necessary to bring about radical changes 
consistent with the new mindset we have been describing in this chap
ter. Saul (1992) claims that the 'age of reason' has become bastardized, 
while burying common sense and moral purpose: 
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Cha11Re Forces 

The rational advocacy of efficiency more often than not pro
duces inefficiency. It concentrates on how things are done and 
loses track of why. It measures costs without understanding 
real costs. This obsession with linear efficiency is one of the 
causes of our unending economic crisis ... Worst of all, it is 
capable of removing from democracy its greatest strength, the 
ability to act in a non-conventional manner, just as it removes 
from individuals their strength as nonlinear beings ... How 
could a civilization devoted to structure, expertise and answers 
evolve into other than a coalition of professional groups? How, 
then, could the individual citizen not be seen as a serious im
pediment to getting on with business? (Saul, 1992, pp. 582-583) 

It is only by individuals taking action to alter their own environ
ments that there is any chance for deep change. The 'system' will not, 
indeed cannot, do us any favours. If anything, the educational system 
is killing itself because it is more designed for the st11l11s qllo while 
facing societal expectations of major reform. If teachers and other 
educators want to make a difference, and this is what drives the best 
of them, moral purpose by itself is not good enough. Moral purpose 
needs an engine, and that engine is individual, skilled change agents 
pushing for changes around them, intersecting with other like minded 
individuals and groups to form the critical mass necessary to bring 
about continuous improvements. 

Conclusion 

There are exciting, but no comfortable positions in contending with 
the forces of change because one must always fight against overcontrol 
on the one. hand, and chaos on the other. There is a pattern underlying 
the eight lessons of dynamic change and it concerns one's ability to 
work with polar opposites: simultaneously pushing for change while 
allowing self-learning to unfold; being prepared for a journey of 
uncertainty; seeing problems as sources of creative resolution; having 
a vision, but not being blinded by it; valuing the individual and the 
group; incorporating centralizing and decentralizing forces; being 
internally cohesive, but externally oriented; and valuing personal change 
agentry as the route to system change. 

What this analysis means is that in the current struggle between 
state accountability and local autonomy, both are right. Success 
depends on the extent to which each force can willingly contend with 
if not embrace the other as necessary for productive educational change. 
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The Complexity of tire Ch1111ge Process 

In so doing, learning all eight lessons and recognizing their dynamic 
interdependency is essential. 

The change process is exceedingly complex as one realizes that it 
is the combination of individuals and societal agencies that make a dif
ference. Teachers are major players in creating learning societies, which 
by definition are complex. Development is 'the continuing improve
ment in the capacity to grow and to build ever more connections in 
more varied environments' (Land and Jarman, 1992, p. 30). Internal 
connections (within oneself, within one's organization) and external 
connections (to others and to the environment) must co-exist in 
dynamic interplay. 

As the scale of complexity accelerates in post-modern society our 
ability to synthesize polar opposites where possible, and work with 
their co-existence where necessary, is absolutely critical to success. 
One starts with oneself, but by working actively to create learning 
organizations, both the individual and the group benefit. 

Note 

I am indebted to Matt Miles who has developed .~everal of these lessons 
(see Fullan and Miles, 1992). 
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((In times of cliange, {earners 
inherit tfie · eartfi, wlii{e tlie 

{earned find tliemse{ves 
beautifu{{y equipped to dea{ 
witli a wor{d tliat no {onger 

. '' e~ts. 

--Eric Hoffer 



Just a f e-w of the changes ... 
==~==;==========================-=-=-===-=-~o 

• 6 tiozen liuman 6otiy parts can be 
imp{ementeti 

• scientific k,nowCetige is c£ou6[ing every 9 
months 

• te[ecommunication innovations liave a 
si~montli {ife span 

• 6ioliac~rs are tlie coming concern 

• g{o6a[ power griti envisioneti by 'Buck.minster 
~u{{er wi{[ be reauzeti 

• microcomputers are sliowing up everywliere, 
even in toi{ets 



C 
Cliange 



Creating a Culture for Change 

'Ifie issues of managing cliange and bui{ding 
co{{aborative worf(cu{tures are centra{ to scfioo{ 
success in tlie 90's. 9f.9 {onger can scfioofs respond 
to issues in succession or re{y on e~tema{ so{utions. 
Scfioo{s must deve{op tfie intema{ capacity to 
manage mu{tipfe changes by becoming dynamic 
{earning or;ganizations. 
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The Future 

Cfii{dren 6orn in 1995 will on tlie average, 

• enter scfioo{ in 2000 
• graduate in 2012 
• enter tfie job markg,t between 2012 and 2021 
• fiave chi{dren wfio start sclioo{ in tlie 2030 's 
• 
• 

• 

• 

run tfiings for two or three decades . 
retire from wort in the 2060s and watch the return of 
:J{a[{ey 's cornet in 2061 
ninety percent of wfiat we wi{{ see in tlie year 2000 has 
yet to be invented 
the 6ody of infonnation wi{{ dou6{e four times between 
1986 ana 2000 

• if you are under 2~ you can ezyect to change careers 
every decade and jobs every four years 

'What we do to reform education during tlie ne~t five or ten 
years wi{{ affect an entire {ife span ... those chi{dren soon to be 
born, soon to start tlieir education, soon to be responsi6{e for 
future civi{ization 



The Learn by Doing Approach 

CHANGING THE ROLE OF TEACHERS 
IN THE SCHOOL 

Shifting Teacher Beliefs Knowledge Knowledge 
and Actions About: Transfer Construction 

Classroom Activity Teacher Centered Learner Centered 
Didactic Interactive 

Teacher Role Fact Teller Collaborator 
Always Expert Sometimes Learner 

Student Role Listener Collaborator 
Always Learner Sometimes Expert 

Instructional Emphasis Facts Relationships 
Memorization Inquiry and Invention 

Concept of Know ledge Accumulation of Facts Transformation of Facts 

Demonstration of Success Quantity Quality of Understanding 

Assessment Norm-referenced Criterion-referenced 
Multiple-choice Portfolios and 
Instruments Performances 

Technology Passive Delivery Active medium for thinking 

•:• ACOT 

0 
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The Process of Change 

Change is often complex and takes place at 
a number of levels. 

Beliefs and Attitudes 

Equipment and Materials 

Behaviours and Practices 

Structure 

Of these, which would you change first-
second--third? 



To Change or Not to Change __ ,__ _____ ,_....;;;;,,___ ___ Q 

• What values are involved? 

• Who will benefit? 

• How much of a priority is it? 

• How achievable is it? 

• What areas of potential change are 
being neglected? 

•:•Adapted from Fullan M. The New Meaning of Educational Change. 
Teachers College Press, 1991, p. 27. 
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ADOPTER TYPES I 
Another piece of research is the Adopter Types developed by Everett 
Rogers and others who have studied how an innovation diffuses through a group of 
people. People differ in their readiness to accept change. Some adopt quickly, 
others take a long time. 

Needs 

'Trailblazers' or Innovators 8% 
• eager to try ideas, open to 

change, willing to take risks Vision 
usually perceived as naive and 
and a little crazy and not well Support 
integrated in staff. 

'Pioneers' or Leaders 17% 

C 
• open to change, but more Demonstration 

thoughtful about getting - That it works 
involved: trusted by staff 
and sought for advice and 
opinions. 

'Settlers' or Early Majority 29% How to do it -
• cautious and deliberate about information 

deciding to adopt an innovation: demonstration 
tends to be a follower, not a 
leader. 

'Stay at Homes' or-Late Majority 29% Corne for a visit 
• skeptical of adopting new ideas but won't stay 

and 'set in their ways': can be 
won over by peer pressure and 
administrative expectations. 

'Saboteurs' or Resister 17% Don't want to 
• suspicious and generally go and don't want 

.opposed to new ideas: usually anyone else to go 
low in influence and often 
isolated from the mainstream. 

G. 9'9~ 

Gayle Gregory 
Adapted from Rogers, Everett 



Resistance to Change 
==;=;~===============================:::o 

Symptoms 

• Tension 
• Stress 
• Sabotage 
• Turnover 
• Undermining 
• Squabbling 
• Past Grievances Surface 
• Frustration 
• Work Slow Downs 

$easons to $esist • Loss of: 

• Control 
• Identity 
• Meaning 
• Belonging 
• Certainty 
• Predictability 
• Confidence 
• Competence 



( 

The G.rieving Process 

Rumours and 
S eculations 

Uncertainty 

Shock/ 
Numbness/ 

Despair 

Time 

Searching for 
Answers 

Restructuring __ 

Practice 

Training 

Seeking new 
Solutions 



The Cotnplexity Of Change 
----r------------0 

Eight Lessons 
1. You can't mandate what matters. 

2. Change is a journey, not a blueprint. 

3. Problems are our friends. 

4. Vision and strategic planning come later. 

5. Individualism and collectivism must have equal power. 

6. Neither centralization nor decentralization works. 

7. Connection with the wider environment is critical. 

8. Every person is a change agent. 

•!• Fullan (1992) 
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The Principal and Change 

Leadership Sty[es 

Initiator "Make it Happen" 

holds a clear and strong vision 
listens then decide 

23% 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

applies pressure but supports 
focuses achievement and self esteem of students · 
sets high expectations 
informed 
seeks resources creatively and aggressively 
expects loyalty 

Manager "Help it Happen" 33% 

• takes pride in being efficient 
• protects staff by limiting the number of changes 
• implements changes quickly once determined 
• interested in staff development 

Responder "Let it Happen" 44% 

• oriented to the present rather than the future 
• delays decisions 
• lacks knowledge 
• concerned about perceptions of others 
• allows others to lead 
• criticizes innovations 



C 
P[anning for Cliange 
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Self Rene-wing Schools 

0 Research Base 

Knowledge of "what" improves student 
learning. 

D Process 

D 

Models to make collaborative decisions 
and implement plans. 

Staff Development 

Knowledge of effective processes and 
options. 

D Culture 

Strategies to build capacity for change. 

•:• Adpated from The Self-Renewing School by B. Joyce, J. 
Wolf, E. Calhoun 



Strategies for Change ... 
==;;==~~============================-=-=~o 

• Building active, creative, social and technology 
rich learning environment. 

• Study teaching and learning. 

• Document and share results. 

• Recreate the vision. 

• 



Assuinptions About Change 

• Your version of change is not the only one. 

• People must understand the innovation. 

• Conflict and disagreement are fundamental. 

• Pressure and support are necessary. 

( 
• Change takes time. 

• There are many reasons for lack of implementation. 

• Do not expect all people to change. 

• Plan for the above. 

• Change is never totally clear. 

• The real agenda is changing institutional culture. 

-!• Fullan (1990) 



.91. Compreliensive :Frameworfc,for Classroom andSclioo[ Improvement 

Student 'Engagement and £earning 

Cfassroom Improvement 11 'Ieaclier a.s Learner 11 Scfwo{ Improvement I 

Leadership and Afo6i[ization 

'Barrie 'Bmnett, Caro{ $.p{(~i.ser-'1Je11nett, a111f Aficfrae{ '.fuffan 



0 characteristics of Effective Schools 

• 

• 

Clear Goals 

Shared Values 
and Beliefs 

High 
Expectations 

Teacher 
Collegiality and 

Development 

Emphasis 
on 

Learning 

Instruction and 
Curriculum Focus 

Climate 
Conducive 

to 
Learning 

Parental 

Instructional 
Leadership 

Positive 
Student 

Behaviour 

Physical 
Environment 

and 
Community 
Involvement 
and Support 

•:• Source: Effective Schools Task Force, 
Halton Board of Education 



Managing Transitions 

rrliree Steps to Clian9e 

1. Letting go of the old. 

2. Neutral Zone 

3. New Beginnings 

'''lln{ess transition occurs, cfiange wi{{ not work:, " 

•:•Source: William Bridges, 1991 

0 

• 

• 



OPlanning Structures 

SYSTEM SCHOOL 

Beliefs and Values 

, r 

I Vision I Beliefs and Values 

, r ~ r 

Strategic Iirections I Vision I 

• , ,. 
Assessment School Growth 

l ~ 
Planning 

~ 
Flaring 

Assessment 

~ 
Pla!ing 

ImpleTtation 

Implementation 

i • Evaluation 
Evaluation 

~ 

STAFF 
DEVELOPMENT 

Beliefs and Values 

.,, 
I Vision I 

~, 
Staff Development 

Plan 

i 
Assessment 

~ 
Flaring 

Implementation 

~ 
Evaluation 
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Building the Capacity for Change 

Components of Effective 
Training ... B. Joyce 

Thtry ------. 
Demonstration 

' Pra.ice 
Demonstration 

+ 
Practice /Feedback 

' Coaching- - - - - -

Pres.#6--March, 1995 

Staff Development Model 

Institute 

• 

• 

:In School 

• 

• 

• 

Needs t----------, 

i 

Inservice 

Implementation Plan 

• 
Coaching 

On Site Follow-Up 

Monitoring Results 

I 

Evaluation 1-------

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Process 

Identified through school growth 
plan process 

Attend as teams with administration 

Usually 4 days intensive experience 
modelling new strategies and skills 

Team develops plan to put new 
learnings into practice including 
coaching 

Coaching partners/teams practice 
new learnings 

School requests instructional 
consultants and co-ordinators to 
provide: inservice to extend and 
refine; resources; and feedback 

Monitor and adjust 

Progress evaluated by the team 

May attend follow-up regional 
inservice 1-2 years 



0
stages of Concern 

Typical Expressions of Concern about an Innovation 

STAGES OF CONCERN 

6. REFOCUSING 

5. COLLABORATION 

4. CONSEQUENCE 

• 3. MANAGEMENT 

2. PERSONAL 

1. INFORMATIONAL 

0. AWARENESS 

• 

EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN 

I have some ideas about 
something that would work even 
better. 

-
How can I relate what I am 
doing to what others are doing? 

How is my use affecting kids? 
How can I refine it to have more 
impact? 

I seem to be spending all my 
time getting materials ready. 

How will using it affect me? 

I would like to know more about 
it. 

I am not concerned about it. 

•:• Adapted from: Shirley M. Hord. William L. Rutherford, 
Leslie Huling-Austin, and Gene E. Hall . Taking Charge of 
Change, Alexandria, VA: ASCD and Austin, TX: SEDL, 
1987. 



Stages of Concern about the 
Innovation ----------------------------0 
6. Refocusing 

• The focus is on exploration of more universal benefits from the innovation, including 
the possibility of major changes or replacement with a more powerful alternative. 
Individual has definite ideas about alternatives to the proposed or existing form of the 
innovation. 

5. Collaboration 

• The focus is on coordination and cooperation with others regarding use of the 
innovation. 

4. Consequence 

• Attention focuses on impact of the innovation on students in his/her immediate sphere 
of influence. The focus is on relevance of the innovation for students, evaluation of 
student outcomes, including performance and competencies, and changes needed to 
increase student outcomes. 

3. Management 

• Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using the innovation and the best • 
use of information and resources. Issues related to efficiency, organizing, managing, 
scheduling, and time demands are utmost. 

2. Personal 

• Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innovation, his/her inadequacy to 
meet those demands, and his/her role with the innovation. This includes analysis of 
his/her role in relation to the reward structure of the organization, decision-making 
and consideration of potential conflicts with existing structures or personal 
commitment. Financial or status implications of the program for self and colleagues 
may also be reflected. 

1. Informational 

• A general awareness of the innovation and interest in learning more detail about it is 
indicated. The person seems to be unworried about himself/herself in relation to the 
innovation. She/he is interested in substantive aspects of the innovation in a selfless 
manner such as general characteristics, effects, and requirements for use. 

0. Awareness 

• Little concern about or involvement with the innovation is indicated. 

CBAM Project 
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education 

The University of Texas at Austin • 



Stages of Concern 
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Typical Expressions of Concern about an Innovation 

STAGES OF CONCERN EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN ACTIVITIES 

6. 

5. 

4. 

3. 

2. 

1. 

0. 

REFOCUSING I have some ideas about 
something that would work 
even better. 

-
COLLABORATION How can I relate what I 

am doing to what others 
are doing 

CONSEQUENCE How is my use affecting kids? 
How can I refine it to have more 
impact? 

MANAGEMENT I seem to be spending all my 
time getting materials ready. 

PERSONAL How will using it affect me? 

INFORMATIONAL I would like to know more 
about it. 

AWARENESS I am not concerned about it. 

CBAM Project 
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education 

The University of Texas at Austin 

•:• Adapted from: Shirley M. Hord. William L. Rutherford, 
Leslie Huling-Austin, and Gene E. Hall. Taking Charge of 
Change, Alexandria, VA: ASCD and Austin, TX: SEDL, 
1987. 



PLANNING FRAMEWORK 

STAGES OF CONCERN KEY QUESTIONS STRATEGIES WHAT SHOULD WE DO? -
0. Awareness Conce(!t Clarification: What is it? • discussion and rationale 

s • speakers 
A shared understanding is necessary for the • video? 
'player' so that everyone understands what • graphic organizers 

E 1. Informational the change is or can be and understands the • articles, journals, books 
change process. • exploration of model 

• Common Curriculum/Ministry 
L 

F 2. Personal • What does it mean to me? To us? • ST ART SMALL, TI-llNK BIG! 
• Where can we start? • gap analysis 
• What am I already doing? • visiting other schools/teachers - • What more do I need? • inservice, workshops, institutes 

• examining curriculum units as models 
• 'carded' model 

T 
3. Management • How will I manage this? • have administration support (morale and 

• Time to plan? tangible) 
A • Resources? • block timetabling 

• Using learning outcomes? • planning time 

s • Backwards mapping? • staff development (instruction) . resource funding 
• use models 

K • work alone/communicate with colleagues 

-

4. Consequence • What difference will it make for • reaction papers 
- students? • journals 
I • student achievement I 

• aligning with learning outcomes 
• portfolios 

\1 • student feedback 
• professional teacher reflection 

p 

5. Collaboration • How can I work with colleagues? • talk 
!\. (grade teams, divisions, other • study group, technology 

departments? • arrange planning time together 
,..., • share assessment plans 
I,,.. • team teach 

• peer coach 

T -
6. Refinement • How can we integrate school wide? • explore school wide themes 

• What would a school framework look • explore themes across divisions 
like? • integrate beyond the classroom 

• connect to real world 

• • 



'-- • 
MaRing Change for School Improvement 
Implementation Strategies 

I I .- - • 
I I I I 

Information I Interest I Preparation I Early Use I Routine Use 
I I I I 

1 seminar I .... written information I .... : I 
I I I 

- classroom lesson I .... I 
workshops I I .... I I 

follow up 
. .... I . I I 

presentation I ..... I I .... film fair I 

support groups I I .... . . 

1 themeweek I .... talk to I .... ~ I 
I • • 

I I I 

curriculum revision I .... I 

materials display I I I .... . I I 

policy impiementation : .... 
I 
I 
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Collaborative Cultures 

Imagine that you would becoµ1e a 

better teacher, just be virtue of being on 

the staff of a particular school 

-just from that one fact alone. 

<- Little ( 1989) 

Collaborative cultures facilitate 

commitment to change and 

improvement. 

They also create communities of 

teachers who no longer have the 

dependent relationships to externally 

imposed change that isolation and 

uncertainty tend to encourage. 

,:. Fulla,1 and Hargreaves (1991 ) 

In collaborative cultures, the examination 

of values and purposes is not a one 

time event...but a continuous process that 

pervades the whole school. 

<• Fullan and Hargreaves (1 991) 

Successful schools realize that 

development planning is about 

creating a school culture 

which will support the planning 

and management of changes of 

many different kinds. 

•:• Hargreaties and Hopkins (1991) 



The values and beliefs shared 

by people within an organization 

· establish guidelines for their 

behaviour and for the criteria 

that they use in making judgements. 

<• Bmnett and Crossley, 1990 

Successful schools realize that 

development planning is about 

creating a school culture which will 

support the planning and 

management of changes 

of many different kinds. 

•:• Hargreaves and Hopkins (1991) 

The only thing of 

real importance that 

leaders do is create and 

manage culture. 

• 

Organizational Culture and Leadership, <- Edgar Schein · 1983 • 

What is Culture? 

An informal understanding of the 

way we do things around here, i.e., 

what keeps the herd moving in 

roughly the right direction. 

•!• Terence Deal • 
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Why Collaborate 

MOVING 

• shared school goals 

• norms of collaboration 

• norms of continuous 
improvement 

• certainty 

• optimism 

Pres.#3 

• • 

STUCK 

• little attachment 

• norms of self reliance 

• "a numbing sameness" 

• victims 

• fatalism 

+ Rosenhotz 1989 



Collaborative Cultures 

D JointWork 

D Norms of Continuous Improvement 

D Professional Collegiality 

D Interdependence 

D Professional Talk 

D Coaching--Sharing Expertise 

• 



The 12 N ortns Of School Culture 

1. Collegiality 

2. Experimentation 

3. High expectations 

4. Trust and confidence 

5. Tangible support 

• 6. Reaching out to the knowledge bases 

7. Appreciation and recognition 

8. Caring, celebration and humour 

9. Involvement in decision making 

10. Protection of what's important 

11. Traditions 

12 . Honest, open communication 

• -:- Adpated from Good Seeds Grow in Strong Cultures 
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Creating a 
Cu{ture 

orCliange 



A Good School 

('j2I_ good sc/ioo{ does not emerge from a microwave in 5 s.econcfs, 
rattier it is a~ a simmering pot. II 

• Model values and beliefs consistently 

• • Know when to add ingredients (innovations/ changes) 

• Delegate "cooking" 

• Allow time for ideas to percolate 

• Appreciate those who stir the pot 

• Know when to raise and lower the heat 

• Know when to put the lid on 

• Grasp the handle for support 

• Enjoy along the way 

• E.A.#5--March, 1995 



The 12 N ortns Of School Culture 

1. Collegiality 

2. Experimentation 

3. High expectations 

4. Trust and confidence 

5. Tangible support 

( 6. Reaching out to the knowledge bases 

7. Appreciation and recognition 

8. Caring, celebration and humour 

9. Involvement in decision making 

10. Protection of what's important 

11. Traditions 

12. Honest, open communication 

•:• Adpated from Good Seeds Grow in Strong Cultures 
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'1liliilMlli... · Crea ting a 
Cu[ture 

orCliange 
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A Good School 

(~ good scfioo{ does not emerge from a microwave in 5 s,econas, 
rather it is {iR_g, a simmering pot. " 

• Model values and beliefs consistently 

• Know when to add ingredients (innovations/changes) 

• Delegate "cooking" 

• Allow time for ideas to percolate 

• Appreciate those who stir the pot 

• Know when to raise and lower the heat 

• Know when to put the lid on 

• Grasp the handle for support 

• Enjoy along the way 

E.A.#5--Mnrch, 1995 
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Teants ... 

Yl 'Definition .., 

('54. team is a sma[[ numfier of peop[e 
witli compfementary s/(i,ffs wlio are 
committed to a common purpose, 

performance goafs and approacli for 
wliicli tliey lio[d tliemse[ ves mutua[{y 

accounta6{e." 
•:•Source: Katzenbach and Smith, 1993 



Teatn Developtnent Wheel 

Instructions: Place a mark on the circumference of the wheel to 
represent the present status of your team. 

r 

Stage Four 
0 Stage One 

Mature Closeness 

Resourceful 
Flexible 
Open 
Effective 
Close and Supportive 

9 
Norming 

Getting Organized 

Developing Skills 
Establishing Procedures 
Giving Feedback 
Confronting Issues 

Stage Three 

6 

Forming 

Testing 2 

Polite 
Impersonal 
Watchful 
Guarded ( 

3 
Storming 

Infighting 

Controlling Conflicts 
Confronting People 
Opting Out 
Difficulties 
Feeling Stuck 

Stage Two 

5 
( 

·~Sollrce: Buildini Sustems for Prq,fessional Growth: An Adion 
Guide. Ch. 4, Handout, Arbuckle and Murray, The 
Regional Laboratory for Educational lmprot>ein.mt, Maine 
Department of EdtLCational and Cultural Ser.iices 
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Characteristics of High 
Performing Teams 

Self-Directed Work Teams 
Burr Ridge 
Irwin 1990 

JIGSAW 

Read the assigned section 

Person 1 

2 

Introduction - first page 

Non Negotiable Skills 
..,. Purpose 
..,. Empowerment 
..,. Spirit 
..,. Integrity 

3 Non Negotiable Skills 
..,. Motivation 
..,. Communication 
..,. Celebration · 

Teach your section to the group 

Complete the worksheet 



Characteristics of High Perforinance 
Teatns 

Is there a difference between a group of people coming together and solving a 
problem by forming a consensus versus a team of trained individuals pondering 
over the best possible solutions and then picking the one that is the best for the 
organization? The answer is emphatically yes. For years, reaching consensus 
was thought to be a very collaborative form of decision making. The idea of 
consensus_ is to foster agreement among the people grappling with a problem by 
discussing the pros and cons of selected solutions until one of the solutions 
surfaces as the one with the most support. Those not in favor of the solution 
would relinquish their opposition with the understanding that in future 
problem solving experiences, others would be required to do the same. All of 
the give and take is considered reasonable when you.understand that you are 
helping the group to reach consensus in order for progress to be made. 
H owever, in realit)'1 this form of decision making is really the majority rules 
concept. 

Decision making conducted by high performance teams on the other hand is a 
process involving people who have been selected to work together because they 
represent a cross section of the constituencies that make up the organization. In 
addition, they possess specific identifiable skills that enable them to have a 
diverse pool of talent and resources to draw from. Their decision making 
process involves risk taking and a continued effort to surface the best possible 
decision regardless of.popularity. Members of high performance teams are 
confident in their own ability and therefore may present an idea several times 
before it is accepted . They are also comfortable with debate and accept the 
premise that if an argument can not be challenged by one or more members, the 
idea will be accepted as the team's idea. In addition, high performance teams 
immerse members in intensive professional development so each person 
understands the uniqueness and complications of empowered teams responsible 
for specific tasks. 

There are certain non-negotiable skills that all high performance teams possess. 
These skills help team members create a working environment that enables the 
team to allow each member an opportunity to present their best thinking. When 
each member feels that his/her contribution is valued, the end results are 
solutions that usually produce a higher level of attainment than solutions· 
manifested by individual thinking. The following skills are those skills that 
practical experience, observation of over fifty teams, and research have 
identified as critical to the development of a high performance team. ( 

NS/JC Adam/2_nvine 
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Non Negotiable Skills Required of High Performance Teams 

Purpose 

All high performance teams have a sense of purpose that is the force that 
enables them to be more creative in their problem solving. When teams have 
purpose, it focuses all members on a primary objective allowing each to think 
clearly about the problem identified instead of spending quality time trying to 
discover what the problem might be. In essence, when the team is focused on a 
common purpose, the team's collective brain power produces a higher quality 
and quantity of solutions. 

Empowerment 

The crazy thing about empowerment is that most administrators make a very 
common mistake. They all think a person will think, act, and perform 
differently because they have empowered them to do so. The truth is, no one 
can empower another individual. What is possible is that an effective manager 
can manipulate the environment of his/her employees assisting them to take on 
more administrative and managerial tasks that strengthen their self-confidence. 
As their self-confidence becomes stronger and as they feel comfortable moving 
outside their assigned roles, employees empower themselves to take on more 
responsibility. When a manager effectively facilitates the empowerment of an 
entire team, the manager has created a team of people who are respected for the 
self-confidence and leadership capabilities they exhibit. More importantly, each 
member of the team values and relies on the skills of his colleagues to support 
and enhance his own as well as the team's development. This is empowerment! 

Spirit 

Grace McGartland (1994) describes what we think, how we think and spirit as 
critical attributes necessary to engage in Thunderbolt Thinking. Thunderbolt 
thinking is revolutionary and causes one to step outside the boundaries of 
traditional thinking and become a catalyst for change. What we think, how we 
think, and our spirit are equally important attributes that allow us to feel safe as 
we engage in new wave thinking to guide us in our decision making models. 

NSl>C Adant!Z_nl'ifll! 
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In McGartland's model, spirit is congn1ent to attitude and attitude is how we 
define ourselves. 

We must look at five specific attitudes: flexibility, awareness, courage, humor 
and action. Members of high performance teams possess all of these attitudes 
but what is more important, they have assessed who they are as individuals and 
as a collective unit in relation to these attitudes. In their assessment, they realize 
their individual and collective strengths. In other words, high performance 
teams are not building flexibility, awareness, courage, humor, and action. They 
possess these attitudes to a great extent, yet they are still evolving and growing 
as they receive and assimilate new information. 

There is another dimension to spirit in this author's opinion. Commitment! 
Commitment, in many references, is considered a separate characteristic of high 
performance teams. It is certainly heralded as an extremely important and 
necessary attribute. However, in this document, it is placed within the context 
of spirit with the understanding that highly comntitted people exhibit 
dedication to the task at hand and that dedication is a part of the spirit discussed 
in this section. 

Integrity 

Integrity is often ar1 overlooked attribute because it is assumed that all people 
understand its importance and practice it in their everyday personal and 
professional lives. The fact is, integrity is too often left to assumptions and 
never clearly stated as an expectation. How often have we been surprised by 
the lack of integrity demonstrated by one of our colleagues in the completion of 
assignments or handling of people. In addition, how many times have we 
personally fell victim to: Everyone does it this way. 

Stephen R. Covey (1990) states that there are ten processes and principles that 
will increase a leader 's honor and power with others: persuasion, patience, 
gentleness, teachableness, acceptance, kindness, openness, compassionate 
confrontation, consistency, and .. .integrity. Integrity is the guiding principle that 
directs people to match their behavior with what they actually think. It is the 
conscious that dictates our moral behavior, demanding honesty in our actions 

( 

and sincerity in our dealings with people, wanting only optimal performance ( 
from ourselves and certainly from others. Integrity does not allow for 
mediocrity, malicious thoughts or creating bad will. 

NSOC Aclam/Z_,wi11e 
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High performance teams do assume that integrity is in place, they demand that 
each member functions on the team with the understanding that integrity is a 
necessary component of their existence. 

Motivation 

There are basically two forms of motivation, extrinsic motivation and intrinsic 
motivation. In our quest for quality, we often think that it is the job of the 
person in cha~ge to motivate employees to do a better job. This form of 
motivation is typically manifested in incentives such-as: pay scales, prizes, 
compensatory time, monetary rewards, promotions, sought after job 
assignments, and office perks. Incentive motivation relies on the premise that 
employees (students) will perform at a higher level if you, the supervisor, 
reward or punish their demonstrated behavior. In psychological behavioral 
terms, this type of motivation is called extrinsic motivation because it relies on 
an external force to provide p ositive or negative reinforcement. Although this is 
an acceptable form of stimulation, it can only be successful if the extrinsic 
motivation is something the individual being motivated needs, wants or desires. 

The second form of motivation is intrinsic motivation. It is self-induced and is a 
direct result of positive experiences an individual has encountered over a life 
time. These experiences are so positive that (s)he responds to most situations in 
a proactive demeanor feeling empowered to take risks to solve unusual and 
unexpected problems. People who are motivated intrinsically out perform even 
the most creative incentive programs which in the long run result in only 
average performance. The reason why is because intrinsic motivation is 
self-induced and extrinsic motivation relies on an outside force. If the outside 
force (incentive) is removed, the motivation is relinquished and mediocrity and 
excuses replace high standards of performance. 

Communication 

Someone once wrote: 

"I know you believe you understand what yoll think I said but J'rn not sure you 
realize that you Jzeard is not what I meant." 

.v.mc Ada111/Zy1rint' 
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This statements sums up the number one problem facing every organization: 
communicating effectively. What most of us fail to realize is that everyone has 
an invisible filter that they see and hear through. This filter is based on cultural 
background, life experiences, and innate personality type and temperament that 
we each possess. David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates (1978 and 1984) discuss ho½· 
people are fundamentally different from each other and smart managers will 
learn how to use these differences to facilitate tasks assigned to them. These 
differences are based on our preference for how we function, what personally 
drives us and four basic innate temperaments that we all basically fall into: 
extraversion versus introversion, intuitive versus sensation, thinking versus 
feeling, and judging versus perceiving. 

"Suppose it is so that people differ in temperament and that therefore their 
behavior is just as inborn as their body build. Then we do violence to others when 
we assume such differences to be flaws and afflictions. In this misunderstanding 
of others we also diminish our ability to predict what they will do. Likewise, we 
cannot even reward others should we want to, since what is reward to us is, very 
likely, a matter of indifference to the other. To each his own, different strokes for 
·different folks. To achieve the intent of these sayings will take a lot of work in 
coming to see our differences as something other than flaws." (Keirsey and 
Bates, 1984) 

How then do we communicate better with people? We communicate by 
remembering that communication is a people process based on perception, 
assumptions and feelings rather than a language process. Our perceptions, 
assumptions and feelings, as mentioned earlier, are based on our cultural 
backgrounds, our life experiences and our personality type and temperament. 
High performance teams understand that the perceptions we have are not 
necessarily the perceptions of others. What we assume to be a natural condition 
may be interpreted as months of preparation time and additional monies to 
some other person. And finally what matters most to us may not even be a 
point of consideration for another individual. This is why communicating with 
our words and with our bodies is such a critical attribute of high performance 
teams. High performance teams recognize the rich diversity of the people that 
make up their organization. They see themselves as change agents who 
understand who they are, their responsibility to the organization and how to use 
their unique individual talents to increase the effectiveness of the collective 
team. Most importantly, high performance teams see beyond their individual 

.vsnc Ada111/Zywinl.' 
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needs and look at the overall needs of the organization, they are "big picture 
thinkers." 

There are three things that we can do to become better communicators: 

1. Do not assume that the other person understands that you are saying 
because it is pe1fectly clear to you. 

2. Do not engage in communication that may cause the listener to become 
defensive. 

3. Learn to listen. Always check to determine if the listener understood you 
by asking him to share his understanding of what was said (remember 
everything is filtered by our own personal experiences). In addition, pay 
attention to your body language as well as the listener's body language to 
determine if the listener is comfortable. If the listener feels criticized, 
controlled, manipulated or you have no regard for his feelings, he is not 
able to hear you. 

Celebration 

We understand that rewarding individuals maybe a difficult task but everyone 
likes to hear that they have done a good job. High performance teams reward 
individual performance but also focus on team performance often celebrating 
the completion of a significant even or each of several phases needed to 
accomplish the total project. When we celebrate the successes of individuals 
and the total team, we show our appreciation for doing work that is valued by 
the organization as significant to the accomplishment of its goals. Celebrating 
accomplishments also increases how the team is viewed by the organization. It 
increases the self-worth of individuals and the total team because their peers 
value the team as important for the contributions they make. 

As important as celebrating is, most organizations overlook this important 
characteristic. The reasons for neglecting recognition and celebration are 
numerous: not enough time, lack of money, the feeling that employees are being 
paid to do a job, and so on. However, recognition through celebration and 
appreciation, promotes a sense of team identity by allowing the team to take 
pride in its progress and accomplishn1ents. Recognition reassures team 

.vsnc Ada11lll_nri111! 
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members that they are performing welt thus encouraging continued effort 
toward the success of the team. (Osburn, Nloran, Musselwhite and Zenger, 
1990) 

•:• Source: Seif-Directed Work Teams, B11rr 
Ridge. lmi11, 1990. 

.VSl>C Adam/Z_\wine 
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Round Robin 
High Performing Teams Worksheet 

Consider as leader the strategies you would use to promote 
the non-negotiable skills with your school council ... 

1. Purpose 2. Empowerment 

I 7. Celebration 3. Spirit 

1 

,- - - - - --'------~------- - - ---, 
\ 6. Communication 4. Integrity 

/ 
./ 

/ 

5. Motivation 

,, 



Stages ~f Teain Developlllent 

Groups of people working together do not become a team in a day. Teams evolve and become 
productive over time. Regardless of their size or composition, teams go through certain stages of 
development. The length of each stage varies from team to team and may be as short as one 
meeting or may last for several months. The sequence of stages is the same for each, and while the 
specifics of each stage may vary from team to team, the overall nature of each stage is consistent 
across teams. During this process, some of the activities and feelings of team members may not 
appear to be productive. This is particularly true during the dissatisfaction stage when a sense of 
frustration and incompetence frequently emerges. However, working through each stage is a 
crucial part of the team's evolution if the end result is to be a fully functioning team. 

1. Orientation Stagel 1= ======~w Forming 

0 Members are somewhat eager and have positive expectations. 

0 Members are concerned about and want to know: 

0 
0 
0 
0 

What is the purpose of the team? 
What will they have to do? 
Who will lead? 
Will their efforts be fruitful? 

0 Members are dependent on the situation and whoever is leading. 

0 Energy and time are focused on: 

O Defining the goal(s) and the task of their team. 

0 Devising at least an initial means for carrying out tasks, i.e., team process and 
procedures. 

0 Determining what skills are needed for their team, which of those skills 
members lack and need to develop, and how those skills might be learned. 

0 Once determined, trying out and becoming accustomed to team process and 
procedures. 

•:•Source: Building Systems for Prefessional Growth: An Action Guide, Ch. 4, Handout, Arbuckle and Murray, 
The Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement, Maine Department of Educational and Cultural Services. 

E.A.Pres#2--fanuarl{, 1995 
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2. Dissatisfaction Stagel t= ======N Storming 

0 Members become somewhat frustrated. 

0 Expectations and reality of team work do not coincide. 

0 Dependence on the leader becomes unsatisfying. 

0 Appropriate resources are not readily available. 

0 Some problems presented to team are not easily solved. 

0 Members may feel some anger towards the leader, the goals and tasks of the team, 
and other members. 

0 Members may feel sad, discouraged. 

D They feel they cannot do what they hoped. 

D They feel incompetent. 

0 Energy and time are focused on: 

0 Redefining what their task is in "acruevable" terms. 

O Determining strategies for solving long-term problems. 

0 Determining how best to accomplish their task, including assessing any 
additional skills needed. 

0 Resolving their sense of frustration and incompetence. 

D Redefining their expectations so that they are more compatible with what is 
possible. 

E.A.Pres#2--fanuar11, 1995 



.__3_. __ R_e_s_o_I_u_ti_o_n_S_t_a_g_e ___ 11= ======N · Norming 

0 Frustration is dissipating. 

0 Expectations and reality are more closely, if not completely, meshed. 

D Skill in carrying out procedures and, therefore, in completing tasks is increased 
either by additional experiences with the process or specific training activities. 

0 Personal satisfaction is increasing. 

D Process and procedures are being mastered. 

D Self-esteem is heightened. 

D Pleasure in accomplishing task and getting positive feedback from staff through 
informal or formal monitoring processes outweigh earlier frustrations. 

D Collaborative efforts are beginning to jell. 

I ... _4_. __ P_r_o_d_u_c_ti_o_n_s_t_a_g_e ___ 11= =======IN Performing I 
0 Members are once again eager to be part of the team effort. 

0 Individuals on the team feel greater autonomy. 

0 Members are working well together. 

D Leadership functions are shared. 

0 Sense of mutuality (we sink or swim together) and interdependence has 
developed. 

0 Energy and time are focused on achieving the team's purpose; meeting staff needs 
through strong staff de~elopment activities. 

E.A.Pres#2-fam,aT1{, 1995 
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5. Termination 

D Members may feel: 

0 Sense of sadness because the team is, at least for the time being, ending. 

0 Strong sense of accomplishment. 

0 Last minute urgency to tie up loose ends. 

0 Regret, if they feel they were not able to dq_ everything planned. 

D Energy focused on: 

0 An evaluation of what has been accomplished, quantity, and quality. 

0 What needs to be done to complete the task for the time being. 

0 If appropriate, how to begin the task anew the following school year and what 
changes, if any, should be made based on the previous year's experience. 

Major Messages: 

1. Teams evolve through several stages of development. 

2. A stage may last for one hour or one year, and there is no way to know ahead of time how 
long a particular stage will last. 

3. Dissatisfaction is a natural part of the team process and should not be viewed as a sign that 
the team is failing, but rather that it is time for the members to take stock and review goals, 
processes, resources, rewards, and outcomes. 

E.A.Pres#2--fanuan/, 1995 



Principles for Effective Teamwork 

• Responsibility for the team is shared by all 
members. 

• Decisions should always be agreed to by the 
team. 

• Use methods which encourage full 
participation. 

• Be flexible. 

• Cut down the threat to individual members. 

• Continually evaluate team progress. 

• Team members should be conscious of the 
importance of their roles. 

•:•Source: Building Systems for Professional 
Growth 

( 
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Teatn Skills 

1. Technical or Functional Expertise 

2. Problem solving and decision-making skills 

C 

3. Interpersonal 



Building Effective Teams 
M cmbc:rs of dl"c:ctive teams are committed 10 group goals above and beyonu their personal goals ,tnd understanu how the team 
tits into the overjll business of the organization. Team members trust each other to honor commitments. maintain contidences. and 
support te,1111 goals. and they feel a sense of partnership with each other despite differences and disagreements. 

( 

On effective teams. everyone has a role and participates in achieving consensus on action plans. and every effec1ive team has 
a clear purpose. established communication methods. agreed-upon ways of dealing with problems. planning procedures. regul.ir 
meetings. and meeting agendas and minutes. 

The following survey can help team members analyze strengths and challenges. plan staff development to address cri1ical 
issues. and celebrate the team·s progress in becomi~g more effective: · 

1. The rerun includes members with varied 
reaching styles. learning styles. skills. 
and imerests. 

2. Members respect and trust each other. 

3. Members agree on the team's mission. 

4. Members consider the team ·s mission 
as workable. 

5. The team has an action plan. 

6. The team has drawn up timelines describing 
project steps. 

7. Team members understand what resources are 
available to help meet team needs and goals. 

8. The team meets regularly. 

9. The team meets at times convenient for 
ali members. 

10. Team meeting places are convenient 
and comfortable. 

11. Agenda are prepared and distributed 
before meetings. 

12. Written minutes are dis1ributed shortly 
after meetings. 

13. The team has formally assigned roles. 

14. Members understand which roles belong to 
one person and which roks arc shared. 

15. Each team member takes an active role 

He need help He 're making He hm·e reason 
with this progress to celebrate 

I 

i 
j . 

in uiscu,:-::.il:.::ln:.:.:s.::.··----------- ---- -----------------------------1 
16. Team 1111.:mhers listen ;ttlentivcly. .. 
17. 

... . . . .. . ..... -- ·---- ------- ·--·--
The 11.::1111 h;1s rroceuurc:- 1·m rc~olving 

---- ·! 
cllnllil:l and re;1e.:h1ng con,en:-u~. 

. ... - - --·· -
IX. The team h:t~ cstahfo,hcu w;1y, to '-·11111numica1e 

wi1h the entire ,d1011I c11111muni1:, 
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Building Trust Empowers Teams 
Hl·St111tt111i11g dli11ts cll'111:111cl a high lt-\d of tnist amont: tt-;1111 111t'111h1:rs to l·nahll· thl'III to ~Iran· i11for111ation 11pt·nl~-. 1lis1.·11ss i1111m~1tiq· ,ol11tio11 , . 

and cl1·H·lop trt':1tiH· plarrs ti,r hdpin)! stndt-nts . . \s a st:ut to,\~trd i111.·1i·,L~it1!! tht'ir lt·l"t·I of t111st. tt·a111s 1.~111 11st' tlw follO\lin!,! s11" t·~· to idt'11ti1~· tltosv 
an·a~ whl'n_.. tht•\ nc:-t-tl 111ort' m1rk. 

1. I c.nntributt' foc:ts. opinions. an<l 

su~t>Stions <l11rinii; group 1.liscussions. 

2. 1 t'.\"{ll't'~ \\illill!:,'ness to C.'O<>pt>mte 

,,ith otherx .md t'.Xpt><:t their c.ooper.1tion. 

3. ~I:,, de,Jin~ "ith tht' entire group 
are O(>t>ll :utd <.:amli1.l 

4. I support memhers when they 
stnt).~gle to express themst'h·es. 

5. l ollt>r hdp to .111~1me in tht' 
~roup in :m effort to irnpmn.• 

the ~up's pt"rforni.tnt"tc". 

6. I listen rt'c.'t'pti,·el~· to others .md 
avoid j11d1,-ti11g them as ·n~ht'' 
or"wron~.--

~ 

I . I amid t-v,J11:1ti11g otht:r nwml>t·rx· 

t1llltrif» rtiollS Oil tht• l,,L~iS of 

wl 1dlwr tlwsl:' c.1mtrilmtio11s 

are nsdi I I to lllt'. 

8. I tak<· risk.~ in l'Xpr<.·ssing 111~

li:d i11)!S aml llC\\' idt·,L~ . 

9. ( Id 11tlil'r -.:ro11p 1111wlll'rs 

k11ow I .1ppn·datt· tlll'ir tall'1t ts. 

,k1lk .11111 r1·srn11·1.·1·~. 

10. I ~11:in· hcM1ks :iml 11tl11·r n·,111 1r~1-, 

111 pro11111t1· tlw \ll~·t ·1 ·,s .. r.1ll 111t·111'11·1,. 

Selclom 

•,, , ll, , ,•• ! I I. ,,,, 1 

Frequently Alll'llYS 
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Team Effectiveness: How Does The Team Measure Up1 

Errective teams contri_bute greatly to the success of their schools. the people who work in them. and the stuuents anu 
communities they serve. To maintain the effectiveness of their teams. members must make frequent evalu~1tions ant.I :1Jjustmencs 
anu sometimes seek outside hdp in the area of training or other staff development o pport_unities to strengthen those factors 
which contribute. to team success. Team members can use the survey to gauge how well they are doing with each factor that is 

critical to team success. 

Factors contributing 
· to team effectiveness 

Shared goals and 
objectives are established 

Resources are well used 

All members contribute 

Members have mutual 

trust and respect 

Effective conflict resolution 

processes are used 

Leadership is shared 

Strong interpersonal 

communications are present 

Effective problem-solving 

approaches are used 

Appropriate <.kcision-making 

. processes are corisic.lerec.l 

Celebrate 
success 

\Ve Should ... 

Plan some 
fine tuning 

Schedule a retreat 
to work on this 

····- .. ·-··-------··---·-•· ..... ~-- - - . . -----·- ------ ······-·· 

Atmospht!re encourages 

cn:ativity 

\ • ,.,, . • . .... , , , . .... . 11 !, .. , •. ,, ,,,.,,i ., •• \ I :, ~ \ ',., :11,!, • 

-

Seek help 

--·-··--
( 
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When Does a Group Need ·Teain Building? 

• Start-up of a new group that needs to develop quickly into a team. 

• Confusion about assignments and unclear roles. 

• Decisions that are misunderstood or not carried out properly. 

• Conflicts or hostilities among group members. 

• Apathy or lack of interest or involvement among group members. 

• Ineffective meetings; low participation in group d~cisions. 

•!• Source: Dyer, 1987 

NSDC--June 1995 ,, 



Objectives of Team Building Programs 

• Improving the group's communication and _listening skills. 

• Establishing roles and responsibilities for the work-group members. 

• Improving the effectiveness of a group in which members must work 
together to achieve results. 

• Providing an opportunity for the group as a whole to analyze its functioning, 
performance, strengths, and we"knesses. 

• Examining and improving the group's problem finding and problem solving 
strategies. 

• Helping the group engage in a continuous process of self-examination. 

•:• Source: Dyer, 1987 

l'm:.ll8--Novm1ber. 19% 

r-- r----... ~, 
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A Yardstick for Measuring the 
Gro-wth. of a Teatn 

A. Goal Oarity 

1 

No apparent 
goals 

2 

Goal confusion 

B. Trust and Openness 

1 2 

None Little 

C. Empathy among Members 

1 

None 

2 

Little 

3 

Average goal 
clarity 

3 

Average 

3 

Average 

4 

Goals mostly 
clear 

4 

Considerable 

4 

Considerable 

D. Balance between Group Task and Maintenance Needs 

1 2 

None Little 

E. Leadership Needs 

1 

Leadership needs 
not met 

F. Decision Making 

2 

Some leadership 
needs met 

1 2 

Unable to make Inadequate 
decisions decision making 

3 

Average 

3 

Average meeting 
of leadership needs 

3 

Average decision 
making 

4 

Good 

4 

Good meeting of 
leadership needs 

4 

Good decision 
making 

G. Use of Group Resources (knowledges, skills, experiences) 

1 2 3 4 

Not used Poorly used Average use Well used 

H. Sense of Belonging 

1 2 3 4 

None Some Average Good 

5 

Goals very 
clear 

5 

Remarkable 

5 

Remarkable 

5 

Excellent 

5 

Excellent meeting 
of leadership needs 

5 

Full consensus 

5 

Fully and effectively 
used 

5 

Strong 

•:•Source: Building Systems for Pr9,fessional Growth: An Action Guide. Ch. 4, Handout, Arbuckle and Murray, 
The Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement, Maine Department of Educational and Cultural Ser.:ices. 

E.A.Pres#2--fan11a711, 1995 
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Processes 
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Learning Principles 

1. People are born learners. 

2. People seek to understand new information and experiences by 
connecting them to what they already know. . 

3. People learn in different ways. 

4. Thinking about one's own thinking improves performance and 
the ability to work independently. 

5. Indiyiduals' stages of development affect learning. 

6. 

7. 

Although people may naturally make connections as they learn, 
they often need help to transfer knowledge to different contexts. 

A repertoire of strategies enhances learning. 

8. Certain dispositions, attitudes, and habits of mind facilitate 
learning. 

9. Working with others of different styles and perspectives 
enhances learning. 

10. Those who do the work do the learning. 

11. A resource-rich environment facilitates learning. 

12. Developing shared understandings about what consitutes 
quality work fosters learning. 

•:-Source: Genuine R~t>ard: Conzmunitv Tnquiru into Connecting (.earning. Teaching 
and Assessing. by Jill Minnan Owen, Pat L. Cox., and John M. Watkins. Ti~ 
regional Laboratory for Ed11catio11a/ Improvement of the Northeast and lslallds. 
C 1994. 



Characteristics of a Learning-Centred 
School 

====~~===~~==========================================================:::]_( 
1. The school focuses on successful learning for children and adults. 

2. The school works to tum all of its students into successful learners. 

3. The school affirms the values and uniqueness of each person, recognizing 
differences--culture, gender, learning style, age, language, and role--and drawing 
on different perceptions and contributions to design a shared future that works 
for all. 

4. The school uses systems thinking as its conceptual framework for design, looking 
at the whole system of education and society and their mutual influence .. 

5. The school monitors learners' progress via assessment, evaluation, and reflection 
activities that are integral to the process of learning by design. 

6. The school challenges conventional structures ~f schooling and explores new 
organizational structures and arrangements that enhance learning. 

7. The school functions as a learning organization as well as an organization of ( 
learning. 

8. The school works to build a sense of community among children and adults (both 
professional educators and community members) that ensures a continuity of 
values and cohesion between the school and the community it serves. 

9. The school uses collaborative critical inquiry as the engine of design for learning. 

10. The school manages the process of ongoing change effectively, thoughtfully, and 
sensitively. 

11. The school uses what is known from its own history, from research and 
experience, and fr_om demographic and other community information. 

12. The school redefines the roles and relationships of those who provide assistance 
and those who are assisted, from student and teacher to localities and the state. 

13. The school seeks to help people move beyond conceptions of power as control to 
that of enabling power that mobilizes everyone's capability to bring-about a 
shared future that works for all. 

.. .. Source: Creating New Visions for Schools. The RJ!gio11a/ 1.Aboralory for Ed11ca1 
Improvement of the Northeast and Isla11ds c 1994. 



_, Reflecting 
...J 

D 

D 

C 

D 

What happens in this school to make it 
special? 

What would a visitor note about the 
school? 

• physical environment 
• students 
• teachers 
• principal 

Why do teachers, parents, ·students like 
this school? 

• Individually record your thoughts. 

• Circle key words. 

• Share. 



Carousel Brainstortning 

Directions 

1. Divide into groups of 5-6. 

2. Stand in front of 1 piece of newsprint. 

3. Choose a recorder. 

4. Brainstorm responses to the posted question--quickly. 

5. After 2 minutes and at the signal, move one sheet to 
your right. 

6. Brainstorm quickly at the new sheet (2 minutes). 

7. At the signal, move to the right and repeat the 
process. 

8. When you reach the last question, go back to question 
#1 and repeat at each sheet of newsprint until you 
have brainstormed responses to all the questions. 

Then see the synergy you have produced! 

( 

( 



Best of Five 
--·-------------:-------------
-( 

( 

The chairperson will ask the team members to 
state their feelings. Using one hand, according 
to the scale below, team members will show 1, 
2, 3, 4 or 5 fingers to indicate their response: 

1. I cannot accept the decisio11 and I must leave 
if the group makes this decision. 

2. I strongly disagree and believe it will bring 
negative consequences, but I won't sabotage 
the group. 

3. It doesn't make much difference to me. 

4. This is a high priority and I will contribute . . 

1n some way. 

5. This is my first priority. You can count on 
me a lot. 

•:•Adapted.from: Regional Lab for Educational 
Improvement of Northeast and 
Islands, Andover, Mass. 



The N otninal Group Process 

The nominal group process is a method for structuring groups to allow individual 
judgments to be pooled and used when there is uncertainty or disagreement about 
the nature of the problem and possible solutions. The process is helpful in 
identifying problems, exploring solutions, and establishing priorities. It works 
best with groups of five to nine participants. Larger groups can be handled by 
making minor changes in procedure, particularly Step 2, but any group larger than 
12 should be sub-divided. 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Silent generation of ideas in writing. 

Read the focus question aloud and.ask participants to list their 
responses in phrases or brief sentences. Request that they work 
silently and independently. Allow four to eight minutes. 

Round-robin recording of ideas. 

Go around the table and get one idea from each participant. 
Write the ideas on newsprint. As each sheet is finished, tape it on 
the wall so that the entire list is visible. Number each item. 
Leave space to the left of each number to record votes at a later 
time. Encourage hitchhiking on other ideas. Discourage 
discussion, elaboraijon, or justification. 

Serial discussion of the list of ideas. 

Explain that the purpose of this step is clarification. Read item 1 
aloud and invite clarifying comments. Then read item 2 and 
continue discussing each item in tum until the list is covered. 
Arguments are unnecessary because each participant will have·a 
chance to vote independently in Step 4. As soon as the logic and 
meaning of the item are clear, cut off discussion. 

Categorization: Once each item has been discussed, duplicate items should be 
-identified and combined. This may necessitate rewriting some of 
the items before the voting step. However, resist the temptation 
to combine many items into broader categories. Some 
participants may seek to achieve consensus by this means and 
the precision of the original items may be lost, or the combined 
item will become so abstract and all-inclusive that the group in 
effect is able to avoid the difficult choices inherent in prioritizing. ( 

•:•Reprinted with Permission from:: The Regional Lab for Educational 
Improvement of Northeast and 
Islands, Andover, Mass. 
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The Pyratnidal Process 

This process is most useful when a group needs to come up 
with one solution. It has been used most effectively in dealing 
with a wide variety of points of view: 

1. Introduce and discuss the task at hand. For example, if the 
group is working on a vision scenario for the school, the 
characteristics of a well written vision and effective schools 
could be discussed. Everyone needs to have a good g~asp 
of what the final product will look like. 

2. On an index card, group members are asked to write their 
own individual version. 

3. After each member has written ms/her own draft, pairs are 
formed. Their task is to reach a consensual agreement on 
one statement which satisfies them both. 

Note: At this stage it is often necessary to review the 
"rules" of reaching consensus. 

4. Each pair is then joined by another pair, and the 
consensus-building process begins again. 

5. The size of the consensus-building group continues to 
grow until one product/statement is agreed upon by every 
member. As the groups form into 8's, 16's, etc., it is helpful 
to have a facilitator for each group. Encourage groups to 
be clear and succinct--no jargon! 

•:•Adapted from: Regional Lab for Educational 
Improvement of Northeast and 
Islands, Andover, Mass. 



Consensus Building 

Workin9 'Effectively with Others 

Success as an educator is contingent upon your ability to work with a myriad of others. Each of 
you must work with students, colleagues, administrators, boards of education, and parents to 
accomplish your goals. Below is a list of characteristics or qualities. · Read through the list and 
select what you believe to be the three most and three least desirable characteristics or qualities 
you would want present or absent when you work with others in a group. These will be 
difficult decisions, but you must force yourself to make the necessary choices. 

0 

Most Important or 'Desira6{e 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Characteristics or Qua{ities 

1. Listens carefully and communicates effectively 
2. Friendly and sociable 
3. Orderly and efficient 
4. . Good sense of humor 
5. Admits errors openly and honestly 
6. Is creative and has new ideas 
7. Shows respect and consideration for others 
8. Uses praise frequently 
9. Does what you want them to 
10. Is willing to compromise 
11. Never becomes angry: remains calm and cool 
12. Follows rules and procedures 
13. Says what he/she thinks: is frank in discussions 
14. Honest and trustworthy 
15. Helpful and supportive of others 
16. Independent and self-reliant 
17. Punctual and responsible 
18. Strives to do their best 

s 

( 

After you have made your individual choices, you will be asked to explain th~m to a small ( 
group. Each member should take two minutes for this task. Following these individual 
presentations, the small group should seek to arrive at consensus regarding the three most and 
the three least important or desirable characteristics or qualities. Don't give up! Keep trying ... 



C 'Decision Making 
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10 Cotntnon Decision-Making Processes 

Organizational or 
Leadership 

Announcement 

Leader 
Announcement 

using Group Input 

Group Consensus 

Expert Committee 
is Granted Power 

E.A.Pres.#5--May, /995 

Historical 
Precedent, 
Tradition 
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Policies/Written 
Guidelines 

Unanimous Vote 
by Group 

Lottery, Coin Flip, 
Straws · 

Compromise, 
Group Averaging, 

Bargaining 

Majority :Vote by 
Group 

•:•Source: Champion Tools for Change Workshops, 
National Staff Development Council, 1993. 



Decision-Making Matrix 

Who Makes the Decisions? 
Given Collaborative 

Contract District Principal's Principal's Decision Principal 

Issues Policy State Decision Alone Decision with with Staff and/or Staff Decision Staff Decision 
Requirements I with Rationale Input Site Council with Input with Rationale 

Operational 

Facili~ies, 
schedules, 
discipline, field 
trips, assemblies, 
etc. 

Budget 

Department or 
grade level 
allocations, 
textbooks, 
materials, supplies, 
etc. 

Staffing 
I 

New hires, 
assignments, teams, 
etc. 

Learning, 
Instruction, 
Curriculum 

Student outcomes, 
teaching strategies, 
assessments, 
programs, etc. 

Pres.#6--March, 1995 
•> School Team lnno11ator, April 1994 

r'\ ~ . 



Vision ... 

-r ~-=--=--=--~-=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=--=---=--=---=---=---=---=---=---=---=---= 

C 

''Vision -without action is 111erely a 
drea111.'' 

'' Action without vision just passes 
tillle." 

"Vision with action can change the 
world." 

•:• Source: Joel Barker Tire Power Q,f Vision 



Making it Work for Me 

Identify the Issue/Concern/Goal you want to work on when you get back home. 

Issue/Concern/Goal: 

Action Plan: 

( 
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BUILDING 

A 

SCHOOL .GROWTH 

PLAN 

l~ 

Halton Board of Education, Ontario, Canada 

I BUILDING A SCHOOL GROWTH PLAN I 
What Is a School G1'0wth Plan? 

A School Groiuth Pta.ri I• ci comp~hc,uilJfl ouervltw of mqjor priori tie, to 
1ul1lch a 1chool llaff u dedicated for al leiut lhrff :,-.eCJr-.. The Pinn 1l<1$i:ribt1 
ar,iu iuhlch 1111 school wUl cmphaii.u,. and for iuhich ii iuill commit iii 
nisourcc,. ActluiJit, outlined in a Growth Pta.ri wUl taJcc the school wyond 
111oi11~11onc1 o(pr-c,ent ,tnn,:th• toward, an cnha,1ctd /can1int 
cnuironmcnl for ,1udenu. Tl1e Growth Plan, l.hcrrfore, I, a proccu for a .. 
,chool w acl, kue ,u,tolntd powth and ckuelopmcnl. 

A Growth Plan Is aeltctive. It lakes Into accounl lhe tin of the 1cho1il, il/1 
context and the atrenrths of ill s taff, and focun, on only lwo or lhtue 1ui.j1.r 
priorities. 

A Growth Plan 11 sy1tem1Uc. It 11 bulll lhrouch atacea of usenmr.nl, 
planninc. Implementation and evaluation. 

A Growth Plan la ODfolo(I', It projects activfllu over 1 1lcnJ6c1nt 1111,;1iJ c.f tiruc. 

A Growth Plan communicate, with the school, 1y1tuu and r.ommunily, 

A Growth Plan Is compreben.slve. It includes ala IT interest projtcls, 11 well u 
responses to Ministry and recional lnltiatlvu. It focuses on the characler.s::e1 
of effective schooh (see Fleur• I). 



•·1GURE l 

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS 

F,equenl 
Mon1lo11ng 
ol Student 
Progress 

l11gh Expectotions 

Clea, Goals 

Po,enlol 
and 

Community 
involvement 

& Suppon 

This Booklet is designed lo help Helton schools make Growth Plans work for them. 
Schools fTOw from within. They also operate within a large system and provincial 
context. The booklet wm help schools re0ect on their practice, and make changes wnic~ 
are appropriate lo thei~ individual 1ituations and the needs of their communities. 

~ r"\ 
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I low Does a School Growth Plan Fit In With Hal ton's Existing Structures? 

• The School Growth Plan la an all encompaulnr document which replacu 
earlier planninc effort,, for example achoo! Alma and Objectives, 11chool 
plans, or 1chool lmprovemenl plans. 

• The Prlnclpa1'1 Manarer'a Letter lncl~de1 the Principal', Involvement In 
the Growth Plan, alone with additional objectlvea neeotiated with the 
Superin~ndent of School Servicu. T~ue additional objeclivu mlght 
include personnel Issues, penonal profeuional development, and 
provincial or Tefional rupomibllitlu. 

• 11,e teachers' Co-<>peratlve Supervision and Evaluation (C.S. + E.) 
agTetmenls will renact Individuals' commilmenl lo areas of emphui1 In 
the Growth Plan, u well u areaa of penonal (TOwth and commitment. 

• A ,ignlficanl allocation oflhe 1chool'1 Professional Development funds 
should Le linked to the School Growth Plan. · 

• A al!lectlon of reclon&l Staff Development will c-0mplemenl lha plan. 

Why Do We Have a School Growth Plan? 

• A staff II more confident, committed and productive when It develops a 
eroup hlontlty by plannine for ll1e future. 

• A 1chool ·maku chani:o happen moro •ITectlvely when tho 1ta1T works. 
toi:ether over time. . · 

• Schoolt have t.o chooH 1monc tho many thlnra they could oo, 1mJ the 
plannlne process helps schools sift and 1orl thei r priorities. 

• I 
• Equal opporlunitiu for all children era moro like1y when eood plannini 

takes place. 

• Resources can be opproprialely focused when the t1hole school agTees :;~ l. 
plan. 

1, 
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Who Should lle Involved In 'n1e Scl1ool Growth Plan? 

It I I well known thal 1ucceuful achoo( rrowlh effort.a Involve all 51.alT, and that 
wore lnvolvewenl loads lo (Tealer corurultment. IL le nol necessarily practical, 
however, for everyone lo bo equally Involved lhrouehout lhe J)roce11. Ratl1er

1 

a 
lwall r roup of people, tl1c School Growth Plan Teaw, 1hould fadlltate lha process. 

-
1'he School Growlli Pum Team, ulected by 
IJ,e ,ibff, coordinates /1,e &liool Grow/I, Plan.. 

The Growth Plan Team, prevloualy known In 1011111 achooh H the School 
Plaruune Team or tJ10 School Goal, Coauultteo, ahould include both 
administraton and teachen repreaenllnr varioua porspectivu, Tha number of 
people on the tum will depend on the 1he o( lhe achoo!. 

Hen, are eXG!ple.s of School Growth Plau Teams: 

lu an elewen lary acbool: 

• An administrator 
• A teacher from each division 

The School Resource Teacher 
• The teacher librarian 

lu a seooudaty K.bool: 

• One or two adminhtratou 
Two department head, 

• Three teachen 

It Is also worth considarinr lnvolvlnr the followinr people, because they can have 
uluable and different perspectives on issues beinr addressed: 

Parents 
• Students 
• Trustees 
• Community members 
• A regional consultant 

n , 
• 6· 

How Does a School Develop a School Growth Plan? 

The proceu for developlni: a Schooi'Growth Plan l1 cycllcul, 'rhere an four 1hcu 
(see Fii:ure 2) thal c:orrespond lo four key question,: 

Assessweul 

Pl.annl.olf 

Jm~lemeot.oc:Jon 

EvulunUon 

Wl,are are \Ve now? 

Where would we like lo bo In three years? 

How bea.t can we move In U,aL direction? 

How do 'IYO evaluate lho ch a!}CU we are making? 

Fllllfll£ 2 TlIE PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING A SCDOOL GROWl"U PL\N 

I 
Adml l\ht.tr N1um1•nl and Efl"actlu Schoola INa-un,u\h 

ASS£SSM£11T • Collul 11\lom,al ..... 

Pl.ANNINO 

IMPLEMENTATION 

£VALUATION 

Pt-, ..... 

lnlA'l'r•I ErT,cd•• S<hool ch1nc1<1rlodu d.114 
R,.tow Boud npo, ... don• In Str,,.ric Pla11 
u ......... ,ollahond••ly IO ., ... blhh • School GttW\h Pl..,.. 
C..ri.u&Lt plant ol a.ctton oon.tdu1nc: 

priondM 
• r••ourc.1 e-.iall..We Md r.qu.lr•• 
• 1l&lf lfotlvpm,n\ 
• ll~dctl . 
• ,uppol11111d,• fto111 School and lnom1<'1tnal S.Mcu 
• tYall>Adtn lndlc~lon ..,.4 cri1u:f• 

Wd•14 ond monJlor pion, or MIion dnwina upon ,y,i...m ,. .. urcu 
lmpl,m,111 pl°"' uCIUdllf nlodllf 11N<111n,: 

• Coopor,d•• Sup,"1rton ,nd E•alu,don (C.S. 4< £.) 
• M•llllfor'o L.n..r 

S,hool P.O. w.i,,u and ,,.,,, 
lmpl,a,.nl4don ProOlu 

• R•cf•n•I SurT D,v,lopm,n1 prosu,n, 
Ruouru ,u,r 
Con .. m,,B, .. d Ado,don Mod,t (C-D>J,I) 

Caine 111 ,111d,nt Nlr-coonupl end achh .. m,nl 
Suu .. , or School Growth l't•n 
Ch•n1u In peRtpdont 
Pl•n• (ur aunalnlnr tho rh,111• 

· • Pl•n• (or ,, ... 11u1m•nt 



. e. 

I ASSE:S.SMEN'l'I 
Assessment i• tlie pre,pla1111lng stage, where 
releua11t i11fon11olion I, gatl,ered lo prouide 011 
o/vectiue picture of the fChooL 

The aueuwenl proceu should not lake a lone time. lnformollon c11n be 
collected trow a variety of 1ource11 

• Informal ob,ervaliona 
• Interviews 
• Diacuuiona 

Nous o( act.ivltie~ 
• Surveya 

A resource l,onk of aueumenl instruments will ba c:o-ordJnated and made 
available to achools. Eumplot of inatrument1 ore: 

• Homework aurveya 
• Parental lhvolvemenl queatioMairea 

Cooperative learnlni: questionnaire 
• Collal,orative plonninc questionnaire 

Student Involvement and rupon,ibilily queallonnaJre 
School climate quulionnairu 

• Attitude lo readine questionnaire 
Cluuoom obaervlllion lnatnunenta 

How Does U1e School PmfileFitln? 

Over the nut few yean a School Profile, related to the characteriatJcs of effective 
1choola, will be developed for uae u a planninc ruourca. It will 1,a information 
1pecific lo uch school • its own peraonal profile · orcanlud, collated and analyzed 
with recional 1uppor t, and conlainlnr data collect.ed from etudenla, 1ta1T and the 
community of that 1chool. 

The Profile will evolve over tlme. Schoola will be Invited l4 provide feedback 
regarJinc specific inclusions In ii. Tho School Profile will not be used to compare 
schools. It will 1,e designed for 1chool1 lo examine their own development over 
lime, and in the coniut of their own community. ll wiU include lnfonnation on: 

• StuJent prol:'fesS and achleveO\enl 
• Student self-concept 
• Student attendance, retention and behaviour (historical data) 
• Staff, ~tudent and parenl perceptions of effectiveness, as rel ate:!!: 

the 12 Characteristics of Effective Schoob 

~ 

• 7. 

How Should Iuro,m.nUon be Analy:z.ed? 

The Information 1hould bo examined for overall lrenda, as well u looklnc for 
diffe rencea between rroupa oC aludents, fo~ example: 

• Fewalu and malea 
• In different yeara 
• Talone dilTcrtnl aubjecta 
• From different ethnic backpounda (If appropriate) 
• Tak.inc aubjecla al different level• of difficulty (If appropriate) 

What Arc Some ~1p1es of Quest.Ions to Ask at theA.ssessmentSlagE:? 

• Are students' prograsa and achievement equally aati&factory in all 
1ubject areas? 

• Do atudenh feel cood aboul tJ1emaelvaa? 

• Could ati.ndance be Improved? 

• Do fcroalu and malu have 1qually positive ettiludu7 

• Do parents feel involved In their children'• educ.tion? 

• An staff member• worlcinr tocelher to achieve.common coals? 

• ls work planned al an appropriate level for uch aludanl? 

Whut Extern.a) Support Will be P1-ovJded Dwing the-Assessment Stai;;~' 

If essbtance is nudcd with auessmenl or Interpretation of the School Profile or 
other-data, help h availal,le from School or"lnstnactlonal Servicu. 

Who Should be Involved lit the Assessment Stage? 

The initial data collection and 1nalysi1 should be done by lhe O~owth Plan Team. 
The rut of the school &111f should be Involved in the auessmcnl process. 
feedback of the results should then be ci11en to them in advance of the planni ne 
phase, In which the:r wm participate more actively. 

f'\ 



PLANNING 

. e. 

Planning is tlie stage where the assusme11l 
b1fonnaJum is used to establish the &hool Growth 
Plan. Prioritie, are We11lifled for the 11ert three 
}-ears. 

How Does Planning Begin? · 

When • alaff plans, It must consider external factors III well u achool needs. 1110 
School Growth Plan will ba influenced by assessment results, expectations, and 
re,ourcu. 

ASSESSMENT 

ElCPECTATIONS 

RESOURCES 

Formal and Informal Information collected about the school 
ahould have a alrnilkant role in 1h1plnr the plan , nu, hu 
al ready been desciibad in lho lul aection. 

In addition to It, own ldcu, a 1taff muat consider the 
upeclationa oC otheu. For example: 

, Ministry 

• Re(ion 

• School rrouplnea 
Community 

• Goah of the Mlnlatry of Education 
Implementation of cuidelin, 
relaline to Aids 
Goals of the Halton Board 
Primary Junior Science Prorram 
Grade 10 Buie Level Enrlhh 
Collaborative Plannlne 
Ori:anization of Parents' Nlehts 

A school needs le> examine what ruourcu It posseuu before 
plannlnr commences, 11nd how the ruourcu mirht be 
orranhed. For example: 

• Budret 
• Staffing· teachinc and non·teachlnr 
• Mllnaeement team .. 

(\ 

.g • 

With this knowledge, a iChool uaff u ready to build 
a pl ail ll1al uliliui iis presei1i rlrengtl .. to acliieve · 
us future goals. 

Whnt Do Wo Do Next? 

Many schools have their own preferred end effective plannlne procua. Here Is 
one that has proven ~u.cce11ful in many achoola. 

1he School Growth Plan Team lead, U,e 1,talf In a detailed dl,cuulon or the 
esseument ruulu. Thia aometlmu fonn1 part of the P .A. Deya al lhe end of lhe 
school year. The Team mlchl also find the involvement of a Proceu Consulta.nl 
useful. 

1he process allow, ataff to develop prioritlu that requJre emph.ula, wh.lch are 
then translated by voups of people Into eoal 1t,~.menll. 

What Might a Goal Statement Look Llke? 

111e goals should capture a description ofwliat ~Ucce88 would 
loo!, lihe when the Growth Plan is compl.eted. In otMr words, 
what needs to be clu:mged aa a nesuU of thu effort, a11d what will 
be acceptable as a measure ofsuccess1 

Once goal st.elements have been outlined, teachen ,elect the area that interests 
limn, and work in voups lo brainstorm activities and actions that will enJ1ance 
thal particular goal. 
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'Ille School G~wth l'laJJ• Includes: 

School Gt'Owl.h Plan 

• Respon.slbUltles of,taffinemben fo_r 1peci6c actlvitJu. 

Timell.nes l,y which actlvltlu ahoulJ bo completad. 

• Reaourcu neceuary to can-y out tho actlvlllu 
er.· reluse Liine for peer ob1ervatlon1 

• finance for 1tudent ori:anlzor booklet, 
• collaborative plannini: limo 
• budcet for purchue ~f equiproent 

• Support.needed, both Internal and hom School and Instructional Services 
ei: .• what within-clau aupport do wa need hom School Resource Teachen for 

lnterrateJ ,tudenu? 
• what oni:oinr 1uport do we need hom coordJnatou and conaultants? 
• what occasional help do we need from coordfoalon and conaultants7 

what support do we need from consultants for apecific lnstructionel 
tlralegies? 
what help do we nud ,vith devaloplnc questionnaire, or analytinc ruults 
of auessruenh? 

• SWJ devl!lopwe.nt needs . 
u . • what rei:ional workshops or activities would -we like to be' provided? 

• do we need to vhit school1 where 1milar projects are already in prorreu? 
• do we need on-1oin1 trainine and 1upport for all of our 10111 or would • 

,ini:le workshop be adequate? 
• do wo heve anyone on ataff with upertlae In I particular area or do we 

need to call In ,oineone from out,ido7 
• do we need trainine for the whole alafT, for poup11 or ju1t for Individuals? 

• lodicators, criteria, methods and llruellnu for aveluallon of uch 1oal. 
,, . . how do we know we've made a difference? 

. how can we assess thls? 
• when should we as,ess this? 

(evaluation is described in more detail, in • , eparale aection) 

Prior lo implementation, a detailed outline of the School Growth Plan ,hauld be 
dis<ussed with the Superintendent of School Services 

• 11 • 

I IMPLEMENTATION I 
lmpleme11lalion is the proceu of translating the written 
Plan u1lo action, and i,1cludes all of tlie actiuiJies necessary 
to carry out the PkuL 

It la important, Initially, t.o en,ure that. alaff, 1tudenh and olher people involved 
have been fully infonued about t.ho School Growlh Plan, and that they 111 
understand what. tJ1ay have lo do. 

How Do We lnitfote Implementation? 

r'\ 

Obtain curriculWll 1upport docu.menh. 
Arrani:a appropriate con1ultalivo eupport. throueh the 
Superintendent. of School S.rvicu. 
Spend budeet for naceuary material, . 
Partidpale In relevant S t arr Davelopinenl prorrama. 
Apply new lumln& throui:h coachinjl. 
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How Do We Malntuln Momentum? 

'!'his h a long-ranee proceu, and will require periodical review and monilorinr 
to aee whelher acliviliea have been carried oul u planneJ, and wholl1er lhey 
appear lo lie havin, tho Intended dfl!cl, 

lier, are some quullons lo keep In mind: 

• How can leacheu who aro atartlnc out on a ,taro of development heel be 
iupporleJ by lho 1y1lem, admini,tr.ilou and each other? 

• Are all lhe ne~essary ruourcea available and on-1oin17 
e,. time for meetings, additional curriculum maloriala, outside 

consultanh7 

• What 11rateeiu don the whole 11111T have for l11tonlnr lo lucheu who 
wanl lo Jiscuu a profeaslonal development activity In which they h.ive 
participaled? 

• What can be done If ,tudenta react badly lo I new way oC doinc 1omethin1 
or new material&? 

• Do all atolT undeutand that lnitletinr chance and development con be 
diflicult and need, aupport and patience? 

• ls ,upport neceuary In the 1rea1 of conllict roeolullon, shared 
decilion-rualunr and collaborativ1 plannine7 

• Are there signposts to check pro'1'ou at regul11r Intervals? 

• Is each teecher belne Involve;:\ at their particular level of experience and 
Interest? 

• Are tl,e regular monitorini: procuses of the 1yslcm beine uaed lo support 
the iniplernenotion? 
ei:. • Cooperalivo Supervision and Evaluation (C.S. t E.l 

• lmpltwentaiion Profiles 
• The Principal'• Manager', Letter 
• Concerns-Based Adoption MoJel (C-BAM) 

0 
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I EVALUATION I 
Eunluatio11 ~es shide11t w1d flChool growth relaled lo 
tJ,e Effective Scl,ools characteristics, e:,ckmal (actors, 
a11cl u:1,ool needs. It auo eraminea the Growth Plan 
Pl'OCes:s, 

Means of evaluation are rundamental to lhe School Growth Plan. If the 
lroprovemenls aro to be upreued In t.erma of aludenll' ~eamine and 
development, ll ls essential to devise way1 of knowing whether the changes meet 
that purpose. Nol"on\y ls ll Important lo know lho deeree to which objectivu hava 
l,een achieved, but also whather lho actJvitiea have beeo completed and if ll1e plan 
Itself hos bean useful. 

Is Evo.luntion In~mal or External? 

The key reatuu or evaluation I, that It la for Internal 1chool u1e, and Its priu1e 
purposes are: 

• lo help teachers with their plannlne 

• lo cive them lnformaUon about what hu been achieved 

Schoob may whh lo request help froai 5thool or lnatruclional Services wilt: !ht 
aeleclion of indicators and 111ethods of evaluation. 

When Should Evaluation Take Place? 

Althoui:h evaluation is lho final stage o( th"e School Growth Plan. il 1hould he 
slat"ted early on in the proceu. Once 1larted, evalualion becomea an ongoinc 
part of lhe Growlh Planning Process. 

ll will be necessary to decid~ when to anus lhe effeclinnoss of lhe Growth Plan 
and eoals. The School Growth Plan Team ahould conduct two k.inds of 
asnssments: 

• Fonnatlve, or oncoing, lo find out If tho Plan ia work.inc or adju1tments 
have to be made. This mie,ht includt teveral queslions posed in the 
Implementation section. 

• Summatlve, or final , to auess the s,uccus orthe Plan and whether goals 
have been achieved. 
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Whal Are Some Questions to Ask In tho Finn! Evnluation of the School 
Growth Plan? 

• Wbnt effects have the actlvltles had 011 lhe 1tudeult' learnlof a.ud 
.e II-<X>uoepls 7 
ee:. has there been an lmprovemenl_ln 1tudent1' math perfom1once7 

are the eelf-concepl1 o( integrated 1ludenta more poelllv~ than 
,they were when they were in ielr-cont.ained clas$e,7 

• How do kachers foel about what bappeood? 
eg. do teacher• now pre(er lo plan collaboratively? 

do teachen enjoy u1ing computeu reru]arly 111 1 luching 
resource? 

• What lJupocl Luu llie.a-e 1-Ji on 0Uie1· people? 
er. do parents feel the 1chool has lncrnlfld It.a communication and 

feedback to them? 
don the community feel more Involved In echool life then before? 
does the community believe that atudenli an bett.er prepared to 
enter tho worllforce7 

• What are people actually doln1t that they wueu't dol.oc be.fore? 
ee:. are teecheu maldnc more UH of problom-1olving LechnJquu !~ 

1ocial science classeii? 
are more tuchen using co-operative learnlnc II a 1tr1Legy? 

• Did the school lake oo too wuch7 

• Whal has stopped people from dolof what they ln~ded? To what extent 
wa, this W1avoidoble, or could planning have been better? 

,15. 

\Vhnt Strategies Do We Use ln Our Evaluations? 

Monltoring and evaluating can use a mhi:ture of formal and informal proceduru and 
Instruments. The Gro'fYth Plan'a effecl upon atudenl performance can be evaluated 
using instruments froru the aueuwenl atage e.nd the lndicatora ,elected al the 
planning singe. 

In the following example, School X wlahe·• to uamlne 11ttlludea towards homework, 
and surveys students: · 

Assessmeot re.!iuHs • 

Goal, 

lmdlcat.oa~ • 

Teclmiqu~ or EvaluaUon. 

1ludent1 feel marldnc la erratic and that they 
receive in~ufficlent follow-up 

Improvement In marlrJni: a.nd follo...,,up or 
homework 

• 1 clear policy "'111 be developed for mark.lr.i 
and follow-up_ 

• atudenl utl1f1ct:lon with marking and 
follow-up will be lnm:aacd 

• check that policy 11 written, communicated, 
and being implament.ed without problems 

• repeal homework aurvey 

• 1urvey ltudenl altitudu towards any new 
markini: or follow,up techniques 

Other Initial assessments can also be reapplied t.o look at change 'and/or' rrowth, and 
historical data can be used to provide information on, for eumple, ltends in attendance 
as related to achievement ,cores. 

r----. 
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Whe1-e Shoultl We Go From llel'e7 

Monitoring of the Plan will be an ongoing procesa, and evaluaUon "111 lake place 
at the end of tha year. Thia Is the lime for rtview llihen decision.scan be made 
about eGch goal within Lhe Plan. The School Orowlh Plan Team, aner examining 
llll the evaluation, ,hould prepare a ahort report about the main atages of the plan 
10 far. 1'hi1 report describes what actually happened and people'• reactions. 

It la helpful l-0 allow time for people to renecl upon thla report before meeting lo 
decide future directions. The report ahould 1110 ba aliared with Iha 
Superintendent of School Services. 

Each year, di1cu1slon1 might revolve around the changes that have been 
Introduced, and aome of the followlne: quutiona could be addruaed about each 
111:oal: 

Should tW.s 11riority be altered or ute.w!ed? 

• In both cases, wbnt are the ooo.sequence1 for. 

explaining what la Involved lo 'newcomeu'? 
new adminlslralou In the achool7 
demand, upon time and other ruourcu? 

· general achoo! orcanhaUom and U1a timetable? 
other are.a, of organiulion? . 
clauroom oreanlullon and uachlnc alrate&iea? 
ala/f d"·elopmenl and training needs? 

• lf then ls not yet au.fficienl Information about Uie roal to decide whether It 
1hould Le made a pennanenl fealuce oflhe 1chool, can It be arretd when It 
would be appropriate to take t.W., decision? 

CJ,a,,ge takes time, 011d growth may not be apparen.l 
immediolely. Patience and continued enthusiasm ihoul.cl be 
encouraged. 

Aner the Growth Plan prioritiu have been reviewed, the whole procese can be 
repeated. For goals that will be a continuing focus, further planning, 
implemenlalion and evaluation will be necesury. If new coals are ,elected, 
schools may wish lo do aorne assessments before they atarl plannlng. 

Al the end of a specific lime period, the 6nal review and evaluation Is likely to be 
more ute11sive. • 

n 
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S::liool GrowU1 PlnnnJng Mnke9 n Difierence! 

W11ile we ere Involved In lhe procen, lel'a keep In mind ....... 

A SCHOOL GROWTil LIMERICK 

There once wu a 1chool named D11treH 
Whose future wu really a meu. 
The problem you tee 
Wee teacheu would Ou 
Clluse their Involvement became leu and lua. 

Then one year came a 1lcnlficanl change. 
The Ad.min. team was reenan1ed. 
The new laeders believed 
Th• 1chool'1 1trenrth wu conceived 
Not oulaid1 but at h ome on the ranee. 

Nol all 1laff want to remain 
Cause their opinions are valued the aama. 
Each June they retreat. · 
Plana, coal, they can mot 
And feel prou~ from whence they came. 

But why do they feel 10 JtUl 
When they've rot more and not leu on their plate? 
Cauaa they've all been Involved 
1n lhe problems ther've aolved, 
An\! there'• a 11choo crowth al a much quicker rate. 

So the massage Is almple l aee. 
1 don't need a brick lo fall on me. 
To decide what lo do 
I involve all or you 
Cause these goals aren't for me they're for we. 

Ba IT)' Finlay 

i 
L------''--___________ .l 



TOPIC: LESSON TYPE MULTIPLE SOCIAL SKILLS 
MENTAL SET INTELLIGENCES 

LEARNING OUTCOMES 
What will my students: • Formal lesson • Log/Math • Encouraging 

• Activi ty centres • Vis/Spatial • Active listening 

Know • Research • Body/Kin. • Clarifying 

OBJECTIVE/ 
• lndiv. activity • Music/Rhy. • Extending ideas 
• Speaker • Verbal/Ling. • Disagree 

Be able to do PURPOSE • Field trip • Interpersonal agreeably 
• Simulation • Intrapersonal • Asking for help 
• Concept dev't • Take turns 

Value • Demonstration • Consensus seeking 

INPUT COOPERATIVE THINKING GRAPHIC 
GROUPING SKILLS ORGANIZER 

INDICATORS 

How will I know? • Think/Pair /Share • Concept formation • Rank 
• 3 step Interview • Attainment • Venn 

• MODELLING • 4 corners • Attributing • Mindmap 
• Jigsaw • Brain Storming • Word Cluster 

• • Walkabout • Analyzing • Fishbone 
• Round Table • Problem Solving • Spectrum 

• • Paraphrase • Evaluation • Pie chart 
• Simple Square • Inferring • Grid 

CHECK FOR • Sequencing • Agree/Disagree 
BLENDED SKILLS 

UNDERSTANDING 
• Perceiving • Sequence 
• Metacognition • Right Angle 

• 
COMPUTER 1 PROGRAM ASSESSMENT & 

• SKILLS MODIFICATION EVALUATION 

• PRACTICE • Basics Knowledge • Exhibitions 
• Keyboarding Skills • Projects 
• Word processing Affect • Presentations 

ASSESSMENT TOOLS 
• Database • Demonstration 
• Spreadsheet Kind Grouping • Interviews 

• 
• Graphics Breadth Time • Learning Logs 
• Integrated Tech. Depth · People • Mind Maps 

• CLOSURE • Telecommun. Pace Place • Pen & Pencil Test 
• Desks Top Pub. • Examinations 

• Checklists/ Anecdotals 
• • Observation 

S.C.AM.P.E.R. • Portfolio 
• Contracts 

Gregory/Phillips '93 FW 11.7 .1 . 
~ " 
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A Case Study of Frontenac Public School, Burlington, Ontario 

L0uise Stoll (Institute of Education, London) 

Background 

Frontenac Public School is one of 81 schools in the Halton Board of Education in Ontario. 
This case study of a school is located within a context of change in the entire school 
district over a six-year period, from 1986-1992. During this time, Halton was involved in 
an Effective Schools Project (Stoll and Fink, 1992; 1994)and joined The Learning 
Consortium, a partnership between four districts, the University of Toronto, the Faculty 
of Education and the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (Pullan et al; 1990; 
Watson and Pullan, 1992) . . Participation in these two ventures, combined with major 
reviews of curriculum aud special education in Halton, led to a restructuring of the 
entire system based on three strategic directions. The first decentralized the major part 
of decision-making to the school level, using a collaborative school growth plannmg 
process as the vehicle to effect school improvement. The second emphasized the vital 
importance of classroom instruction to the improvement process, while the third, staff 
development and rESOurces, focused on the necessary support for this process. The 
system, having provided a framework for school-level impr.ovement, re-oriented itself to 
a role of service provision; in addition to monitoring and assessing the process and 
outcome of the changes. 

The school's context 

Frontenac, a kindergarten to grade 8 school (5 to 14 years old) is located in the east end 
of Burlington and 41 teachers serve 660 students in 25 classes. While the school could 
generally be described as 'middle class', the housing ranges from subsidized apartment 
dwellings to single family homes. In most families, both parents are employed although 
there are a significant number of single parent families. Frontenac has few ethnic · 
minority students. Approximately 14 per cent of the students have a program modified 
to meet their needs and receive additional support within the classroom. There are also 
two classes of learning disabled and trainable mentally challenged students. 
Instructional assistants are employed to work alongside teachers with these students. 

Teaching staff vary in experience from three new.graduates from faculties of education 
to four who have taught more than 25 years. Most have taught a variety of grades/ ages 
and in other schools. 

Impetus for change 

In 1989 a new principal joined the Frontenac staff. She had teaching and administrative 
experience in both elementary and secondary schools and was co-ordinating the 
district's Integration project for Special Education when appointed to the school. As a 
member of the Halton Effective Schools Task Force she brought a knowledge of current 
research and the school growth planning process. She came to a school where staff had 
been little involved in decision-making, forward planning was not systematic and ~at 
lacked a strong emphasis on instruction. The school was orderly but had little 



imagination, energy and enthusiasm. At this time, she artirulated 10 beliefs and values 
she saw as the foundation of her role: 

1 All students can learn 
2 Students learn most effectively when they have positive self-esteem and when 

they are viewed as a 'whole person': that is, social, emotional, physical and 
intellectual needs should be addressed. 

3 The school-is a community of life-long learners; a partnership between students, 
teachers and parents. Working together strengthens. 

4 Teachers need recognition and support to grow professionally and personally. 
5 Schools work best when teachers are involved in decision-making and 

programme planning. Commitment and responsibility will develop or be 
enhanced. 

6 Schools should be safe and inviting. 
7 All schools can get better: that is, helping children _to learn more effectively and to 

feel better about themselves. _ 
8 Staff development is a key to success but it must match the needs of the school. 
9 Understanding change is essential. Know it is inevitable and recognize the 

characteristics of the change process (help maintain sanity!). 
10 The principal is an instructional leader. 

Before and immediately after her arrival she and her new vice principal interviewed a 
range of people connected with the school on their perceptions of its strengths and 
needs. Through this information and the process of observation she gained insights into ( 
the school and its atlture. She felt time was needed to build a rulture that would initiate 
and support change leading to improved instruction, student achievement and self-
concept. 

Getting started 

Using the a model of effective schools characteristics developed within· Halton as an 
organizer, results of the interviews were shared with staff and parents. She ~so worked 
with staff to analyz.e results of standardized test scores to determine program strengths 
and areas for improvement. 

The principal focused on several aspects of climate-setting. These included changes to 
the physical environment for adults as well as students; greater opportunities for 
parental involvement through program nights, open assemblies, photos of the Parent 
Group and their events and, in 1991, a Saturday 'mini conference' on 'Families in the 
'90s'; increased teacher involvement in decision-making, including the hiring of new 
staff members and the development of a behaviour policy; and changes to 
organisational structures. Early on, a timetable was developed that gave grades 1 to 6 
teachers common team planning time, and assigned the principal and vice principal 
coverage to allow for further team planning. Tius they treated seriously, and only 
attended urgent meeting during that time. To allow teachers within divisions (grades 1 
to 3, and 4 to 6) time to plan together, half-day events were planned for students in these 
classes. Division team meetings were also restructured with a chairperson given special 
responsibilities and supported with four days' attendance at a co-operative group 
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learning workshop. During this time, the administrative team covered classes. These 
structural changes were thus oriented towards greater collaboration among staff. 

Attention was also paid early on to the promotion of staff collegiality. Recognition and 
celebration .became frequent occurrences. One teacher commented: 

''This is the first school I have been at where there are continuing notes of 
appreciation, some recognition for the fact that you .... have worked hard at 
something. I find the staff happier than they were." 

Other teachers also talked of feeling valued. On one professional development retreat, 
when the school was let down by an external facilitator, the principal persuaded the staff 
development committee to organise and run the event themselves. At the retreat time 
was particularly devoted to team-building activities and get?ng to know people better. 

Action plan focus - an emphasis on learning 

During the winter term the principal met with grade teams and specializ.ed teaching 
staff to review program plans, and jointly to develop a common planning format that 
teachers were encouraged (but not required) to use. This format identified learning 
outcomes, strategies, resources, student ac;tivities and evaluation techniques. 

School-wide themes and ~perative group learning were introduced, and, in an 
attempt to break down barriers of specialization before serondary school, integrated 
curriculum was incorporated in grades 7 and 8. This was collaboratively planned by 
teachers which often proved frustrating, as one noted: 

" ... there were six of us ... six people who.are real individuals, with very distinctive 
styles in teaching, and there were a lot of arguments ... and yet at the end of the 
sessions, we were proud of the results and we weren't afraid of differing 
opinions." 

Support for learning emphasis 

Staff were requested to submit needs and suggestions for funding, and together it was 
decided that a per pupil amount would be allocated to grade teams to purchase 
instructional materials. The principal sought additional resources in the form of eight 
student teachers, university professors, training institutes and a mini-grant from the 
Learning Consortium. Funding was also obtained from the district and was used for 
teacher release time for collaborative planning or to attend in-service sessions in pairs or 
triads. The rationale behind this was that more learning was likely to occur and be 
applied if teachers coached each other. 

By summer 1991, 40 per cent of the staff had chosen to attend four-day institutes on co
operative group learning. While there was some direction over staff development 
choices, when teachers were interviewed they reported that they had the opportunity to 
meet their individual needs as well ~ seeing an increasing focus on whole school or 
group development initiatives. District consultants also worked with individuals, 
groups and the whole staff and the principal and vice principals worked with teams of 



teachers to focus on common goals as part of the district's Co-operative Supervision and 
Evaluation process. The head also supported teachers working on a whole language 
project by covering classes while they observed and coached each other as they ( 
implemented new program plans and teaching strategies. In addition, staff jointly 
developed and agreed a set of characteristics of effective teaching that were used by the 
principal and vice principals during formal observations. Co-operative discussions on 
curriculum, program and instruction followed each visit. In an interview, the principal 
reported that she was endeavouring to help staff make connections between everything 
in which they were involved: the pre-service to in-service continuum; collaboration and 
its link to instructional strategies; and the importance of the teacher as a learner. 

Broadening involvement 

In 1990, a School Growth Plan Team was established. Volunteers from each of the 
divisions, the special education team and principal formed this new committee. Their 
first task was to ~rganize a two day session during which.staff would begin to clarify 
values ~d beliefs, and to develop a vision of the school in 5 years. A focus statement, 
'Together: Leaming and Caring' evolved as a result of the workshop, and a goal-setting 
process was initiated. Input to this was also received from the parent community, 
following a presentation on Effective Schools. 

The Growth Plan Team reviewed the st~tement and goals with staff to ensure they were 
suppor_ted by everyone. Action plans were then developed by staff, priorities were· 
established, and staff volunteered to work on various committees to implement the plan. 
Keeping staff informed of the progress of each committee sometimes presented 
problems. Each goal area sought the input ·of staff and incorporated their ideas but 
committees learned that staff often did not become involved until the results impacted 
their work in the classrooms. Committees, therefore, not only sought input but asked 
teachers to predict implications and plan solutions for potential road blocks. 

Conflicts arose when teams worked closely together. The more they knew each other, 
the more comfortable they felt in expressing opinions or disagreements. Conflict 
resolution skills were required not only by administrators but also by teachers. Several 
staff ~ttended district-sponsored series on conflict resolution and then shared new skills 
with team partners. Teachers began to feel that conflict could be healthy and productive 
if managed properly. 

By 1991 the s_taff reduced key goal areas to two: 'academics', which incorporated 'a 
program that meets students' needs.' Co-operative group learning, integrated 
curriculum and school-wide themes were seen as a means to achieve this. Also included 
was student acceptance of responsibility for their learning, involvement in decision
making and recognition of learning, correlates from school effectiveness research. The 
second area was 'school community', which included staff cohesiveness, student 
discipline and the environment, also school effectiveness characteristics. 

Leaming outcomes and corresponding evaluation strategies were incorporated into the ( 
units. Grade teams reviewed each unit and analyzed strategies for improvement. By 
1992, co-operative group learning strategies were routinely used in all classes. 
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Evaluation 

This evaluation looks at student achievement scores and teacher and parent survey 
results in 1991 and 1992 These were used by Frontenac to focus further work, and 
student assessment and teacher survey data collected in 1994 demonstrates continued. 
growth. By 1992 improvements were demonstrated in standardized scores· in all 
curriculum areas, and class averages were now average for the district. Improvements 
continued., and by 1994 grade scores for standardized math~atics were above the 
district's norm in 13 out of 17 classes. · 

In 1991, Effective Schools survey was given to all staff and a sample of 100 parents. 
Results reflected a positive and collaborative culture within the school. Staff and parents 
viewed the focus on learning and the development of a positive self concept for students 
as the prime purposes of the school. Of 60 per cent of parental surveys returned. in 1991, 
100 per cent felt that the staff worked to improve the school, 92 per cent believed. there 
was a positive feeling throughout the school, 90 per cent thought the principal and vi~e 
principals were accessible to discuss curriculum and instructional matters, 87 per cent 
agreed that Frontenac teachers believed. all students can learn and be successful, and 85 
per cent thought that Frontenac students were encouraged. to think for themselves. A 
comparison between Frontenac teachers and Halton elementary teachers in g~eral 
showed that more Frontenac teachers felt that 

• there were high levels of trust and mutual respect in their school (85%, compared 
with69%) 

• teachers liked working in the school (94%, compared. with 82%); 
• the school had developed clear goals (97%, compared. with 84%); 
• the principal and vice principals used the Co-operative Supervision and Evaluation 

process to assist in the improvement of instruction (97% compared with 84 %); and 
• that the principal communicated. a clear vision (91 % compared. with 83%). 

An interview with seven randomly selected teachers in the same year also demonstrated 
that the principal was viewed as being knowledgeable about curriculum and instruction, 
had high expectations and was supportive: 

'She is up-to-date on all the curriculum. She encourages us to try new curriculum, 
communicating with people and letting me as a teacher know what she thinks about what 
I am doing.' 

'She empowers us to do what we have to do to make it work.' 

'She shows that she cares about her staff and the commitment and effort and time that is 
put into our teaching. I have never worked for anyone like her and I think she is terrific. 
She really makes you feel that what you do is important.' 

'She ... gets everyone to produce ... gets them to meet potential. She takes and interest in 
everyone.' 

In 1991, however, staff did not feel totally involved in decision-making. Only two-thirds 
(67%) agreed that they participated. in shared decision making compared with 82 per 



cent of Halton elementary teachers. By 1994, however, 89 per cent felt they participated. 
Furthermore, whereas in 199182 per cent of teachers believed that 'people in th.is school ( 
work together as a team,' 100 per cent believed this by 1994. Changes were also evident 
in teachers' perceptions of student assessment. While in 1991 only 58 per cent of 
Frontenac teachers reported that assessment results were used to plan appropriate 
instruction and curriculum priorities, in 1994 77 per cent reported this to be the ·case. 

By 1994 teachers also appear very committed to the school growth planning process, 
most seeing planning as a collaborative process (84%, compared with 77% in 1991); 
feeling parents, students and community members have input (82%, compared with 70% 
in 1991); believing that activities throughout the school support and reinforce the goals 
(94%, compared with 88%); and that goals are reviewed (72% compared with 53%) and 
evaluated (72% compared with 48%). 

Values and beliefs 1994 

Three years have passed. This year the staff as a whole have revisited their values and 
beliefs and have come up with the following: 

"All students are unique 
Students learn in different ways. 
Every student is gifted. 
High expectations bear fruit. 
Students should feel safe. 
Students should feel safe to take risks. 
Students should see the relevance of what they are being taught. 
Teachers should teach for the future. 
Changes should take place to accommodate growth. 
Caring is crucial; everyone has the ability and worth. . 
Co-operative and collaborative efforts to promote a social, emotional and 
academic environment. 
Expectations (conduct, academic performance) of staff, students and 
administration should be clear, concise and consistent. 
We learn through trial and error; individuals are responsible for the choices they 
make. 
Assessment/ evaluation is a collaborative process involving all areas of growth." 

In interviews two teachers have summed up the feelings about Frontenac expressed by 
and many staff members: 

' ... peaple want to stay ... not because of staying stagnant, because we are working very 
hard to change things ... but because they enjoy being here ... team-work-it's here and it 
hasn't been asked for.' 

( 

' .. it is an extremely caring group of people, and that is why nobody has left ... out of more ( 
than 40 staff, to not have one person leave in a year, that is unbelievable! It is because 
they all recognise that there is something special happening here ... I am part of something 
that is not usual.' 
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JoNSAPHIER 
AND MATTHEW KING 

Regardless of the 
focus of particular 
change efforts, 
schools need to 
nurture and build · 
on the cultural 
norn1s that 
contribute to 
growth. 

~L\l!CII l 985 

Good Seeds 
Grow in Strong 
.Cultures 

S 
chool impro,·emem emerges r· workshops or ide:is brought in from 
fr0m the confluence of four ele- the outside \\'ill h:t\·e liccle effecc. In 
,nencs: che strengthening of . shorr. good seeds will not grow in 

ce:ichers· skills, the system:tcic renO\':J.· I ~-e::ik cultures. 
tion of curriculum, the improvemenc 
of the org::miz:uion. :ind the im·olve
menc of o:1rems and citizem in re
sponsible· school-communicy partner
ships. L'nderlying all four str::ind,;, 
howe,·er. is :1 school culture ch:ic either 
energizes or undc:rmines chem Essen
tiallv, the culture of the school is the 
fou,;dacion for school impro\·emenc, a 
view summarized by Purkey ::ind Smith 
(1982): 

\X'e h:we Jcgued th::u Jn JC:idemic:1lh· 
effective school is distinguished br it~ cui
ture: a structure. process. :ind clim:1te of 
,-:ilues anc.l norms ch;u channel sc:1ff and 
studencs in the direc:tion of suc:cessful 
te-Jching and le-Jrning .. . . The logic of the 
cultural model is such ch:it it points co 
incre:1.~ing the org:miz:uional effecti\·eness 
of :2 school building anc.l is neicher gr:ide
le,·ed nor curriculum specitic ( p. 68 ). 

If cert::iin norms of school culture 
::ire scrong, improvement,; in inscruc
cion ~·ill be significant, concinuous, 
::ind 'lvidespread; if chese norms are 
weak, improvemencs will be ac best 
infrequem. random, and slow. They 
'\Viii then depend on the unsupported 
energies of hungry self-starters ::ind be 
confined co indi\·idu::il cl::issrooms 
o,·er shore periods of time. Tl"ie best 

}011 Sapbier is President, Resee1rch for Beu er 
Teac/Jing:and ,\laflb<?u· King is Superinum
dem mu/ Principal, Cm·lisle Public Scbouls, 
Carlisle, .lfru..<.aclmsefls. 

Gi,·ing shape :ind c.lireccion co a 
school's cultllre should be :i clt:!:Jr, 
:irticu laced ,·ision of wh:tc che school 
stan<.l-; tor. a ,·ision ch:1c t:!mbodies core 

. ,·:tlues :ind purposes. Examples of core 
,·alues mighc be communicy building, 
problem-soh-ing skills. or effective 
communicacion. These: ,·.tlue commit
mcms ,·:1ry from community to com
munity; wh:ic is imporc:111c fur school 
leaders co know is che role of ,·:ilues as 
che fuel of school impro,·t:!menc. If 
core values are che fuel. then 5chool 
.culture i.~ the en~inc. 

The 12 Norms of School 
Culture 
The cultural norms lisced in Figure 1 
can he supported '\\·here chey exist and 
huilc ~-here chey do noc by le:1<.Jers :ind 
scatf. T11e degree co which the~e norms 

Figure 1. The Cultural Norms That 
Affect School Improvement. 

1. Collegiality 
2. Experimentation 
3. High expectations 
4. Trust and confidence 
S. Tangible support 
6. Reaching out to the knol(-lledge 

bases 
7. Appreciation and recognition 
8. Caring, celebration, and humor 
9. Involvement in decision making 

10. Protection of what's important 
11. Traditions 
12. Honest, open communication 
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:tn: :..rong m:1ki:s :1 hl1gc differ<!nc<! in 
th<.: :ibi!iC\· of school imprcwl.!mcnc ac
ci,·ici<!s c,; h:1n.: :t l:t'iting. or c,·cn :tn~-. 
cffc.:ct. Bllilding ch<:s~ norms dcpcnd:,; 
i.:qu:illy 011 ce:;ch<.:rs· will and c.:ommic
mcm since good lc:1dcr.c;hip :tlorn: c.::in
noc m:1ke chem s·mmg: buc wichuuc 
such Ic.::1dcrship. culcun: c::mnm begin 
co ~ro~· or he expccct':!tl co endurl.!. 

\t'hile we discuss chcse norms from 
the ce:Khc.:r's point nf ,·icw. because 
ce:1cher~ ;1r,:! ctd!~!r~ shaper:;, ir i.c; im
pu11:mc co hc:ir in mind 1h:ir chere is :t 
scudcm culture :is wdl. 111c same 12 
nc'l\-ms :1pply co chc culture of rhe 
school for scudt.:ms. buc chcy ;ire :i 

direct rcllcc.:tion of wh:1c :ic.luhs arc 
c:1p:1blc.: of moc.k:ling :unong thcm
scln.-s. 

\'\'hcn.",cr these norms exist. chc.•y 
re:,;iuc in ll.':lChcrs' :mu :tdmini~tr.ttors· 
belief.<; :tml show up in cheir :iction.c;. 
The follc.>wing :ire hypochctic:il sr:1cc
mcms th:a reprc:scnc what tc:ichcrs 
bclic:,·c: :ind how chcy bd1:1\'C.:-not 
idle.: words in · philosophy dncwnents, 
but rl.!:11 actions ruoe<:tl in belief.c; of 
most of thc faculty in :1 school wich a 
s,rong culture. 

1. Collegi:llity. 
.. ,11 tbis :icbool tbc.• professional staJl 

help each other. W'e bm·e si111ilc1r d,al
lengL'!i am/ 11eec/s (Ilic/ dij/er<.•11( talf!l1fS 
mu/ kno,r/e((r.w. W1b,,n I ll'as bal'i11g 
problem,~ U'itb clic1uisbn-ess among th<! 
girls, I bro11gbt it up at lm1cb and got 
some <!.n:e/lent ideas ji-om the other 
1ead1ers. I 11''1.m·, tifrnid to bri11g it up 
heca11.~,· I Jmou· people bere are 011 my 
side. If so111f!o11e tbi11k..-. they bem: a 
strange n<.Jl:.-.f! coming from my room, 
tbey'/1 stup to c:becf..! it 0111. It i,;1(1 
ereryo11efor tbemsl'lres muljust 111i11d 
rour own husi11<!SS. 
· .. , tbink tb<!S<! people are dam good 
ar ufxlf tbe1· do. I Jmou• I ca11 learn 
Jiwu them ;,,ul beliece I bare things to 
ojfc.,r in re111111. Sometin:.-:s tL-f! ez·aluate 
a11d derelop cwriculum and plan spe
cial project.-; together, likf! Esther, Lor
rie, and Allen doing tbe 011e-u•eek SCIS 
zcorksbop for all of us tbis summer. 
Tead;ing ead1 other sometimes re
quires more time to plan tba11 ·e;,:pen
led' zz·orksbops, hut ii allotL'S us to 
work 1oge1ber on c, significam project. 
Similarlr our stud1• 1J,1:oups--orga
uizad a~·ou11d topics sud) as coopera
tire leami11g, 1binki11g skills, and in
L 'Olr:inp, S(?lli0r citize:;.j~llow LIS IO 

e.xd;ange ideas. In tbli; sd;ool lt'e resist 
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I ,be no,;on 1/Ja11eadJ1ng ~our.Second 
most prit·me actiriry. · " 

2. E....-:perimcnc:ition 
'Tead;ing i:; an i111ellectzwl~1· excit· 

i11g actit•iry. Around bere u·e are e11-
co11raq<!d bi· adminisn·mors a11d col
leagu'es 10 e.,p<!rimelll U'tib 11<!ll' ideas 
and 1ecb11iques hc.,cau.se tbat is boi:: 
tea_d;ers mu/ sd,ools improt·e. And u·e 
ca11 drop e.,perimem.s tbat do not 
tt'Ork and be relt'arded for bm1i11g 
tried. \\1/e arf! al,ca.1-s looking for more 
effect it ·e tl'a_t-s of teaching. Just last year 
u·e puhl1:..t.1<Jd 'Opening Classroom 
Doors, · a booklet uitb short d<!scrip
tio11s of nett• ideas tried in classrooms. 
One t<!acb<Jr, for <!XCtmple, shared boa• 
she used jigsau• acril'ities 10 do cooper
aui·e laan1ing in social studies." 

. . 

3. High E.~pcctations 
''/11 this sd;ool the read;ers and ad

ministrmors are beld accountable for 
bigh pe,fon11a11ce tbrougb regular 
eml11mio11s. \\'1e are specifica/{1· e.\pect· 
ed 10 practice collegiality and to e.x
perimem u·rib 11ett• ideas. \\i'e are re
U'Grded tchen U'e do and sanctioned if 
tt'e don·,. Our cominued profess1011al 
det·<Jlopmellf is bigb~l' mlued by tbe 
school comm,mity. \'(l!Jife LL't? ofte11Jee! 

-.:.i:.-. ., 
I . . ~ 'j 

·, 
.,! ,., . ... , 
-~~~J 

Reaching Out to the Knowledge Base 

rmder pressure to e.x:cel, u-e tbni:e on 
bein~. part of a c{1-namic organiza. 
1io11. 

4. T.ru!it and Confidence 
'',J.d111i11lwrmors and parems m.t.st 

11~r profes.,io11al juc<~mem and com-
111ifl1telll to improceme,u-110 mat1er 
bott· ejfectiz·e I already am-and show 
confidence in my abiUzv 10 carry out 
n~r professional decelopment and to 
dc.,:;ign i11s1ructional actit•ities. \Ve are· 
encouraged 10 bring neu· ideas into 
our classes and git·en discretion IL'itb 
budgets for insn-z,ctional materials." 

5. Tangible Support 
·w1.,e11 I naed help fO i111prore 11~1· 

i11.s1rnctio11. people extend tbemselt•es 
to belp me with botb time and re
soi1rces. l11deecl, ll'hen resourcc>s be
come scarce, professional dez·f!lop-
111C'1lf r<!mai11s a priority. ~\round bere 
poople beliece the professional knotd· 
edge a11d skills of taachers are so im· 
por1a111 10 good schooling tbm det'e(· 
oping buman r~ources is a bigb a11d 
co111i1111ed commitmem. Despite ft· 
11a11cial co11straims tee still bare sab
bmicals. stm1mer cun·iculum tror/.J
shops, and fw1d,; 10 a11e11d 
profc.-ssional con/<?re11ces. " 

. .. :. 

Eot:~no:--:,\1. Lr-AOERSHIP 

l 

( 
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"Cultures are built 
through the 
everyday business 
of school life. It is 
the way business 
is handled that 
both forms and 
reflects the 
culture." 

11\t.:se lirst fin: norms h:1n: c:ompli
c:1tetl and 1.kpc.:ndenc n.:l:1cionships 
with nnc.: another, Little.: ( 1981 > h:ts 
"ts.Tim:n :1c length· :1bouc che tirsc clm::c 
nonns in her stL1tlies of ··good 
.schools:· In thes<! sc:hools, kadc::rs 
ha\'e high <:xpc.:ct:tcions ch:tc cc:tchers 

. \"\"ill be collegial :ind t:xp<:t"im<:nc in 
their ce:tching. lfacher than being dc
pendenc on forcuicous chemistry in :i 

group (though it helps). cullegi:11iry is 
:m c:-:pccc:Hion th:ic is explicitly sc:m.!d 
bv che le:1c.lcr. rc.:w:1rdeu whc.:n ic h:tp
pens. :.111d s:mccioncd whc:n it dm::m ·c. 
8:mh (198-0 goes so far :t'i co :tr~ue 
th:1c ·'the: n:mtr<.: of th<! rd:ttionships 
:iri1ong the adults who inh:1bic :1 school 
h:is more to do with the school\ qL1:tli
rv :md char:1ctc.:r, :tn<l with che ac.:c.:om
plishmenc of its pupils, than :my ocher 
factor.·· The importance of le:1<.lcrs be
ing explicit :1bout what ch<:y ,...-:rnt and . 
pressing for ic is supported by recent 
\"\'Ork on school ch:mge ( l.ouc.:ks, 
1983). \'\"bile le-..1c.lec-; need to be Jirec.:t 
about wh:tt thc.:y c.::-:pect, excellenc le:1<.1-
er.s :illow people: pkmy of latitude in 
choosing how they r<!:tlize it: · 

'.\ly imc.:rpn:1:ition of the s(:h<x>I crfc:l.'.tin!
ncss li1c::r:iture l"-1ds 111c:: to hdic.:,·c th:11 
thc::se schools :ire both tightly coupkd and 
kxi.-.dy <:ouplc:d. :m obst:f\~llion n<m:d :L-; 
,vell b,· Pc:tcrs and \'<':m:rm:tn in th<:ir stud
ies or" :\.meric:i·s best run corpor:uions. 
Tiic:re exists in c::xcellent :.(hool:; a ~ming 
<.1.ilrurc :m<.l dc:tr sense of purpose. whkh 
defines the:: i,:cm:r:tl thrust :111d nature, ,f life: 
fer their inh:1bit:1nts. :\c the:: .,;;1111t: time::. :1 
gre:1c dc:d of frc<:dom is gi,·en co u::u:hc::rs 
am.I mher:s :is co how these:: essemi:tl c1 in: 
,·:i lues :ire:: 10 be honon:J :md n:::tliz1:d. This 
combination of tight s1rucwn: :tn>und 
clc::1r :mu cxplit:it themes. which reprc::s1:11t 
the con: of the sch<x>l"s culture, :md of 
:.ttHonomy for peopk: to pursue thcs1: 
thc:mcs in w:i,·s th:1t m:ikc sense 10 them. 
m:i,· well be :1· kc,· re:L~on ti.ir rhcfr su\."ccss 
(Sc.rgio,·:1nni. 198-i, p. 13). 

Thu:;. ll'::<.k::·s mi).:ht require.: tc:teh
crs co work on <.:.'.p:1m!i11g cht.:ir rept.:r· 
coin.:s of ct.::ic!1i11g .,kills bur k::1,·c.: tl1e 
choice 1>f how :ind wh:it up co chem. 
Simulr:tnt.:ousl\·. chough. thcst.: k::tdi.::·s 
would ull"c.:r c:111i-:ihle support-ti >r t:.'\· 

ample. one rclc:::1si.: afti.:rnoon :t 
momh-:111<.1 prrn·idc.: a memt of op
tions suc.:h :L" i11-hm1sc study groups. 
uucsid<:: spe:1kers. tuition for :inending 
\,·0r~shop:i or coursi.:s. or supptirt tl >r 
individu:tl projc.:crs. . 

6. Reaching Ouc to the Knowledge 
Base 

"77.iere are .'.f.<!lleric l.!J101rlccl,!.;(' ha:,:es 
about teac.bing :J.Ji/ls·a11cl bmr st11de1us 
lc:tmt: uhuut 11.:cu:hi11g mc.•tbr11L'i i11-p(lr
ticu/c1r ti/"(!(($; a/;uli/ l"()((JI/!, peoples 
cog11itin! a11d ajfi.:c11/e dffdop1111.:.1 ·r: 
mu/ c1ho111 11acb of tbe academic d1:,ci
pli11es. 77.iese f.moll'lec(r.:e hasc.-s are 
practical, c1ccc::;.,il,/I!, mu! n •1:i· ku:~<!. 
Ter1cbe1"$ c111d ::11/~crri..,ors m"'! co11ti11-
11al~I' re(lcbi11g 011t ro 1bt1111 ro improre 
their tc:acbi11g co 1d :;uperl'l:-:io11. " 

Then: :ire cwo fc.::tmi:c::s of this nurm· 
we \"\·ould like.: tu highlight. The first is 
ic.s :iggressi,·ely curi.ou:-: n:iture. There 
is :thv:i,·s inure co k:irn. and we c:111 
respun~I to chat underst:tnding ,...-ilh 
enc::rgy :md rc:::tCh our. bcyund our 
cl:L'iS<.:S ur 0ur buildings. sh:tring jour
n:tls. :mending wurk.-;hops. \'isiting 
each och!!r :mc.l uchcr sices. ,\ principal 
could model chis lw im·icin~ st·,·c::r:tl 
ce:tChcrs co \"isit :irnither scliool wich 
him or her. StKh :in acridry might 
bui ld cnllc.:gi:i.licy by bringing co~~chi.:r 
ce:ichcrs who dtln·c normally work co-

.gethcr. lnc.lct'd. :1s much ma:· happc.:n 
during the ride t<lgcrht::r :md o,·er 
lunch :L'i happt:ns during the \"isit icsdf. 

The :ie<.:crnd fc.::1mre <lf this norm is 
the rc:tlit\' :md usefolness of these.: 
kl1U\"\"kdgc b:L-;es. The erroneous bc.:
lief that chert: is no kno""l<.:dge b:isc.: 
:ibouc ce:1ching limits :my \·ision of· 
ce:1chcr impro"c:rnt.:nt. It is :tls0 i:il)br
ing bt'--:1use in che :1b:;~ncc of know!
et.lge. guod ce:1chi11g muse be.: incuici,·c.:: 
if ··gom.lnt:ss" is inborn and incuici,·t:. 
the;, h:1,·in!.[ probkms is a sign ()[ 
in:1dc:qu:t<.~: or cou link of ch<.: ~-right 
smtf."" Thi:i s,·n<.lrumt.: discou1-:1g~:; c:tlk
ing :ibmtc (Jl1t: 0

S ce:1ching, e~peci:1lly 
one·s problems. Furthermore. if good 
te:1chi.J1g is intuicin:: :me.! cherc.:·s no 
knowktlge b:L-;e. wh:1t·s tlw ~ood of 
working un imprO\·ernt.:nt? 

lltlC chc: kt10\\"lt.:dg<.: h:tst.: tltl ce:tc:hing 
is n.:tY re:11 :Ille.I c.:xp:1nd ing :tll cht.: cim<..:. 
It tdls us th:tc tht.:r<.: arc.: C.:l.:rt:1 i11 things 
th:tt :tll rt.::tehers do. 1"<.::!.!:trdlc:s~ of :1ge 
groi1p. gr:idc.:. o r Sl1hjc.:: .. !c cells llS ci1e 
:;i1L1:1tio11s t>r missions th:tc :tll tt::tch<.:rs 
h:t\"<.: co dc.::i! \\·ith in tlll<.: w:1,· lJr :111och
er. ft :tlso cdls LtS ""h:tt uur opcions :m . .: 
tl>r dc..::tling \\"ich c.::1ch :tn.::1 uf ce:1<.:hing. 
:ind 1h:11 111:Hchin~ 1)1.:h:i,·ims :md te<.:h
niquc.:s co spt.:cilic swdc:ncs is the name 
uf chi.: ~:une. ln some.: c:1:;es. ic c.:,·1.:11 
gi\·t.:s us gl11dc.: lim:s for ho"" to go 
:thmH the.: 111:,tching. 

"1°1.':1c.:hers m:1kc dedsions :111d :tc.:r to 
de:tl wich numerous :1spcns l)f thc.:ir 
in:..crL1CCillll and rel:1cion:..hip~ wich scu
dc:ms. F0r example.:. experts :1grec: th:lC 
thc.:n.: :trc dozens of w:1ys. co g:tin :111<.I 
111:1inc:1in :1ctc:11tion. sc,·er:tl kinds of ! . 
objc.:ccin::s ( Saphier and Guwer. 1982 ). 
:ind ll\"er :w models of te:tciling (Joyce 
:ind \'\"ei I. 1980 ). Bec::tLtS<! there :ire 
m:uw wa,·s to dc.::t! wich c:tc.:h of the 
1m·ri~1c.l of ce:1<.:hing t:L'iks. skillfll l ce:1<.:h
ing i1wuh·es cominu:t!ly broadening 
onc·s rep<.:rcoire in c::1<.:h :m::1 :m~I pick
ing from i.t appropri:ttely co 111:1cch 
1x1rckular SCL1c.lencs :tnd curricu!ums. 
The knowledg<: base :1bollC ce:tching is 
th<! :t\":tibhk rt.:p<.:rcoirc of nH),·t:s :ind 
p:mc:rns of ac.:c ion in :m~· :1rc:1. :1,·:iibhlc 
fur :11:yone to !c::rn. m n:line. :tnd to 
do skillfully. 

"Giving shape and 
direction~ to a 
school's culture 
should be a clear, 
articulated vision 
of what the school 
stands for, a vision 
that embodies 
core values and 
purposes. " 
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member's birrbdc~l' in ber building \\i'e 
ojien bm ·e rbese .~1orr but SClfi.'-jying 
li11le gC11herinf.!.S in tbe teachers room 
IJ('fore 1/Je kid,; come in Tbere is a lot 
of bumor and iauubi11g rogetber in 
rb,:..; school . .. 

9. Involvement in Decision 
Making 

"/ am included in certain meaning
ful decision-making proc<?sses in tbis 
sc:/Jool. esoec:fa/11· tdJen 1bei• direct/\> 
affect nu/ or ,,;l. kids. That doesn.'t 
111em1 I mu consulted on all poiicies or 
decisions: bw to rel/ you rba trwb; I . , 

I ~ . 
\ ~-~=·:::-:::-----' .,~) , 

; 
: { don't u·mu to he-I'd 11ecc.>t· get all of 

· -.-. . . 11~r Oll'll work done. Bw ll'hen I nm " . 

...... __ 

' / 

_; 

C:u-i.ng, Celebration. and Humor 

Cllnsidc.:r :inochcr kno\\'lc.:tlgt: base. 
E:1<.:h Sllbjc.:a h:is. in :1ddicion co chc.: 

l 
formal knowk:dgc ot' ics discipline. :1 
how-cu knmdc.:c..lge h:1sc of cc.::1c.:hing 

. mccho<ls :md m:tt<.::ri:tls. \'01c.:r<: ic is rhe 
· norm to consllll t!H.: knowlc.:dgc.: bases. 

cc.::1chc.:rs arc.: rc.::1d1i11g to lc.::1rn n~w 
m<.:thods ·:ind c.:x:1111in~ th<.: l:tcc.:s~ m:1tc
ri:1ls :111d not co !ind the.: single h1.:s1 
onc.:s. lx:Gtusc.: c!K-rc.: :trc.: no bc.:st rnH.:S. 
Th<.~· sc.:c.:k to c.:xpand 1hc.:ir rc.:pc.:noin.:s 
~> as to c.:xp:111d rhc.:ir ctp:tciry to n.::1cl1 
:-.tL1tl<.:ms_ wid1 :ippn ipri:ir<.: insrrm:ti< 111. 

This p:111icubr norm. n::t<.:hing out 
to thi..: knowlc.:dg<.: h:1sc.:s, is oi1<.: of cht' 
k:tst u11<.lc.:rstnotl :ind most nc.:gk<.:ted. 
le is :ilso one of ch<.: muse p,)werfltl ltir 
rt:jt1n.:11:11ing an :tiling sd1ool t·ulture. 
In sd1ools whc.:n.: cllc knll\dt:c.lgl' h:L,c.:s 
arc.: ndti\:ttc.:d. :1 common l:tngu:igc.: for 
talking :thllltt instr,.ll'rion c.:mc.:rgc,. 
This l:111gu:1gc n.:tltt<:t'S the isolai.ion 
commonly e:--peri1.:11<:t:LI by tl·:1<.:hers 
(Lortie.:. 1972). . . 

7. App;cciation and Recognition 
"(;fJod ieacbi11g i.'i bo11on,cf i11 1/.11: ... 

school mu! ccmmumirv. n,e 01/.ler dm· 
I foul!(/ a sbr;rr Jl<Jte ji'vm t/.w pri11cri1c~/ 
in 1111' ,,wilhox: w-1.,,,,1 Todd and C/.J((r
h'.I' 1i·ere ro11gb-bo11.,i11g i11 the ball yo" 
spoke.• to tbe111 f>ro111pt(r mul_fim1(1· yet 
tremc:d tb<.:111 11,arure(r /~r explcti11i11g 
the w/~1-:. ofyour i1lfc.'rt'C!JUio11. It real/\· 
11u1/..!c.-s our ~rou·11-1tp w/1.! ahout r~·
_,y,,•cr 111ew1 som,•1bi11g u-bl!ll teacher:-
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-:-· ::::··. consultc:d, ti's 1101 a pho1~1· g,.>swre: my 
·· input is taken serious/v. And tbere are 

- mecbc111isms open fo,: me to raise is
sues. Last spring I asked the faculty 
ad1·iso1J· council ro look at bou• kids 
were rremi11g eC1dJ other in tbe balls. 
n.iat led to a faculty brainsronnmg 

I 

) 

ral!,• respo11.,11Ji/itv for ct/I kid~ tbe lrm· 
_1'011 do.' fie just OhS<!rl'C!d (/.,(ft i11cid<!1it 
for a minute. yet rook tbC! time to p/z-c.• 
me feedhod•. r.fomebow it bnd more 
impact iH writing. too.) 17.>ings like 
rbar make 111efel!I there is n real ra!ul! 
p/((ced 011 u-bm I clo u·ith studews. I 
{Ill/ recog11i=ed for 11~\ · ~//urrs ,11,d 
ac:bien!me111:: in tbe das.:.roo111 mu/ tbe 
school . .. 

Th<.::re :ire m:iny ·cvays this message 
ctn be sem: cc:1chcr recognicion :is a 
regular fc:m1rc.: of school c:on11nittce 
meecings: PTA luncheons at tlw begin
nin~ :ind end Df che ve:1r for faculcv 
an<.! staff; short nmcs iri t~tchers· maii
boxes from a principal · who noces 
som~ching pr:tisewonhy during a \V:tlk 
arot1n<l the building; perhaps even 
superinr ser•,ice aw:1rds wricten up 
e:teh year in loc..11 ne,Ys1x1pers \Vith 
scipends gin!n anm1ally co :i fl"\\" ce::ich
ers. Of courst!. underlying these effons 
shot1kl he a pay scale that is ac least 
con1petith·c wich neighboring districcs. 

8. Caring, Celebration, and 
Humor 

'77Jere nrc.• quite a 1w111her of occa
sions 1cbe11 u·e sbou· our caring for 
eac:b otber and a11·c1reness of signift
cam erems i11 <?(l(:/J otbers· fires, a.s u•e/1 
as celehratiJ1g benchmarks in tbe life 
of tbe school. Estelle, }or example, 
somebou· airnngc.-s a 15-minute parry 
lf'itb some gooc(i• for ere1-:-,• faculty 

session 011 tbe topic ofscbool climate. I · 
don·, alu·a_1·s get people to bi~v imo my 
issues, or et·en a.w them ro. But icben I 
do. rbe issues are treated serious!v, and 
I cm1 esreemed for bringing them up 
ez-en if 1111· solwions do 1101 can,· tbe 
day." · · 

10. Protection of~'hat's Import.ant 
·:4.dminisn·arors prorecr n~)' i11struc

tio11 and plmming time ~I-' keeping 
meetings and papencork to a mini
mum. /11 fact, tee don't ecen bnl'<? 
faculty meetings in rbe usual sense 
.. . cerrail1~1· not just for business and 
am1ow1cemems. 17;ose 1zeed~ get coc
ered · ~1· m emos cmd u'ord-of 111owh 
comact ll'itb the principal. \'vbe11 tL·e 
do meet, it is for cu,,-iculum and 
i11srructio11 pwposes, ofteH in smqfl 
groups like the swc~l' group on learn- · 
i11g styles I tccis in lnst spring. " 

11. Tr:iditions 
'Tbere is a!t,·a_rs something special 

ro look Jo111·ard to as I scan tbe cnlen
dar. Be it a fair, a trip, or a science 
0(1·mpiad, there are e,·enrs coming up 
tbat swdems and teadJers alike see as 
rejresbiJ1g or challenging and a defi
nite d;a11ge of pace. Some of tbe:se 
traditions are rooted in ceremonv, 
others in actil'if\'. 17Je11 exist both i11 the 
cwriculum as ·grade-lecel projects or 
acril'ities, and ns recwrent e,·ews u-irb
i11 the life of the school." 

1~. Honest, Open Communication 
"f take responsibility/or se11di11g my 

Oll'II mes.serges. I can speak to my 

Er>n:.w10S,\!. l.!"\IJF.ll';'I IIP 

( 

( 

( 
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I colleagues and adm;n~,ra,or.; d;,ect/1• 
cr_nd tactful~)' u·ium I bm•e a concern 
or er beef wirbout fear of losing their 
esteem or damaging our relationship. 
.4.rowid bf?1·e people can disagree and 
discuss, confro111 and rt:!SOll'C mailers 
in er con.srn,crit·e manner and still he 
supporrice of ead; orber. And I can 
listen to criticism cLS an opporwniry 
for selfimprot·ement tl'itbout feeling 
rbrearened:" 

Robert Himon c:1pcures chese quali
cies when describing changing rel:l
cionships in :1 Ch!nesc vill:ige during 
the r~·olucion: 

One h:id co cultiv-:ue 1he co11r.ige co 
\'Oice sincerelr hc:ld opinions re:.::1rcllcss of 
the views held b,· others. while :u che same 
cime showing :i willin~ness co listen 10 
ochers :md 10 change one·s own opinion 
"11.·hen hone:;tlv con\'inced of error. To bow 
't\"ith che 't\"in·c.i. co go :ilong 't\'ilh che cro't\·d 
v.-:is :in irresponsible :micude th:ic could 
ne,·er le:id co :1m1h,ng buc trouble . . .. The 
re..-erse of chis. co he :ii-rog:int :md unbend· 
ing. 't\'a.S just :i.s b:id (Hincon, 1966, p. 395). 

This rype of communicacion is sup
ported by se,·er:il · of che culcur::ll 
n9rms. Difficult issues ::md criticism 
require :in inner conviction ch:1t one is 
::ill righc :ind respected by ochers. Ap
preciation :ind Recognition. ln\'Olve- · 
ment in Decision :-taking, and Re:.ich- .. 
ing Out co che Knowledge Bases 
support this kind of mutual respect. 

How to Build the Norms of 
School Culture 
Sergiov:inni ( I 984) descrihes five 
le:idership forces where actions make 
:i difference ill building good schools 
(see Figure 2). Effcai,·e le:iders h:ive 
skills ivich which co :ipplr each force. 

Tecbnid1I skills pert:iin co such man
ageri:il matters as scheduling :ind dele· 
g:iring; human skills include listening, 

Figure 2. Sergiovanni's Leadership 
forces that Build Good Schools. 

Educo1tional 

Human 

Technical 
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"The knowledge base on teaching 
is very real and expanding all the 
time. It tells us that there are · 
certain things that all teachers do, 
regardless of age group, grade, or 
subject." 
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grot1p <l~11amics, :ind conflict resolu
cion. Educ:uion:tl skills include knowl
ec.lgc.: :ihollt teaching :ind learning: 

1 
symbolic ·skills inclL1de knowkdge of 
:ind commicm<.:nc co core insticucional 
\·alues :111<.l w~\·s of Jrtic.:ul:uing and 
represeming cl1em. And che c~lcur:.1.I 
:•ren:1 im·oh-es building norms such as 
U1e 12 c.liscussed here. l3ut if we :ire co 
undersc:tnd whm k:iders do to build 
:rnd mJint:tir r excellence in schools, 
che rel:ui0, rship among chese tive 
forces :in<.i :iren:L'i for :i.ccion needs 

• expansion. 
LC:t<krs show their Cl:c.:hnictl. hu

man. :mc.J c:duc:1tion:II skill:,; through 
:tL1i\'itic.:s ch:ic c.:all chc.:m forth rachcr 
<lin:c.1ly. A parc:rw-; night muse Ix: org:1-
ni.:c.:tl < tc:chnic::11 :m<l ln1man l: <.lilli<:ulc 
mc::c:rings chairc.:d < hum:tn): and c.:on
fc:1'<!ncc.:s held :tfccr cl:L'isroom obsen·:1-
cions ( human :111d educ::uion:tl l. \Vi.! 

offc:r chc:: proposition that lc.::H.krs show 

their -s·ymbolic :ind culwre-buil<.ling 
skills through chose same acci\·icic.:s 
:u1c.l noc in sc.:p:ir:H<:: :tcti\·icies th:tc an: 
exdusivel\· symbolic or c:ulwr:tl < wich 
exc<.:pcions like l>pcning-ot-school 
.'ipc.:t:chc.:s ch:tt arc: symb<>lic oc.:c:t~ ion:-- l. 
From chis perspc.:ctin! Scrgirn·:11111rs 
c.li:1gr:1m might be rc::drawn :L'i shown 
in Figure 3. 

Cultures :ire built through rhe e,_·. 

erytlay business of school lite. It is the 
\\-;t\· business is h:111dlc.:d th:u both 
forms and retlec.:ts che culture. Leaders 
with c.:ultt1re-builtling on their minds 
hring :m e,·er-prescm :l\\-:1reness of 
chesc.: cultur:tl norms to their d:1ih· 
incer:ietions. <lcc:isions. and pbns. elm~ 
sh:ipi!1g the w:1\· en.!nLs t:1ke place.
B<.!c-Juse of chis drn:1mic, culture
buil<ling occ.:urs siniultaneously and 
chrough ch~ w:iy school peopl~ use 
their education:11. human. :inc.I techni
cal skills in h:m<.lling d:tily e,·enls or 
establishing regul:tr pr:ic.:tic.:es. 

I F<_>,: ex:im~le. supp<?sc chere is inc_cr
est m :1 rensec.l curriculum plannmg 

j ,figure 3. Cultural and Symbolic Skills. 

i 

procec.lure. \X'h:u would a culture
builder c.lo in :1 le:1dcrship position? A 
sure way co pr<!\·em che crisis-m:in:ige
mem nf curriculum-where small 

I 

! 
I 

I 
I 

i 

Educational 

Human 

i Technical j j .,___ __ __, 

> Skills 

numbc::rs of p:1r<:ms can successfulh· 
prcssun: :t school board. superimeri
dc.:m. or princ.:ip:rl ro .. look itm> .. :1 

curr ic.:ulum :1rc.::1 such :is science-is co 
m:1im:iin a pl:mning process th:it :,·ys
tem:uic:1lh· :mtl routill<:h· e,·alLr:ues :ind 

I rcnrn·:m:s· all c.:urriculu1i1 :1re:1s. Such :1 
systc.:m might :t'ik p:m:m-t<.'::td1er c.:om-

1
. mim:cs to :t-;scss rhc 1::xistin~ curricu-

,__ ___________ ___ __. !um by re,·iewing litcr:1tur~. comulc-

"Our district 
distributes $6,000 
service awards for 
recognizing 
teachers' 
contributions in a 
variety of areas." 

--, ,_ 

ing expcrL-;. :ind inc<:1Yic,,·ing parencs. 
I laving es1abishc.:<l a cur riculum ·s 
.'itrcngths and weaknesses, the com
mittc:: coukJ write a sc:uemenc of phi
losophy co guide ~he nexc ph:ise-the 
idemilic::uion of new ct1rrictrlums, 
texts, :m<l acth·ities-rc.:c.:ognizing chat 
the rcview process mighc \\·di \·:tlid:tte 
existing progr:1ms. 

W'ich the first phase of pl;mning 
complete, the parents le-..1,·e the com
miccce :ind turn the :i.au:il dew:lop
rnenc of new curriculum o,·er co che 
faculty :md :1dministr:1cion. o\:er che 
nexr several ye:irs programs :ind :icti\·i
ties :ire piloted :in<l implememed, 
leading back co the ev:1lu:1Cion ph:1se in 
appi:oxim:udy five years. In chis w:1y 

" ... collegiality is 
an ~xpectation 
that is explicitly 
stated by :the 
leader, rewarded 
when it happens, 
and sanctioned 
when it doesn't." 
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:ill curriculum :.1re:1s c:u1 be lociced on 
che pbnning cyde. \"\.hil<.: chis :1p
pro:1ch co curriculum pl:111ni11g c:.111 be 
done by whole school syscc..:ms. che 
process is especially p0wer!.ld when 
conducted in indi\·idt1al sch00b. 

.-\ pl:inning process such :1s chis is 
icself an oppominiry for infusing che 
cuilu1:1l purms inco :1 school. :\ good 
pbce co scare is w ich :1 l<.::1dt.:r otfering 
cu p:in.:ms and ce:1d1ers lightfooc's 
( 1983) nocion uf :i .. crnN.:im;~11t.:ss of 
impt:rfectiun," :t perspectin: in which 
we :io;sumc thac :uw sch()o[ h:is an.::L'i of 
sm~ngch :mu \\·e:ilrness :tnd thac chc.: 
"guou .. school is disci11guish1.:u tw ics 
op<.:nncss cu ucalin~ wich its impe~·ti!c
cions. The school l<.::1der could ·use chis 
opporcuniry co poim mic huw irn
pron!ment-; emerge from :i cultur~ 
chat embodies nor~ns such :ts our 11. 
She or he c::n chen l)ucline :i 1xocc.:ss 
ch:.ic tlem:.incJs ~xperimenc:icirni by pi
locing new curriculum :tntl e11<.:our:ioe 
colkgi:1licy b~- asking t<.::tcl1ers co wo~k 
cogecher on c,·alu:1cio11 :me.I design. 
Cemral co che planning is :t comn;ic
menc to invoh·c sc:ikeholders in deci
sion m:iking while being cle:ir :.ibouc 
che iimit'i of their ·intluence. 

After <:omplt:ci11g ch1.: re\·icw, che 
:ic.lminiscr:.icor must ensure chat cc:1d1-
ers recch·c supporc co c:11T,. ouc cheir 
pbns. For ex:1mple. if :t science com
mic£ec recommenc.ls incegr:uing mi
crocomputers inco scic:nce lahor:i
cori<.:s, fu11<.b need co be budgecc.:<.l for 
purc:l1asing equipmenc and cr:iining 
ce:1chers. \v.hik pro\·ic.ling suppurc. che 
prin<.:ip:d need:; co cmph:isi:c:e chc high 
expc:<:c:1cions she or he h:L'i tor their 
work. Bllil<.ling specitic gu:tls inw 
ce:tchers· form:11 e,·:tluation-whi<:h 
should cake pl:lce no less ch:in e,·en· 
chrc.:e ye:trs--is :1 llSeful w:iy of _making 
the connection between supporc :mc.l 
high expe<:eacions. Do,Yn the ro:1d a 
principal will ,,·anc tu -recogni:c:e ce:ich
ers' elforcs by reporting co che superin
tendent and school bo:ird :ind perh:1ps 
even :m:tching rc::w:ir<.ls for cheir ef. 
fom. Our c.listric:c <.liscribuces six chuu
s:md dollar st:1Yi<.:e :iw:irds for rccog
ni%ing ce:1d11.:rs· concrihucions in :t 

v:1rietY of :ire:is. 

The culture bllilders in :uw school 
bring :.in en:r-presenc :1w:1ren~ss of the 
12 1iorms cu t."\·e;:rychin~rrhey do in the 
condu<:t of <faily business. le is chis 

~WOi 1985 

a,,-:1re:1ess and commitment to culture 
building ch:1c is more impon:11\C ch:m 
any single :tCch·icy l>r scrnccu•·e in che 
school org:u1i:c:::ci,)t1. Once \Ye :ire 
ck:ir :ihouc what the impon:im norms 
of :t scrong culcure ;1re. che :icti\·icies 
:111<.l fl)rlll; through which we build 
chc.:m :tre legion. 

If we :tre' serious ahouc school im
pro\·emc.:nt :md :1how :atr:1ccing :ind 
rec:1ining c:1leme<l pcopk co school 
careers: then our ·higl1L"St prioricy 
should be co maintain reward stru<.:
cures ch:n nurture :idulc growth and 
sust:1i11 che school :is ;,in ;,icrr:Kti\·c 
,....-orknl:i<:<.: . .-\ stn>ng culture is <:ru<.:i:tl 
co n1;,ii-;i11g school; :.im:.icci,·e w0rk
pbcc.:s. lf the norms we h:t\·e outli11i.:d 
:ire smmg. the school wiil noc only be 
:mr:1C,in:: ic will be <.:n<.:rgi~cd :ind 
<:onsc:mdy impr(wing.O 
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Overview: 

Translating V'I.Sion into Pra.ctia 

Monday, March 18, 7:45 - 9 :00 PM 

Gail Dorph and Ellen Goldring 

Participants will work in small groups to address the implementation of Brinker's idea 
in a real institutional setting. Each group will consider one aspect of implementation, 
for example, staff development, choosing curricula, hiring/firing teachers, etc. Tilis 
activity will illustrate how a vision can pervade all aspects of an institution. 



Institute on Vision and Leadership for Jewish Education 

Monday Evening - March 18 

Translating Vision into Practice 
Small Group Work 

EXERCISE 2: Brinker assumes that it is necessary for the student to encounter a 
diverse range of Jews in one's every day life in order to experience the reality and 
attraction of Jewish society. Suppose a group of trustees has decided to open a new 
Brinker school and has asked you to suggest a recruitment and admissions policy for 
both student population and the hiring of staff. Put together a series of policy 
recommendations in light of this request: 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER: 
• What is the portrait of the ideal student population of this school? 
• What kinds of diversity ought to be sought and in which proportion would it be 

wise to accept each kind of consitutuency within the Jewish community? 
• Is the diversity defined in terms of religious affiliations, teaching styles, or some 

other criteria? 
•Could a non-Jew be hired to teach Judaica? 
• Does this approach demand team teaching or alternative teachings of similar 

subject matter? 
• If so, what kinds of team teaching and training for teachers would be necessary and 

how would teachers be trained to apply them in the classroom? 
• How could one evaluate whether the diversity of the teaching staff would indeed 

lead a perception of the plurality of the Jewish people and to a more exciting 
curriculum. How could such a diverse population be recruited? 

• What could one suggest if it turned out that no Orthodox Jew was willing to send 
their children to this school? 

• Who would not be recruited or accepted to this school? 
• How should one present and justify this portrait to the students of this school? 
• What is the portrait of the ideal teaching staff for this school? 




